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ABSTRACT
Hydraulic fractures are a class of tensile fractures that occur in brittle and quasi-brittle materials
due to the injection of a viscous fluid. Hydraulic fractures occur both naturally and created
deliberately for engineering applications. In the oil and gas industry, it is a preferred method to
enhance the recovery of hydrocarbons by creation of permeable pathways. A successful hydraulic
fracturing treatment may increase the production tens of times, making the technique economically
attractive. Yet, there are concerns about the environmental impact of the toxic fluids used in
reservoir treatment. The potential of groundwater contamination from the hydraulic fracturing
treatments has been one of the major roadblocks for its rapid development. One of the main
reasons for this concern is the lack of a thorough understanding of induced hydraulic fracture
propagation. With the advent of real-time monitoring techniques fully three-dimensional models
that can be used to update treatment designs in real time as information is fed back into the models.
Typically, hydraulic fracturing of low-permeability shale reservoirs involves modeling of three
coupled processes: (i) the mechanical deformation of the rock induced by the applied fluid pressure
on fracture faces; (ii) the flow of viscous fracturing fluid in the fracture; and (iii) the fracture
propagation in the rock from the induced hydraulic loading. Additional difficulties in modeling
of this already challenging problem are, for example, change in magnitude and/or orientation of
the in-situ confining stresses, presence of a nearby natural fracture/fault, transport of suspended
proppant particles within the fracture etc.
In this work, we develop a fully-coupled system of equations for modeling non-planar three-
dimensional hydraulic fracture propagation with a Generalized/Extended Finite Element Method
(G/XFEM). This method greatly facilitates the discretization of complex 3-D fractures since the
finite element mesh is not required to fit the crack surface(s). Adaptive surface triangulations are
used to represent complex 3-D fracture surfaces. Such explicit surface representation retains the
finer and complex details of the fracture, thus providing a high fidelity numerical simulation. The
proposed coupled formulation does not make any assumptions about the geometry of the solid
domain or the fracture surface except that the fracture geometry is such that the fluid flow in the
fracture can be modeled using the Reynolds lubrication equation. A modified Newton – Raphson
algorithm to solve the nonlinear system of coupled equations is also developed.
The stress and pressure singularities of the solution of hydraulic fracturing problems require
adaptive mesh refinement for efficient discretization error control. Dealing with adaptive mesh
refinement in time-dependent problems is challenging for any method. This is typically handled
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through mappings of solutions at every time step. In this work, we avoid volume mappings by taking
advantage of the explicit representation of the crack surface geometry adopted in the GFEM. This
allows the use of completely different meshes at every time step and is much less computationally
demanding than volume mappings.
One of the main challenges in hydraulic fracture propagation is satisfying the Irwin’s criterion
for fracture propagation. In this work, we propose a new fracture propagation model, named
GD model, based on a regularization of Irwin’s criterion for brittle materials. Utilizing the pro-
posed fracture model, a fully automated adaptive non-linear solution algorithm using the coupled
hydro–mechanical formulation for hydraulic fracture propagation is also presented. The proposed
algorithm is computationally efficient by automatically computing the time step increment at each
fracture propagation step using the solution history.
An energy based predictor-corrector algorithm for the fully automatic simulation of the fracture
growth in three-dimensional linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) problems is also proposed.
The effects of dominant in-situ stresses, orientation of wellbore, rock toughness on fracture propa-
gation, and interaction of hydraulic fracture with wellbore are studied in detail in this work. The
proposed GFEM is also utilized to study the effects of wellbore modeling, near-wellbore tortuosity
and interaction of multiple hydraulic fractures.
The accuracy and the efficiency of the proposed coupled formulation and algorithms is accessed
on various representative, large-scale examples.
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Hydraulic fracturing can be broadly defined as the process by which a fracture initiates and prop-
agates due to hydraulic loading (i.e., pressure) applied by a fluid inside the fracture [4]. Hydraulic
fracturing was first used in 1930s [81] in the oil and gas industry when Dow Chemical Company
discovered that downhole fluid pressures could be applied to fractures and deform rock forma-
tions. First hydraulic fracturing treatment for well stimulation was performed in 1947 [180]. At
the present time, hydraulic fracturing is used extensively to improve oil and gas wells productivity.
About 70% of gas production wells and 50% of oil wells drilled in North America since the 1950s
have been hydraulically fractured [179]. Thousands of successful hydraulic fracturing treatments
are performed each year in very diverse geological formations including low permeability gas fields,
weakly consolidated offshore sediments such as in the Gulf of Mexico, “soft” coal beds for methane
extraction, naturally fractured reservoirs and geometrically complex structures such as lenticular
formations [4].
Hydraulic fracturing is a common technique not just to enhance the permeability and well effi-
ciency of oil and gas reservoirs but for various other engineering applications. It is widely used for
geothermal energy extraction [26, 145], underground disposal of solid waste [87, 98], fault reactiva-
tion in mining [28], remediation of soil and water aquifers [126] and measurement of compressive
in-situ stresses [89, 150]. Examples of naturally induced hydraulic fracturing are also abundant
in geomechanics. Magma flow driven formation and propagation of intrusive dikes and sills [170]
and cracks propagating at glacier beds [178] are clear examples. Jin and Johnson [102] argued that
primary oil migration may also happen through buoyancy-driven multiple fracture propagation, a
phenomenon very similar to hydraulic fracturing.
A typical hydraulic fracturing treatment starts by the creation of an initial path for the fracture
by perforation [188] of the wellbore. A schematic of the hydraulic fracturing process used for
horizontal drilling is shown in Figure 1.1. Then a viscous fluid is pumped until the pressure from
the fluid in the fracture becomes higher than “breakdown pressure”. As a result, a hydraulic
fracture is initiated. A slurry of the fracturing fluid mixed with sorted sand (proppant) is then
injected to extend the initiated fracture and transport the proppant deep into the fracture. After
the slurry is pumped in, the pumping fluid chemically breaks down to a lower viscosity mixture
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and flows back out of the well. This treatment leaves behind a highly conductive propped path for
the flow of oil/gas back to the wellbore [180]. Butchsteiner et. al. [33] reported that typical widths
of a hydraulic fracture are on the order of 0.25 in. (or less), while the effective length may be more
than 3000 feet tip to tip.
Figure 1.1: A typical schematic of the hydraulic fracturing process used for horizontal drilling [1].
Hydraulic fracture generally grows in the direction of the least resistance i.e., the direction normal
to the smallest of the three principal in-situ stresses. If the initial fracture is not perpendicular
to the minimum in-situ stress, the fracture will reorient in the direction of the least resistance.
This can lead to a highly non-planar fracture surface near the wellbore which may cause failure
of hydraulic fracturing treatments [157]. The geometry of the induced hydraulic fracture is also
dependent on many other factors such as the mechanical properties of the rock, the rhealogical
properties of the fracturing fluids, layering and local heterogeneities due to natural fractures, etc.
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Weijers et al. [188] demonstrated that in the case of isotropic and homogeneous medium, in-situ
stress state is the controlling factor of fracture development.
In this work, a 3-D GFEM formulation and algorithms are proposed to numerically simulate
the process of hydraulic fracturing. A detailed formulation for the coupled solid and fluid-flow
problem is also presented. Interaction of the induced hydraulic fracture with natural fractures and
other hydraulic fractures is also considered. A fully automatic 3-D fracture propagation algorithm
capable of simulating hydraulic fracture coalescence with other fractures is also investigated.
1.2 Hydraulic Fracturing Models
Numerical solution of even the most basic hydraulic fracturing model is challenging because it
involves the coupling of at least three processes:
1. The mechanical (rock) deformation induced by the fluid pressure on the fracture surface;
2. The flow of fracturing fluid within the fracture;
3. The fracture propagation dependent on the current stress state of the rock.
Rock deformation is usually modeled using the theory of linear elasticity [4, 175]. The fluid flow
inside the fracture is modeled using lubrication theory [4, 175]. It is a simplified model to represent
the flow of a fluid in a channel. The lubrication equation is represented by a nonlinear partial
differential equation that relates the fluid flow velocity with the fracture width and the pressure
gradient along the fracture. Fracture propagation is considered within the Linear Elastic Fracture
Mechanics (LEFM) framework [10], since the fracture is in general much larger than the process
zone in the neighborhood of the crack front.
Adachi et al. [4] presented an exhaustive summary of the early 2-D models and the so-called
pseudo-three-dimensional (P3D) models currently used for hydraulic fracturing simulations in the
industry. These techniques place restrictions on the fracture geometry such as single, symmetric
and planar fractures. The numerical models for hydraulic fracturing started with simplified models
such as the PK model introduced by Perkins and Kern [144]. They adapted the work by Sneddon
[167] on the behavior of cracks under a plane strain state. Nordgren [130] later adapted the PK
model and formulated the PKN model which includes the effects of fluid loss. This model is
applicable to long fractures with limited height and elliptical cross-section [4]. The KGD plane
strain model was independently developed by Khristianovic and Zheltov [106] and Geertsma and
de Klerk [75]. It assumes that the fracture opening is height independent and is commonly used
for short fractures where plain strain assumptions are applicable to horizontal sections. Spence
and Sharp [169] extended the KGD model by introducing the fracture toughness of the rock in
the model. Simonson et al. [166] and Fung et al. [72] developed the so called Pseudo-3-D (P3D)
models. In cell-based P3D models, a sequence of PKN cells with their own fracture height is
adopted. Planar 3-D (PL3D) models were developed later to simulate the behavior in layered
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reservoirs [5, 40, 52, 165]. Detailed information about these models can be found in the work of
Warpinski et al. [181].
Recently, there has been a renewed interest in the analytical solutions to achieve a better under-
standing of different regimes of hydraulic fracture propagation [51]. Although analytical solutions
can be obtained only for very simple planar geometries, they provide valuable insights about the
asymptotic behavior of pressure distribution near fracture tips. In addition to that, singulari-
ties encountered in these asymptotic solutions can be used in selecting appropriate test functions
to obtain optimal convergence rates. Descroches et. al. [49] provided the analytical solution for
the zero-toughness, impermeable case while Lenoach [115] provided the solution for zero-toughness,
leak-off dominated case. Various other scenarios in toughness-dominated regimes are also presented
in detail by Detournay and Garagash [51].
Fully 3-D models to simulate the complex geometries as well as curved and twisted fractures
have also been reported in the literature [118, 123, 159, 168]. Yamamoto [190] developed a three-
dimensional model for single, nonplanar fractures. The computational complexities of such models
can be significant. Furthermore, these models also do not consider the effect of Mode III Stress
Intensity Factor (SIF) on fracture propagation [4]. Field observations show that this fracture mode
does occur in induced hydraulic fractures [4].
The Boundary Element Method has been used by several groups to model hydraulic fracture
propagation in 3-D. Early works in this area include those from the Cornell fracture group [118,
123, 168] and more rencently the BEM of Hossain et al. [94] and Mear et al. [158, 159]
In recent years, the Generalized or Extended Finite Element Method (G/XFEM) [14, 24, 61, 65,
119, 121, 132] have been applied to the simulation of hydraulic fracturing. Hereafter, the acronyms
GFEM and XFEM are used interchangeably.
G/XFEM greatly facilitates the discretization of complex 3-D fractures since the finite element
mesh is not required to fit crack surfaces. The displacement discontinuity accross the crack surface
is approximated through discontinuous enrichment functions. Likewise, the singularity of the linear
elastic solution along the crack front is approximated by properly selected enrichment functions.
Figure 1.3 illustrates a GFEM discretization with enrichments assigned to the finite element nodes
near a crack surface. The GFEM does not require meshing rings of quarter-point finite elements
along the crack front as in the stardard FEM. This removes one of the main hurdles for the
automatic simulation of propagating complex fractures with the FEM. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 contrast
the discretization of 3-D cracks using the FEM and the GFEM respectively. Further details on the
G/XFEM are discussed in Section 2.3.
Earlier applications of the XFEM to hydraulic fracturing can be found in the works of [175], Ren
et al. [153] and Lecampion [111]. Coupling schemes for modeling hydraulic fracture propagation
using the XFEM were recently proposed by Gordeliy and Peirce [78, 79]. However, they only
consider the two-dimensional KGD model of a hydraulic fracture in these works.
Models based on the cohesive zone model to simulate hydraulic fracture propagation have also
been proposed by Boone and Ingraffea [29]. The problem was solved by a finite element method
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Figure 1.2: Discretization of a half-penny shaped crack in standard finite element method and
contour of Von-Mises stress around the crack front.
for the poroelastic medium, along with a finite difference method for the fluid flow in the fracture.
Other applications of cohesive zone models for the analysis of hydraulic fractures, includes the
work of Chen et al. [37], Carrier and Granet [34] and Mohammadnejad and Khoei [122]. Recently,
other fracture models like the virtual multidimensional internal bonds (VMIB) [97] and phase field
models [31] have also been proposed for hydraulic fracturing simulations.
1.3 Coupled Solid-Fluid Formulation for Hydraulic Fracturing
Mathematical modeling of fluid-driven fractures aims to predict the evolution of treatment pressure,
induced fracture length and width and geometry of the fracture network. Input data for a coupled
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of an explicit crack surface with a sharp kink inside an element with various
crack enrichment functions and solution contour from a Generalized Finite Element simulation.
solid-fluid problem includes properties of both solid and fluid. Fluid-injection rate, in-situ stresses,
fluid rheology and mechanical properties of the rock are the generally considered properties. Several
numerical solutions for the fluid-flow driven fracture have been proposed in the the last three
decades. Classical papers on this subject by Khristianovic and Zheltov [106], Barenblatt [20],
Geertsma and de Klerk [75], Weertman [187], Spence and Turcotte [170] have all used simplified
assumptions. These solutions are approximate as they require assumptions about either the fracture
opening or the pressure field. Such assumptions are necessary because of the difficulty in treatment
of the complex fracture geometry growing under different stress and well conditions.
The fluid flow in a fracture is usually modeled using lubrication theory. In general, it is difficult
to numerically simulate fluid-driven fractures even for simple fracture geometries. The difficulty
arises from moving boundary conditions, high gradient of displacement near the fracture tip, non-
locality of the solution and non-linearity of the governing equations of the fluid-flow in the fracture.
Non-locality indicates that the fracture opening at any location is a function of the fluid pressure at
other location along the fracture [50]. A hydraulic fracturing model simulates the evolution of the
fracture geometry and the fracturing-fluid pressure distribution along the fracture surface, coupled
with one another. This procedure requires consideration of three issues:
1. Fracturing fluid pressure build-up in a stationary fracture,
2. Fracture propagation induced by the fluid pressure, and
3. Fracturing fluid advancement inside the fracture as the fracture propagates.
Rungamornrat et al. [159] present a numerical technique for the simulation of non-planar evolu-
tion of hydraulic fractures. They developed a fully-coupled hydro-mechanical formulation using a
Symmetric Galerkin Boundary Element Method (SGBEM). Zielonka et al. [194] have also recently
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presented a fully-coupled formulation to simulate 3-D hydraulic fracturing in porous media using
cohesive zone modeling and the XFEM. However, the fracture evolution is restricted to the cohesive-
element plane, thus severely limiting its capabilities for non-planar fracture propagation. Gordeliy
and Peirce [78, 79] also presented coupling schemes for modeling hydraulic fracture propagation
using the XFEM and the Implicit Level Set Algorithm (ILSA). However, a universal asymptotic
solution, which is usually not available, is required near the fracture front to model fracture evo-
lution. Castonguay et al. [35] presented fracture simulations of multiple, interacting non-planar
fractures in three-dimensions using a SGBEM. XFEM formulations for the simulation of hydraulic
fracture propagation in fluid-saturated porous media are also presented in the works of Re´thore´ et
al. [154] and Irzal et al. [100]. They adopt a two-scale approach to couple the effects of the fluid
flow in the fracture with the deformation in porous media. Watanabe et al. [182] have introduced
lower-dimensional interface elements for hydro-mechanical coupling in fractured porous media.
A variety of hydraulic fracturing simulation software including, but not limited to, MFrac [18],
MPwri [18], MShale [18], TRIFRAC [38], GOHFER [21], Flac3D [101], FRANC3D [183], and
HYFRANC3D [41] have also been developed. However, all these software make certain assump-
tions, such as planar fracture propagation, analytical solutions for stresses around the crack front,
etc., which limit their applicability for a true non-planar three-dimensional hydraulic fracturing
simulation.
To our knowledge, a coupled formulation for the simulation of non-planar 3-D hydraulic fracture
propagation using the G/XFEM is not available in the literature. In this work, we develop a cou-
pled system of equations for modeling non-planar three-dimensional hydraulic fracturing. We also
present an automated non-linear solution algorithm using a coupled hydro-mechanical formulation
for the evolution of non-planar three-dimensional hydraulic fractures. We also propose a new frac-
ture propagation model, based on the regularization of Irwin’s criterion, for fracture propagation
in brittle materials.
1.4 3-D Fracture Propagation
Accurate prediction of the fracture path and fracture size is very important for the case of hydraulic
fracturing. The success of the hydraulic fracturing treatment is dependent on the size, shape and
the propagation behavior of the created hydraulic fracture [4]. This clearly makes the need for the
simulation of accurate 3-D fracture propagation necessary.
An accurate fracture analysis tool is also required for the numerical simulation of various appli-
cations. These applications range from the life prediction of an aircraft vehicle to fracture growth
analysis in mechanical components under multi-axial loading. Accurate prediction of the fracture
path and size is important for the cases of both fatigue and brittle crack growth. Fatigue crack
growth is generally considered to be the more important case as the failure happens at much lower
loads and stresses compared to the critical stresses of the material. The time taken for fracture
growth in the case of fatigue loading is a substantial part of the life of the specimen. It is also
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important, from the practical point of view, to evaluate and compute the remaining service life of
a structure.
Three-dimensional crack growth requires the magnitude and the direction of propagation along
the entire crack front. In case of the planar crack growth, the direction of crack growth does not
change and thus only the magnitude of growth along the crack front is required. It is noted that in
two-dimensional crack growth simulations, only one crack growth magnitude is required for each
crack growth step. However, in three-dimensional crack growth simulation, the magnitude of the
crack growth, in general, vary along the crack front.
Hellen [90] introduced the concept of the virtual crack extensions to compute the crack increment
and the crack path. Stone and Babuska [171] presented an efficient numerical procedure for com-
puting the propagation along the curved path for 2-D problems. Fortino et al. [70] presented an
algorithm for the evaluation of the amount of crack growth in 2-D LEFM problem. They illustrated
that the choice of the crack growth increment magnitude is very important and the predicted crack
growth path depends on it. In recent years, Kuhn et al. [185, 186] have performed studies on
the numerical simulation of the fatigue crack growth using a predictor-corrector algorithm. Their
focus is, however, on the precise shape of the crack front. The number of corrector steps performed
for a predictor step are exceptionally high (ranging from 16 to 248) [185] rendering the method
extremely expensive and thus unsuitable for practical applications. Azadi et al. [13] presented an
automated adaptive remeshing procedure for the simulation of crack growth in multiple cracked
bodies, however the total amount of crack growth is set equal to a fixed value at each step of the
simulation and is user defined. Davis et. al. [46] presented an energy based formulation for the 3-D
simulation of an arbitrary planar crack growth. However, their simulation technique is sensitive to
the applied load-increment relative to the geometry of the crack front. Behnia et al. [23], Bouchard
et el. [30], Hombal et al. [92], Hossain et al. [94, 152], Moslemi et al. [124], Hu et al. [96], Gupta
and Duarte [83] used a user defined maximum crack growth increment magnitude for the 3-D crack
propagation for applications ranging from the efficient non-planar fatigue crack growth analysis in
mechanical components under multi-axial loading to the fracture growth by hydraulic fracturing
during reservoir stimulation.
In most of the available crack growth simulation software (FRANC2D, FRANC3D, F3D/NG,
Abaqus, Ansys etc.) [2, 11, 42, 43, 184], the user needs to assign a maximum crack growth increment
magnitude at the beginning of each crack growth step. These methods are considered to be quasi-
automatic. Several authors [27, 171, 184] have reported that different crack growth increment
magnitude may lead to quite different crack propagation paths. This forces the use of an extremely
small crack increment magnitude at each growth step to have confidence in the crack growth
simulation resulting in excessive computational costs. This also needs user intervention at each
crack growth step as the same crack growth increment magnitude might not be applicable to all
the propagation steps. The crack growth increment magnitude is also dependent on the current
stress state and the stability of the crack propagation which in turn is dependent on the previous
propagation steps. In commercially available software Zencrack [191], a “Forward Iteration SIF rate
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change” algorithm [95] is used to compute the crack growth increment magnitude. Computation
of the accurate rate of change of SIFs is extremely difficult and it may lead to erroneous results.
Thus, they use different ways to calculate the rate of change of SIFs which can lead to high
computational costs. Fastran [36, 128] and Afgrow [7] are two other popular crack growth packages.
There are various limitations in these software for the 3-D crack growth analysis [95]. For example,
Fastran and Afgrow are both limited to crack growth analysis for the fatigue crack growth. Life
prediction method in Fastran is based around an analytical crack closure model. The semi-empirical
coefficients are unknown for many 3-D crack configurations and loadings. These limitations severely
restrict the applicability of these codes for practical applications.
In this work, we present an energy based predictor-corrector algorithm for the automatic sim-
ulation of three-dimensional crack growth. The underlying idea of the proposed algorithm is to
control the change in strain energy such that the energy release rate along the crack front and its
variation is minimal between consecutive crack growth steps. A novel contribution of this work
is the development of an explicit expression to predict the change in the strain energy for crack
growth. The expression is derived by the first order derivation of the energy release rate at each
crack front vertex. This expression is then implemented within a predictor-corrector algorithm to
predict the maximum crack growth increment magnitude.
The algorithm is applicable for both mixed-mode and planar crack growth. This work however
focuses only on the planar crack growth for both fatigue and brittle crack growth. The proposed
algorithm is also not restricted to any particular numerical method. It can be used by any method
(FEM, G/XFEM, BEM etc.) able to simulate 3-D fracture propagation. The proposed algorithm
requires the extraction of stress intensity factors at each crack front vertex. The SIFs are extracted
from the GFEM solution using the Cutoff Function Method (CFM) [174] in Chapter 5. CFM is a
superconvergent technique as the computed quantities converge to the true value at least as fast
as the strain energy of the system. Pereira et al.[139] have demonstrated the use of CFM with the
GFEM.
1.5 Hydraulic Fracture Interaction
Multi-stage fracturing is the current preferred method of completion of the horizontal wells in un-
conventional hydrocarbon reservoirs [114]. It consists of simultaneously initiating and propagating
an array of hydraulic fractures. Although such a multistage fracturing technique has enabled im-
portant cost savings, analysis of the production logs over several basins indicates that about 30
percent of the perforation clusters might not contribute to the production [120]. The interaction
from multiple propagating hydraulic fractures results in a highly complex stress distribution in the
vicinity of the wellbore.
Lecampion et al. [112] presented a model for the initiation and growth of an array of parallel
radial hydraulic fractures. However, they assumed the initial geometry of the fractures as radial
fractures, thus not accounting for the near wellbore tortuosity. Taleghani [175], Zhang et al. [193],
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Castonguay et al. [35] and Germanovich and Astakhov [76] assumed that the hydraulic fractures
are already much larger than the wellbore size when simulating the interaction of multiple fractures.
In this work, our aim is to investigate aspects of the initiation and propagation of simultaneous
hydraulic fractures in order to try to better understand the robustness of multistage hydraulic
fracturing. We study the effect of modeling wellbore on a single hydraulic fracture propagation.
Multiple hydraulic fractures with varying distance between them and phase angles are also studied
in detail. An implementation of self-contact to prevent unphysical inter-penetration of the crack
faces because of the presence of compressive in-situ stresses is also presented. The importance
of modeling contact is also emphasized by modeling the effect of an induced hydraulic fracture on
natural fractures. An example illustrating the capabilities of the proposed methodology for fracture
coalescence along the length of a horizontal wellbore is also presented.
1.6 Outline
The remainder of the dissertation is outlined as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents a GFEM methodology for general non-planar propagation of hydraulic
fractures. In the computational procedure proposed, crack surfaces are represented explicitly
and independent of the volume mesh. This allows for a high fidelity representation of the
crack surface features such as sharp kink, turning of crack inside the solid element without
refining the volume mesh. A novel way to identify faces of sub-elements on crack surface is
also presented. These faces together combine to form a computational crack surface. Com-
putational crack surface is used for the integration of boundary conditions on crack surfaces.
An innovative numerical procedure is also employed to integrate the boundary conditions
on crack surface. The proposed procedure allows for an efficient way to integrate boundary
conditions. Crack propagation in early stages of hydraulic fracturing is considered. Several
examples are simulated to demonstrate the versatility of the method. Some examples with
analytical solutions are simulated to verify the method and its implementation. The pro-
posed methodology is very attractive to simulate the hydraulic fracture in its early stages.
The potential of this method for large crack propagation for the case of hydraulic fracturing
is clearly demonstrated.
• Chapter 3 present a fully coupled hydro-mechanical formulation for the simulation of non-
planar three-dimensional hydraulic fractures. The formulation does not make any assumption
about the geometry of the solid domain or the fracture surface except that the fracture
geometry is such that the fluid flow in the fracture can be modeled using the Reynolds
lubrication equation. In this work, the rock is assumed to be linear elastic and the fluid is
assumed to be Newtonian. A detailed procedure to automatically generate fluid finite element
meshes is proposed. A finite element formulation to solve the two-dimensional lubrication
equation defined on a non-planar surface in a 3-D space is also proposed. In this work,
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we avoid volume mappings by taking advantage of the explicit representation of the crack
surface geometry adopted in the GFEM. A modified Newton-Raphson algorithm to solve the
nonlinear system of coupled equations is also developed. The generality and accuracy of the
proposed methodology is demonstrated through several 3-D hydraulic fracturing problems.
• Chapter 4 present a fully automated adaptive non-linear solution algorithm using a coupled
hydro-mechanical formulation for the evolution of non-planar three-dimensional hydraulic
fractures. The proposed algorithm extends the work of Chapter 3 by coupling the fracture
propagation criterion with the fluid flow in the fracture and the mechanical deformation in the
rock. We also propose a new fracture propagation model, based on the regularization of Irwin’s
criterion, for fracture propagation in brittle materials. The proposed algorithm, utilizing the
proposed fracture propagation model, is computationally efficient by automatically computing
the time step increment at each fracture propagation step using the solution history. An
analysis of the efficiency of the proposed algorithm is also presented through several numerical
examples.
• Chapter 5 present an energy based predictor-corrector algorithm for the automatic simulation
of three-dimensional fracture growth. The proposed algorithm is equally applicable for both
fatigue crack growth and monotonic crack growth. To consider the non-linear behavior of
crack growth, an incremental procedure is adopted within the simulation. The crack surface
is automatically updated between the crack steps. The underlying idea of the proposed
algorithm is to control the change in strain energy such that the energy release rate along
the crack front and its variation is minimal between consecutive crack growth steps. It is
also important to note that the algorithm is independent of load-increment size unlike the
algorithm proposed by Davis et. al. [46]. This provides the user with much more flexibility
for any fracture propagation simulation. The proposed algorithm is also not restricted to
any particular numerical method. It can be used by any method (FEM, G/XFEM, BEM
etc.) able to simulate 3-D fracture propagation. Several numerical examples to illustrate the
robustness and versatility of the algorithm are presented.
• Chapter 6 presents the modeling of near wellbore tortuosity for hydraulic fractures. The
interaction between two propagating hydraulic fractures under various operational conditions
is also presented. An implementation of self-contact to prevent unphysical inter-penetration of
crack faces because of the presence of compressive in-situ stresses is also presented. A penalty
formulation for the treatment of contact mechanics is adopted. The algorithm presented is
able to handle the partial contact on crack faces. This feature is important for the case
of natural fractures because interaction with an induced hydraulic fracture may partially
prop open or close the natural fracture on itself. This kind of behavior is shown by one of
the numerical examples presented. An example demonstrating multiple hydraulic fractures
coalescing along the length of the wellbore is also presented.
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MODELING HYDRAULIC FRACTURING WITH GFEM
In this chapter we present a G/XFEM for the simulation of non-planar 3-D hydraulic fractures.
The focus is on propagating fractures with complex geometries, like those encountered in the early
stages of hydraulic fracturing [8, 47, 181]. In the proposed GFEM, the representation of fracture
surfaces is independent of the volume finite element mesh. As a result, complex surface features like
sharp turns and kinks can be accurately represented. These features are common at early stages of
hydraulic fracture propagation. We show that this high fidelity representation of the crack surface
does not require the refinement of the volume finite element mesh, in contrast with methods based
on the Level Set method [57, 66, 80].
We also introduce the concept of a computational crack surface, which is used for numerical
integration on non-planar crack surfaces. This computational crack surface is automatically up-
dated at each crack propagation step. Details are presented in Section 2.4. Enrichments functions
adopted in the G/XFEM remove meshing requirements of the FEM as discussed in Section 2.3.
However, the mesh near the crack front must still be sufficiently fine for acceptable accuracy. In
this work, an adaptive algorithm controls the mesh density during fracturing simulations. This
allows the computation of fracture paramenters such as SIFs with high accuracy while keeping the
problem size at a minimum. Details are provided in Section 2.3.1. Previous works on non-planar
3-D hydraulic fracture propagation have adopted 2-D fracture growth criteria based on Mode I
and II SIFs only. In this work, the effect of Mode III SIF is considered both in the calculation of
fracture propagation direction and magnitude, as described in Section 5.3.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 define the fracture regime we focus in this
chapter while Section 2.2 summarizes the governing equations. The brief review of the G/XFEM
is presented in Section 2.3. Handling of boundary conditions on propagating crack surfaces is
described in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 presents examples for verification of the proposed implemen-
tation of crack face boundary conditions. A solution strategy for a fully automated 3-D hydraulic
fracture simulation is provided in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 presents several numerical examples
demonstrating the main features of the proposed method and algorithms. Finally, we close with a
few conclusions in Section 2.8.
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2.1 Hydraulic Fracture Propagation Regimes
Hydraulic fracture propagation is governed by two competing energy dissipation mechanisms and
two competing storage mechanisms. Energy is dissipated by viscous fluid flow in the fracture
and by the propagation of the fracture surface which requires energy to break the rock. Fluid
storage mechanisms are fluid leak-off to the reservoir (across the fracture faces) and in the opening
between crack faces. These mechanisms are associated with four possible propagation regimes:
storage-toughness, storage-viscosity, leak-off-toughness and leak-off-viscosity [34].
This chapter focuses on fracturing of deep reservoirs with low permeability which is typically the
case for shale gas reservoirs. Therefore, leak-off of fluid across crack faces is neglected. Furthermore,
we assume that the fluid has a viscosity close to water. Under these conditions the fracture regime
is storage-toughness dominated. The high confining stress of deep reservoirs and the low fluid
viscosity lead to a nearly constant fluid pressure along fracture faces, in particular near the well-
bore. Analytical solutions showing this behavior are presented in, e.g., [50, 79]. The problem
formulation presented in Section 2.2 assumes that the fluid pressure is constant along the fracture
faces although it can be time-dependent. Under these conditions, it is also reasonable to assume
that the fluid and fracture fronts coincide, i.e., the size of the so-called fluid lag is negligible. In
fact, the size of the fluid lag is inversely proportional to σ30, where σ0, is the far field confining
stress [113].
The asymptotic expansion of the elasticity solution in the neighborhood of the crack front depends
on the fracture propagation regime [79]. In the toughness-dominated regime in which the viscous
energy dissipated by driving the fluid through the fracture is sub-dominant to the energy required to
break the rock, the elasticity solution is characterized by the classic square root behavior of Linear
Elastic Fracture Mechanics [78, 79]. This information is used to select enrichments functions for
the GFEM in Section 2.3.
2.2 Governing Equations
In this work, we seek the solution of the 3-D elasticity equations for a propagating hydraulic fracture
in a reservoir assumed to be linear elastic. We do not consider the coupling between the elasticity
and flow equations in the reservoir or in the fracture. The pressure field p on the fracture faces
is assumed to be known as discussed in Section 2.1. The pressure is also assumed to be constant.
Under these conditions and the assumptions discussed in Section 2.1, the statement of the principle
of virtual work for problem at fracture propagation step k is given by,
Find uk ∈ H1(Ω), such that ∀ vk ∈ H1(Ω)∫
Ω
σ(uk) : ε(vk)dΩ =
∫
∂Ω
t¯ · vkdΓ +
∫
Γk+c
t¯k+c · JvkKdΓ (no summation on k) (2.1)
where Ω and ∂Ω is the analysis domain and its boundary, respectively, t¯ is the in-situ stress
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prescribed on ∂Ω, JvkK = v+k − v−k is the virtual displacement jump across the crack surface Γk
at propagation step k and
t¯k+c = −pknk+ = pknk− (no summation on k)
t¯k−c = −pknk− = pknk+
with nk− and nk+ being the unity normal vectors to Γk−c and Γk+c , respectively. Since we assume
linear kinematics, nk− = −nk+ and t¯k−c = −t¯k+c . A cross section of the analysis domain and crack
surface Γkc is illustrated in Figure 2.1. A unique solution to the above Neumann problem is found












Figure 2.1: Cross section of a fractured domain at propagation step k. In the figure, t¯kc represents
t¯k−c when applied to Γk+c , or t¯k+c when applied to Γk−c .
2.3 The Generalized FEM: An Overview
The Generalized or Extended Finite Element Method (G/XFEM) [24, 61, 121, 132, 172, 173] is an
instance of the Partition of Unity Method (PUM) which has its origins in the works of Babusˇka
et al. [14, 16, 119] and Duarte and Oden’s [58, 63–65]. A brief history of the development of
Generalized/Extended FEMs can be found in [25]. The Finite Cover Method [176] and the Manifold
method [164] are also related to the GFEM.
Like the FEM, the GFEM is typically used to provide discretization spaces for a Galerkin or
Petrov-Galerkin method. In this work, the GFEM is used to find approximate solutions of problem
(2.1) represented by Equation (2.1). The main conceptual difference between the GFEM and the
FEM is that the former uses the concept of a partition of unity to define shape functions and
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therefore, discretization spaces. The Lagrangian finite element shape functions ϕα, α = 1, . . . , N ,
in a finite element mesh with N nodes constitute a partition of unity, i.e.,
∑N
α=1 ϕα(x) = 1 for all
x in a domain Ω covered by the finite element mesh.
A shape function, φαi, in the GFEM is computed from the product of a Lagrangian FE shape
function, ϕα, and an enrichment function, Lαi,
φαi(x) = ϕα(x)Lαi(x) (no summation on α) (2.2)
where α is a node in the finite element mesh. This same definition is used in any spatial dimension
and for any type of Lagrangian element. In fact, it can be used for any choice of partition of unity.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the construction of GFEM shape functions in 2-D.
a) b)
Figure 2.2: Construction of a generalized FEM shape function using a) continuous enrichment
function and b) discontinuous enrichment function. In the figure, partition of unity given by FE
shape function, ϕα, is at the top, the enrichment function, Lαi, is shown in the middle, and the
generalized FE shape function, φαi, is the bottom function.
Enrichment functions are selected based on any a-priori knowledge about the unknown solution of
target problems: the existence of discontinuities, singularities, jumps of solution derivatives across
material interfaces, etc. These features of the solution are approximated by the enrichments instead
of a finite element mesh with elements carefully placed along discontinuities or interfaces, as in the
FEM. This is particularly appealing in the case of evolving discontinuities as in the case of the
problems considered in this work.
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Several enrichment functions can be hierarchically added to any node α in a finite element mesh.
Thus, if mα is the number of enrichment functions at node α, the GFEM approximation, u
h, of a











where uˆ α, α = 1, . . . , N , and u˜ αi, α ∈ Ieh, i = 1, . . . ,mα, are standard FEM and GFEM degrees
of freedom, respectively, and Ieh is the set of nodes with GFEM shape functions. These nodes
are illustrated in Figure 1.3. It is clear from the above equation that a GFEM approximation is
obtained by hierarchically augmenting a standard FEM approximation.
Enrichments for 3-D Hydraulic Fractures In this chapter, we focus on toughness-dominated
fracturing regime and prescribe a constant pressure on the fracture faces as discussed in Section
2.1. The elasticity solution in the neighborhood of a crack front is therefore given by the classical
linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) solution with
√
r singularity. Under these conditions,
G/XFEM enrichments for 3-D LEFM available in the literature can be used without modifications.
In this work, we adopt the high-order enrichment functions for 3-D non-planar fractures proposed
in Section 3 of [140]. We solve viscosity-dominated fracturing regime with varying pressure on the
fracture faces in Chapters 3 and 4 with these same enrichment functions. Limitations of these
enrichments are discussed in the following sub-section.
2.3.1 Adaptive h-refinement
While singular enrichments functions used near a crack front alleviate the mesh requirements and
density demanded by the FEM, the elements must be sufficiently small for acceptable accuracy.
This is the case because 3-D crack front enrichment functions adopted in G/XFEM are based on 2-
D elasticity solutions of an infinite plate with a planar crack–the classical near crack tip expansions
for Mode I, II and III [103]. This requirement can lead to costly computations or to poor quality
solutions if quasi uniform meshes are adopted for the simulation of 3-D propagating fractures. In
this work, this issue is addressed through adaptive mesh refinement and unrefinement. We adopt an
adaptive algorithm that controls the mesh density around propagating crack fronts. This allows the
computation of fracture parameters such as SIFs, with high accuracy while keeping the problem size
much smaller than in simulations based on quasi uniform meshes. Figure 2.25 show the application
of this algorithm to a propagating 3-D fracture.
It is noted that this algorithm is robust since the meshes are not required to fit the crack surface.
Element size is controlled by simply refining or coarsening elements until the elements around
the crack front are sufficiently small [142]. We adopt a bisecting algorithm that guarantees that
the quality (aspect ratio) of the elements are preserved [12, 19]. In contrast, the FEM requires
remeshing of the solution domain at every crack propagation step since the mesh must fit the crack
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surface. Furthermore, the FEM requires structured meshes like the one shown in Figure 1.2 with
quarter-point elements around the crack front in order to approximate well the
√
r singularity of
the solution. The automatic creation of these meshes around a propagating non-planar 3-D surface,
like those considered in this work, is a daunting task and many times requires user intervention.
Our numerical experience shows that meshes with elements that are about one order of magnitude
larger than what is required by the FEM near the crack front suffices. Away from the crack front,
coarse meshes can be used since the solution is smooth. A-posteriori error measures [6, 15, 17] can
be used to control the adaptive process. This approach is not considered in this work. In the case
of propagating cracks, the mesh density is dynamically adapted at every crack propagation step in
order to control the computational cost without sacrificing accuracy. Detailed convergence analysis
of a GFEM for 3-D fracture mechanics problems can be found in [140–142].
2.4 Geometrical and Computational Crack Surfaces
In the FEM, fracture surfaces are defined by the finite element faces fitting the fracture as shown
in Figure 1.2. This approach can not be used in the G/XFEM since crack surfaces in general do
not fit finite element faces. In this section, we discuss the strategy adopted in this work for the
representation of 3-D non-planar fracture surfaces. We introduce the concept of geometrical and
computational crack surfaces. The later is used for the numerical integration over crack surface,
Γc, of the hydraulic fluid pressure term in Equation (2.1). A strategy to efficiently compute the
jumps of virtual displacements, JvkK, across the crack surface is also described.
2.4.1 Crack Surface Representation
Two basic types of computational geometry techniques are utilized in the G/XFEM for the geo-
metrical representation of crack surfaces: (1) implicit methods, which rely upon a volume mesh for
the crack surface representation, and (2) explicit methods in which the crack surface is explicitly
meshed independently of the volume mesh.
In the case of implicit methods, the volume mesh is in general the same finite element mesh
used for the computation of the solution. In this approach the geometrical fidelity of the crack
surface depends upon the 3-D mesh refinement. A popular instance of implicit methods is the
level set method [163]. Closed surfaces are represented as the zero level set of a function of one
higher dimension. A crack surface being open requires two orthogonal level sets for its description.
Updates of the crack surface in a fracture propagation simulation can be expensive in these methods
and require the solution of 3-D hyperbolic equations. Furthermore, implicit methods tend to smear
sharp features of crack surface such as the kink shown in Figure 1.3.
In this work, we adopt explicit 3-D crack surface representations. They are composed of flat
triangles (facets) and were first adopted in the GFEM presented in Duarte et al. [60, 62] and Pereira
et al. [140, 142]. In this technique, the volume finite element mesh is completely independent of
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the crack surface discretization. Therefore, the size of the elements in the volume mesh does not
affect the fidelity of the crack surface representation nor does the number of facets in the crack
surface mesh impact the size of the problem discretized by the volume mesh. Furthermore, explicit
representations can preserve special crack surface features such as kinking and twisting, throughout
the crack growth simulation. This is particularly important for problems with pressure or cohesive
forces on the crack or where contact between crack faces may occur. Figure 1.3 shows an example of
an explicit crack surface representation in a 3-D GFEM problem. Notice the sharp kink of the crack
surface inside a large volume finite element. Another important advantage of this approach is that
it avoids solving advection-type equations required for level set updating. Recent improvements
of explicit crack surface representation and update with application to 3-D crack coalescence are
presented in [74]. Their updating algorithms are adopted in this work. They provide support for a
robust and efficient simulation of fracture surfaces that grow by orders of magnitude in size during
the simulation.
Hereafter, explicit crack surface representations such as those shown in Figures 1.3, 2.12 and 2.25
are referred to as geometrical crack surfaces. This geometrical description, provide the necessary
information to select which nodes in a finite element mesh need to be enriched and the type of
enrichment functions to be used. It is also used to define sub-elements used for the numerical
integration of the weak form over volume elements cut by the crack surface. The reader is referred
to [140] for details. However, facets defining a geometrical crack surface are not suitable for the
numerical integration over crack surface Γc of the hydraulic fluid pressure term in Equation (2.1).
This is the case since these facets cross volume element faces and edges. Thus, Gaussian quadratures
defined over these facets may lead to severe integration errors. This issue is addressed in the next
section.
2.4.2 Computational Crack Surface
The numerical integration over volume elements cut by the crack surface is performed with the
aid of sub-elements as illustrated in Figure 2.3. These elements are automatically generated using
an algorithm based on Delaunay tetrahedralization [177]. They do not cross the crack surface and
thus can be used for numerical integration using either standard Gaussian quadrature or integration
rules suitable for singular functions [136]. Note that the aspect ratio of the sub-elements is not
relevant since they are not used to define shape functions. Numerical evidence of this is provided
in [140].
In this chapter, the faces of integration sub-elements that fit the crack surface are used to define
computational crack surfaces on the positive and negative sides of the crack surface. By definition,
the facets of a computational crack surface do not cross volume element faces or edges and therefore
can be used for the numerical integration over Γc of the hydraulic fluid pressure term in Equation
(2.1). Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show the geometrical and computational crack surfaces for a penny



































Figure 2.3: Computational element with integration sub-elements. a) and b) Computational el-
ement and crack surface with sharp kink inside the element. Above and below sub-elements are
shown in red and green, respectively. c) Above sub-elements and intersections with the crack sur-
face. d) Below sub-elements and intersections with the crack surface. e) Facets of sub-elements on
the above computational surface. f) Facets of sub-elements on the below computational surface.
computational crack surface.
Since the computational crack surface is based on integration sub-elements which are already
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available, their construction do not involve substantial computational effort. The main challenge
is the automatic identification of which faces of integration sub-elements fit the crack surface and
if they are either on the positive (above) or negative (below) side of the surface. The algorithm
adopted in our implementation is briefly described below.
2.4.3 Computational Crack Surface Identification
As hydraulic fractures can develop into complex shapes, the algorithm to identify the faces of sub-
elements on crack surfaces must be general enough to handle non-planar and non-smooth surfaces.
In this section, we propose an algorithm to identify faces of integration sub-elements lying on non-
planar crack surfaces. The various special cases handled by the algorithm are explained in a 2-D
setting for simplicity. Figure 2.4 illustrates these cases.
For each computational element in a 3-D finite element mesh, a Delaunay tetrahedralization
creates integration sub-elements as described above. A detailed methodology for the creation of
integration sub-elements can be found in [140]. The orientation of these sub-elements with respect
to the crack surface is also found. Algorithms 1 and 2 are then applied to identify integration
sub-element faces that are on the crack surface and their orientation.
Algorithm 1 Identification of integration sub-elements faces that are potentially on the crack
surface.
Data: Crack surface and Delaunay tetrahedralization of a computational element.
Result: List of faces of sub-elements that are potentially on the crack surface.
for all sub-elements of a computational element do
for all vertices of a sub-element do
Mark vertices that are on the crack surface.
end for
if number of vertices of sub-element on crack surface is less then three then
No face of this sub-element is on crack surface.
Go to the next sub-element. This case is illustrated in Figure 2.4(a).
else if sub-element has four vertices on the crack surface then
At least two faces of this sub-element are on crack surface.
Add all faces of this sub-element to a list of sub-element faces potentially on the crack
surface.
Go to the next sub-element.
else
for all faces of this sub-element do
if face has three vertices on the crack surface then
Add this face to the list of faces potentially on the crack surface.






Algorithm 2 Identification of integration sub-elements faces that are on the crack surface and
their orientation.
Data: List of faces of sub-elements that are potentially on crack surface.
Result: Identification of integration sub-element faces that are on the crack surface and their
orientation.
if crack surface is planar inside the computational element then
All the faces in the input list are indeed on the crack surface.
Assign orientation to all faces based on the orientation of their respective sub-elements.
Figures 2.4(b) and 2.4(c) illustrate this case.
else
Crack surface is non-planar inside the computational element.
for all sub-elements with faces in input list do
for all faces of this sub-element that are in the input list do
if face is not at boundary of computational element then
The neighboring sub-element across the face and its orientation are available.
Figures 2.4(d) and 2.4(e) represent this case.
if sub-elements sharing face have opposite orientations then
Face is on the crack surface.




Face lies on the boundary of the computational element.
There is no sub-element sharing this face. Figure 2.4(f) illustrate this case.
if all vertices of a sub-element face are on same geometrical crack surface facet
then
Face of sub-element is on crack surface.
Assign orientation to the face based on the orientation of its respective
sub-element.
else
Compute the distance from the centroid of the face to the geometrical crack
surface.
if distance ≈ 0 then
Face of sub-element is on crack surface.









The faces of integration sub-elements found to be on the geometrical crack surface are used to
create triangular facets defining the above and below computational crack surfaces. Faces belonging
to sub-elements that are above (below) define the above (below) computational crack surface. The
facets of these surfaces are used solely for numerical integration on the crack surface. Therefore,
like the sub-elements, their aspect ratio is not relevant. Furthermore, they need not define a
valid FE mesh. In fact, the triangulation defining the computational crack surface may have
non-matching nodes at the boundary between computational elements. This is the case since
the algorithm is local – the sub-elements and therefore the facets of the computational crack
surface, are created on an element-by-element basis without enforcing any sort of continuity between
neighboring computational elements. For this same reason, if the crack surface is located along a
volume element face, like in the case shown in Figure 2.4(f), the above and below computational
crack surfaces may not match in this region although both define the same geometry. Either surface
or both can be used for numerical integration over Γc (cf. Chapter 2.4.4).
2.4.4 Integration of Weak Form over the Crack Surface
This section describes a strategy to integrate the term of the weak form (2.1) defined over the crack
surface Γkc . This term can be derived as follows. The virtual work of the fluid pressure at crack
propagation step k is given by ∫
Γ+kc
t¯k+c · v+kdΓ +
∫
Γ−kc
t¯k−c · v−kdΓ (2.4)
The above equation requires the integration over the positive (above) and negative (below) crack
surfaces. Since we assume linear kinematics (cf. Section 2.2),
t¯k−c = −t¯k+c
The virtual work (2.4) can then be written as∫
Γk+c
t¯k+c · JvkKdΓ (2.5)
where JvkK = v+k−v−k is the virtual displacement jump across the crack surface Γkc at propagation
step k. This form requires only the integration over one of the crack surfaces (the positive one in
the case above), thus reducing the computational cost. A similar approach is proposed by Liu et
al. [117] for the imposition of frictional contact. It is noted that the fluid pressure need not be
constant over the crack faces. Here we consider the case of traction boundary conditions. The same
approach also applies to spring (Robin/Cauchy) boundary conditions and to the integration of the





Figure 2.4: Identifcation of faces of integration sub-elements that are on the crack surface. Green
circles identify vertices of the volume finite element. A red circle represents an intersection between
the geometrical crack surface and the finite element. Purple circles represent sub-element vertices
on the crack surface. (a) Crack surface only touches the finite element; (b) Planar crack surface
within the finite element. No geometrical crack surface vertices inside the finite element; (c) Planar
crack surface within the finite element. Geometrical crack surface has one or more vertices inside
the finite element; (d) Non-planar crack surface within the finite element. No sub-elements have
all vertices on the crack surface; (e) Non-planar crack surface within the finite element. One of the
sub-elements has all vertices on the crack surface; (f) Non-planar crack surface on the boundary of
the finite element.
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The discretization of (2.5) with GFEM shape functions (2.2) leads to∫
Γk+c
t¯k+c JφαiKdΓ (2.6)
where the jump of GFEM shape functions is given by
JφαiK = φ+αi − φ−αi = ϕα (L+αi − L−αi) = ϕαJLαiK
since the partition of unity ϕα is continuous across the crack surface.
Enrichment function Lαi may or may not be discontinuous across the crack surface. Two enrich-
ment types are discontinuous in the GFEM adopted in this work: the high order step (Heaviside)
and branch (crack front) enrichment functions. Polynomial enrichments are also adopted to approx-
imate the smooth component of the elasticity solution (cf. Section 3 of [140]). They are continuous
everywhere in the domain and thus their jumps across the crack surface is zero. It is noted that the
computation of JφαiK over Γk+c does not require any quantity defined at integration points on the
opposite crack surface Γk−c , since the jumps of Lαi are available in closed form expressions. This
greatly simplifies the numerical implementation of (2.6).
2.5 Verification of Implementation of BCs on Crack Faces
This section presents numerical examples designed to verify the implementation of boundary con-
ditions on crack faces. We consider all types of boundary conditions for verification. Traction
boundary conditions is the most common BC to represent fluid pressure in the fracture. However,
implementation of other boundary conditions allows us to extend this implementation to handle
other physical processes such as contact, cohesive law etc.
2.5.1 Planar Crack in a Domain
The example considered is a rectangular plate with a through-the-thickness crack in the domain.
The geometry of the domain and boundary conditions for the problem are illustrated in Figure 2.5.
The following geometrical and material parameters are adopted: In-plane dimensions b = 2.0 m,
h = 2.0 m; domain thickness t = 0.25 m; crack size 2a = 0.5 m; Young’s modulus E = 200, 000
MPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.30. The crack surface coincides with element faces. This allows the
verification of the proposed implementation against discretization created with double nodes using
standard finite element method.
Two equivalent sub-problems are considered here each for the case of proposed implementation
and FEM using double nodes. In the first case, the crack surface is loaded with pressure of
magnitude 1.0 MPa. Figure 2.6(a) illustrates this case. In the second case, the crack faces are stress
free and traction boundary conditions are applied at the top and bottom faces of the domain. Figure
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(a) Domain with through-the-thickness crack coinciding with
global element faces.
(b) Crack position and configuration in the
domain.
Figure 2.5: Geometry and discretization of the problem domain for the through-the-thickness planar
crack problem.
2.6(b) illustrates this case. By linear superposition it can be shown that the stress intensity factors
for both sub-problems are equivalent. It allows us to verify the implementation of the boundary
conditions on crack faces as the case of stress-free crack faces has been extensively verified and an
analytical solution is also present.
Loaded Crack : Figure 2.7 shows the solution contour of the problem when pressure of
magnitude 1.0 MPa is applied on the crack faces. Table 2.1 lists results computed with proposed
strategy and double nodes with varying levels of global mesh refinement. The polynomial order of
the GFEM shape functions is taken as one, p = 1. No crack front refinement is employed for this
case.
Global Tractions : Stress intensity factors (only) should match (upon mesh refine-
ment/enrichment) with those computed with corresponding loaded-crack model. Strain energy
values should be higher. The four cases presented here represent the following situations. These
cases are created to exercise several features of the implementation: (i) polynomial enrichment; (ii)
mesh refinement; (iii) enrichment with step (Heaviside) and (iv) branch (Williams) functions. The
cases are as follows:
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(a) Crack surface loaded with pressure. (b) Global top and bottom faces of domain loaded
with traction.
Figure 2.6: Two loading cases for rectangular plate with through-the-thickness crack.
Figure 2.7: Contour of the magnitude of the solution and crack opening after applying pressure on
crack faces.
1. No polynomial enrichments. No branch functions. No refinement of the volume mesh around
the crack front. Step functions to represent the discontinuity.
2. Linear polynomial enrichments i.e the polynomial order of the shape functions is two. No
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Table 2.1: Strain Energy for through-the-thickness crack problem using proposed the methodology
and double nodes to represent the crack. Crack surface coincides with global element faces.
Case ID Refinement Level U ×10−7 U ×10−7
(Global) (Proposed Method) (Double Nodes)
MPa−m3 MPa−m3
1 0 0.955301 0.955301
2 2 1.560562 1.560562
3 4 1.811478 1.811478
4 6 2.176876 2.176876
5 8 2.362690 2.362690
6 10 2.435730 2.435730
branch functions. No refinement of the volume mesh around the crack front. Step functions
to represent the discontinuity.
3. Linear polynomial enrichments. No branch functions. Refinement of the volume mesh around
the crack front. Step functions to represent the discontinuity.
4. Linear polynomial enrichments. Use of branch functions to represent stress singularity at
the crack front. Refinement of the volume mesh around the crack front. Step functions to
represent the discontinuity.
Table 2.2: SIF for through-the-thickness crack problem using the proposed methodology and double
nodes to represent the crack. SIF is extracted at the center of the crack front. Crack surface
coincides with global element faces. Four cases with different parameters are explained in the
section.
Case ID KI KI KI KI
(Proposed Method) (Double Nodes) (Proposed Method) (Double Nodes)
Loaded crack Loaded crack Global tractions Global tractions
1 9.042121e-01 9.042121e-01 9.896137e-01 9.896137e-01
2 9.214888e-01 9.214888e-01 9.896266e-01 9.896266e-01
3 9.439862e-01 9.439862e-01 1.010397e+00 1.010397e+00
4 9.600451e-01 9.600451e-01 1.030667e+00 1.030667e+00
Table 2.2 lists the SIF extracted at the center of one of the fronts. The exact value of Mode I SIF,
KI is 1.0 MPa
√
m. As can be seen that all the values extracted are very close to the exact value
of SIF. The differences are because of very coarse mesh around the crack front and low polynomial
order of shape functions. Increasing the polynomial order of the shape functions results in the
better solution and thus a closer computed value to the exact solution. It is also important to
note that the result for proposed method matches exactly with the double node discretization of
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the crack surface. This simple test verifies the traction boundary conditions implementation and
proposed integration of the weak form on fracture faces.
2.5.2 Planar Crack with different Boundary Conditions on Crack Faces
The domain used in the previous section is also used for this case. The geometrical and material
properties are also same as in the in previous section. However, the boundary conditions are
changed. Traction boundary conditions are applied on top and bottom faces of the domain.
This example is solved for three different cases:
1. Domain with no crack and global traction boundary conditions;
2. Domain with a center crack and homogeneous dirichlet boundary conditions on crack faces
and global traction boundary conditions. Crack is located at the same position as shown in
previous section;
3. Domain with a center crack and Cauchy boundary conditions on crack faces and global
traction boundary conditions. Crack is located at the same position as shown in previous
section.
For the case of spring (Robin/Cauchy) boundary conditions, springs are applied only in the
y-direction, i.e, the direction of global traction. Similarly, dirichlet boundary conditions are also
applied only in the y-direction so as to simulate and compare with the uncracked domain.
Figure 2.8 shows the strain energy for the three cases. It can be observed that the strain
energy values are exactly the same for the uncracked domain and domain with dirichlet boundary
conditions. For case 3, as the value of spring stiffness is increased the strain energy approaches the
case of domain with no crack. This example employs mesh refinement along the crack front, step
function enrichments and branch function enrichments.
It is evident from these examples that the proposed scheme can be used for application of bound-
ary conditions on the crack faces. This implementation could be easily extended to non-linear
cohesive boundary conditions on crack faces.
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SE with Crack, Spring BC for crack faces
SE with no crack present
SE with Crack, Dirichlet BC for crack faces
Figure 2.8: Strain energy for the three cases explained in Section 2.5.2.
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2.6 Crack Propagation Algorithm
This section describes the algorithm adopted for the solution of the 3-D hydraulic fracture propa-
gation problem formulated in Section 2.2. Its main ingredients are the GFEM presented in Section
2.3 and 2.4 and the crack growth physics discussed in Section 5.3. For each crack propagation step
k, the following is performed:
1. Refine the 3-D GFEM mesh around the crack front using the adaptive algorithm described
in Section 2.3.1.
2. Compute intersection between the geometrical crack surface and the GFEM mesh. The
Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) [177] implementation of AABB trees
(trees of axis-aligned bounding boxes) is adopted for these computations. These intersections
are in turn used for the generation of integration sub-elements as described in [140]. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.3.
3. Generate the computational crack surface Γk+c for this propagation step as described in Section
2.4.2. Traction boundary conditions corresponding to a constant fluid pressure is applied on
Γk+c as described in Section 2.2.
4. Enrich the finite element nodes with singular, Heaviside and polynomial functions as described
in Section 2.3. This is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
5. Integrate the stiffness matrix and load vector associated with the GFEM discretization of
(2.1). This is performed with the aid of integration sub-elements and the computational
crack surface as described in Section 2.4.4.
6. Solve the linear elastic problem (2.1) discretized with the GFEM.
7. Extract Mode I, II and III Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) at every vertex on the crack front
of the geometrical crack surface. In this chapter, the formulation and implementation of
the Contour Integral Method (CIM) described in [73, 138] is adopted. The SIFs are used
to determine, at each crack front vertex, if the crack will propagate and the direction and
magnitude of propagation. These quantities define propagation vectors at each crack front
vertex. Details of the propagation criteria and laws adopted in this chapter are provided in
Chapter 5.
8. The propagation vectors are used to define the position of the crack front vertices at the
next propagation step. The geometrical crack surface is updated by adding a new layer of
triangular facets to the current crack front or by stretching the current crack front vertices.
The strategy used depends on the magnitude of the crack front advancement vector at each
front vertex. After several propagation steps the crack surface triangulation is remeshed
in order to reduce the number of facets and speed up computational geometry operations.
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This is particularly important in the class of problems considered here since the initial crack
surface grows in size by orders of magnitude. Details on these algorithms for geometrical
crack surface updating and remeshing are described in [74].
9. After updating the crack geometrical surface, the 3-D GFEM mesh is unrefined to the initial
mesh provided by the user. The algorithm is then repeated.
The algorithm described above enables automated simulations of 3-D propagating hydraulic
fractures as demonstrated in the next section.
2.7 Numerical Examples
This section presents five examples to verify and illustrate the performance of the GFEM for 3-D
hydraulic fractures proposed in previous sections. GFEM solutions are compared with reference
analytic or numerical solutions and experimental results when available. In all examples, stress
intensity factors are extracted using the Contour Integral Method (CIM) [73, 138]. The polynomial
order of the GFEM shape functions is taken as two, unless noted otherwise.
2.7.1 Mixed-Mode Pressurized Crack
As a first example, we consider a pressurized crack in a domain subjected to far field compressive
bi-axial tractions. The crack is oriented at an angle β with respect to the direction of the maximum
principal stress σH , as shown in Figure 2.9. The crack faces are subjected to a constant pressure
p.










[σH − σh] sin 2β
(2.7)
where a is the half crack length and p is the internal pressure.
This problem is solved in the 3-D domain shown in Figure 2.10. The in-plane dimensions are
20a × 20a and the thickness d = a, where the half crack length a is taken as a = 1.0 m. The
pressure p is taken as 10 MPa, the maximum horizontal compressive stress σH = 7 MPa, and the
minimum compressive stress σh = 2 MPa. The material properties adopted are Young’s modulus
E = 10 000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.20.
Figure 2.11 shows the reference 2-D analytic solution for Mode I and II SIFs and the 3-D GFEM
results for β = 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦. The SIFs are extracted from the GFEM solution
at the center of the right crack front. A very good agreement between the GFEM and the reference
analytic solution is observed for all crack orientations considered.
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Figure 2.10: a) Geometry and boundary conditions for the mixed-mode pressurized crack with
β = 45◦. b) GFEM mesh with localized refinement near the crack fronts.
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Figure 2.11: Two-dimensional analytic and 3-D GFEM results for Mode I and II stress intensity
factors for various orientations of the crack (angle β).
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2.7.2 Propagation of a 3-D Penny Shaped Crack
This example considers the classical three-dimensional quasi-static evolution of a penny shaped
crack under Mode I conditions. It verifies the accuracy of SIFs extracted from a 3-D GFEM
solution and the crack propagation algorithm described in Section 2.6.
The cubic domain adopted in the computations is shown in Figure 2.12. The dimension of each
edge of the domain is 10 units and the radius of the initial crack is taken as a0 = 0.50. The
geometrical crack surface used for the representation of the initial crack is also shown in the figure.
The domain is discretized into 20 × 20 × 20 hexahedral elements which are further divided into
six tetrahedral elements. The mesh is then locally refined along the crack front using the strategy
outlined in Section 2.3.1. The maximum and minimum element edge size along the crack front is
hmax/a0 = 0.027 and hmin/a0 = 0.016, respectively.
The displacement vector is set to zero at the boundary of the domain and a constant pressure is
applied to the computational crack surface (cf. Section 2.4.2). Figure 2.13 shows this surface for
the initial crack. The fluid pressure boundary condition applied to the computational crack surface
is also shown in the figure.
Radius = 0.5
Crack Front
Figure 2.12: The problem of a penny shaped crack under pressure. Diagonal view of the domain
with penny shaped crack at the center. The geometrical crack surface used for the representation
of the initial crack is also shown.
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a) b)
Figure 2.13: a) Computational crack surface for the initial penny shaped crack, b) Computational
crack surface with prescribed pressure.
The critical pressure and injected fluid volume required for the propagation of a penny shaped














where E′ = E/(1 − ν2), E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, Gc is critical strain energy
release rate. We adopt the same material properties as in Bourdin et al. [31], namely, E = 1, ν = 0
and Gc = 1.91× 10−9.
The Mode I stress intensity factor is directly proportional to the pressure applied to the crack







E′Gc is the fracture toughness of the material and KI(a, p) is the Mode I stress inten-
sity factor for a penny shaped crack of radius a subjected to a pressure p. A GFEM approximation,
pGFEMc (a0), of pc(a0) was computed by prescribing p = 1, extracting KI(a = a0, p = 1) at all crack
front vertices and taking their average. This gives, using (2.10), pGFEMc (a0) = 5.415× 10−5. For a
crack of radius a0 = 0.5, Equation (2.8) gives pc(a0) = 5.477× 10−5. Thus, the GFEM approxima-
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tion of the critical pressure for a = a0 has a relative error of just 1.147%.
The crack does not propagate while the pressure is below the critical value. In this regime,
the pressure on the crack surfaces grows linearly with the injected fluid volume. This is shown
in Figure 2.14. Similarly, the crack does not propagate until the volume of fluid injected in the
fracture reaches the critical value Vc(a0) = 3.652× 10−5 as shown in Figure 2.15.
The critical pressure pc(a0) was prescribed on the initial crack surface and it was propagated
using the crack propagation algorithm of Section 2.6 with the crack growth physics described in
Chapter 5. The scaling law for crack front advancement given by (5.15) was adopted. If pc(a0) is
applied, the crack propagation is unstable. However, the critical pressure for any crack size can be
back calculated using (2.10). Figure 2.14 shows the evolution of the critical pressure computed for
the propagating crack as a function of the injected fluid volume. The analytic value of the critical
pressure is also shown in the figure. The critical volume of injected fluid was computed using a




V (a, p) (2.11)
where V (a, p) is the fluid volume computed using the crack opening provided by the GFEM solution.
A good agreement between the solution provided by equations (2.8) and (2.9) at the GFEM is
observed. Figure 2.15 shows the evolution of the crack radius versus the injected fluid volume. A
good agreement between the reference and the GFEM solutions is again observed.
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Figure 2.14: Pressure as a function of the injected fluid volume. The crack does not propagate until
the pressure reaches the critical value pc(a0) = 5.477× 10−5. The analytic solution is for a penny
shaped crack in an infinite domain and the computational solution is provided by the GFEM.














Figure 2.15: Radius of the crack as a function of the injected fluid volume. The crack does not
propagate until the injected volume reaches the critical value Vc(a0) = 3.652× 10−5.
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2.7.3 Hydraulic Fracture Reorientation
The reorientation of a single axial fracture propagating from an open borehole is modeled in this
problem. The initial fracture is nearly perpendicular to the preferred fracture plane thus leading to
a large reorientation angle and to crack propagation under mixed-mode conditions. The problem
set-up and the 3-D domain adopted in the computations are shown in Figure 2.16. We investigate
the effect of fluid pressure and in-situ stress magnitude on the shape of the hydraulic fracture path.
This problem has been simulated both experimentally and numerically by Weijers [188]. Dong
et. al. [56], Behnia et. al. [23] and other authors have also simulated this problem using various
numerical methods. The same parameters used by Weijers in experiment COH13 reported in [188]
are adopted in this work. The initial crack has a half length a0 = 0.02 m and is subjected to three
principal confining in-situ stresses: the overburden stress σv = 23.0 MPa in the vertical direction
and horizontal stresses σh,max = 19.4 MPa and σh,min = 9.7 MPa. The preferred crack propagation
plane is parallel to the direction of σh,max. The initial fracture is oriented α = 89
◦ with respect
to this plane. This orientation, together with prescribed in-situ stresses, lead to a non-zero Mode
II SIF which causes the fracture to turn as it propagates. It is noted that the crack surface is
not perfectly perpendicular to σh,max in an experimental setup either, thus providing the necessary
Mode II stresses for reorientation.
The in-plane dimensions of the domain shown in Figure 2.16 are 50a0 × 50a0 and the thickness
d = 4a0. The domain is discretized into 11 × 11 × 1 hexahedral elements which are further divided
into six tetrahedral elements. Three-dimensional adaptive mesh refinement and unrefinement along
the crack fronts are performed automatically as explained in Section 2.3.1, thus completely removing
the need for user intervention during the simulation.
The crack was propagated using the algorithm of Section 2.6 with the direction of crack growth
computed as described in Section 5.2.1. A constant crack increment was adopted. The same
crack increment was prescribed at all vertices of the crack front. Thus, a scaling law for crack
front advancement like the one given by (2.12) is not required by this example. This strategy was
adopted since we compare our simulations with the 2-D results of Dong et. al. [56]
The material properties adopted are the same as in Dong et. al. [56]: Young’s modulus E = 20
GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2. The fluid pressure is assumed to remain constant through the
simulation as in Dong et. al. [56]
2.7.3.1 Effect of Fluid Pressure on Crack Path
Figure 2.17 shows the crack paths for three fluid pressures p = 24.3, 29.1 and 38.8 MPa. The
in-situ stresses are σv = 23.0 MPa, σh,max = 19.4 MPa and σh,min = 9.7 MPa in all cases. The
crack reorients more gradually as the fluid pressure increases. This is the case since increasing the
fluid pressure, the opening forces increase with respect to shearing forces, leading to a more gradual
reorientation. Results from Dong et. al. [56] are also shown for comparison. The 3-D geometrical








Figure 2.16: a) Domain and boundary conditions for hydraulic fracture reorientation problem. b)
Geometrical crack surface. c) Zoom in showing the initial crack surface and its orientation with
respect to the preferential propagation direction.
2.7.3.2 Effect of Maximum in-situ Stress on Crack Path
Figure 2.19 shows the crack paths for three values of the maximum horizontal confining stress:
σh,max = 9.7, 19.4 and 22.6 MPa. The fluid pressure is kept at p = 29.1 MPa and σh,min = 9.7
MPa in all cases. The crack propagates in Mode I when σh,max = σh,min = 9.7 MPa. The crack
path in this case is therefore planar. Mixed-mode conditions develop as σh,max is increased, leading
to a sharp turn of the initial crack towards the preferential crack propagation direction when
σh,max = 22.6 MPa. A good agreement with the results from Dong et. al. [56] is again observed.
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p = 24.3 MPa, Dong 2001
p = 29.1 MPa, Dong 2001
p = 38.8 MPa, Dong 2001
p = 24.3 MPa
p = 29.1 MPa
p = 38.8 MPa
Figure 2.17: Crack paths for three fluid pressures. The maximum horizontal stress (acting in the
x-direction) σh,max = 19.4 MPa, and the minimum horizontal stress (acting in the y-direction)
σh,min = 9.7 MPa.
Figure 2.18: Geometrical crack surface for p = 24.3MPa, σh,max = 19.4 MPa and σh,min = 9.7
MPa.
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σh,max = 9.7 MPa, Dong 2001
σh,max = 19.4 MPa, Dong 2001
σh,max = 22.6 MPa, Dong 2001
σh,max = 9.7 MPa
σh,max = 19.4 MPa
σh,max = 22.6 MPa
Figure 2.19: Crack paths for three values of maximum horizontal confining stress σh,max (acting in
the x-direction). The minimum horizontal stress (acting in the y-direction) σh,min = 9.7 MPa and
the fluid pressure p = 29.1 MPa.
2.7.3.3 Effect of Initial Crack Orientation
The effect of changing the direction of the initial crack with respect to the preferential propagation
direction is investigated in this section. The angle α shown in Figure 2.16 b) is changed by just 1◦,
i.e., the initial crack angle now is 88◦.
Figures 2.20 and 2.21 compares the propagation paths for α = 88◦ with those shown in Figures
2.17 and 2.19, respectively. A significant difference in crack paths can be observed for most cases.
This shows that the re-orientation path is highly sensitive to the orientation of the initial crack. This
is expected since reducing α increases the Mode II SIF KII which in turn, leads to a higher deflection
angle θ0 (cf. Figure 5.2) in the early propagation steps thus, allowing for faster reorientation towards
the direction of maximum principal stress. The algorithm presented in previous sections can clearly
capture this behavior attesting to its robustness.
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p = 24.3 MPa, 89o initial angle
p = 29.1 MPa, 89o initial angle
p = 38.8 MPa, 89o initial angle
p = 24.3 MPa, 88o initial angle
p = 29.1 MPa, 88o initial angle
p = 38.8 MPa, 88o initial angle
Figure 2.20: Crack reorientation paths for three fluid pressures and two directions of initial crack:
α = 88◦ and 89◦.












σh,max = 9.7 MPa, 89
o
 initial angle
σh,max = 19.4 MPa, 89
o
 initial angle
σh,max = 22.6 MPa, 89
o
 initial angle
σh,max = 9.7 MPa, 88
o
 initial angle
σh,max = 19.4 MPa, 88
o
 initial angle
σh,max = 22.6 MPa, 88
o
 initial angle
Figure 2.21: Crack reorientation paths for three values of maximum horizontal confining stress
σh,max and two directions of initial crack: α = 88
◦ and 89◦.
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2.7.4 Planar Hydraulic Fracture Evolution
In this example, we consider an elliptical fracture emanating from a vertical borehole. The initial
fracture is oriented favorably with respect to the in-situ stress field and thus remains planar.
Figure 2.22 shows the fracture geometry and the variation of horizontal in-situ stress considered.
The geometry and most parameters adopted in this problem are from [159]. The wellbore is in the
direction of the y-axis. The elliptical fracture with major semi-axis a = 10m, and minor semi-axis
b = 5m, is centered at the origin of the coordinate system shown in the figure and oriented parallel
to the y-axis.
The vertical overburden in-situ stress is assumed to have magnitude σyy = 2.5 MPa. Horizontal
in-situ stresses σxx and σzz are assumed to be equal. However they vary with the depth according
to
σxx = σzz =

1.0 MPa for − h ≤ y ≤ h,
1.5 MPa for y > h,
2.0 MPa for y < −h,
with h = 15m. This situation is akin to when adjacent rock layers to the fracturing rock layer are
in tighter formations. Figure 2.23 shows the cubic domain used for the GFEM simulation, input
mesh, boundary conditions from in-situ stresses and initial geometrical crack surface. The length
of each edge of the domain is taken equal to 150m.
The material properties from [159] are adopted, namely, Young’s modulus E = 5, 000 MPa,
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and fracture toughness KIc = 0.894 MPa
√
m. The direction of crack
propagation is computed using Scho¨llmann’s criterion as described in Section 5.2.1. Crack front
advancement is controlled using the scaling law given by (2.12)
∆ai =







, if Gmixed ≥ Gc
(2.12)
where m and ∆amax are model parameters. The model constants are adopted as m = 1 and
∆amax = 0.5m. A similar model is adopted in [159].
2.7.4.1 Computation of Breakdown Pressure
Breakdown pressure is defined as the pressure required to initiate crack growth. It is an important
quantity to consider because it is one of the few quantities which can be controlled and monitored in
real time during a hydraulic fracture treatment. Due to the presence of compressive in-situ stresses,
the crack will not open unless the pressure is high enough. After opening, it will propagate only
after the energy release rate reaches the material-dependent critical value Gc at some portion of the
crack front.







Figure 2.22: Schematic of horizontal stress contrast along the depth of the wellbore and geometry
of the initial elliptical crack.
of prescribed fluid pressure. For a pressure less than p = 1.4889 MPa, part of the crack surface is
self-intersecting if crack face contact is not considered. Above this value, the entire fracture opens
but it doesn’t necessarily propagate. For a pressure p = 1.763 MPa, the energy release rate at all
three points reaches the critical value Gc = 1.4546 × 10−4 MPa-m. This pressure is taken as the
breakdown pressure.
2.7.4.2 Fracture Growth
In this section we consider the propagation of the fracture subjected to a constant fluid pressure
p = 1.9 MPa. Figure 2.25 shows the input mesh (top left) and the adaptive refinement and
unrefinement of the mesh along the crack front at several propagation steps.
The fracture surface at various crack propagation steps is shown in Figure 2.26. The elliptical
crack surface evolves to a nearly circular shape during the early growth stage. Once the crack
front approaches the in-situ stress contrast region, the crack starts to grow more in the horizontal
direction than in the vertical direction. It grows faster in the upward direction than in the downward
direction since the confining stress is higher in the lower rock layer than in the upper one.
This examples shows that it is desirable to have the shale rock layer (gas/oil producing layer)
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Figure 2.23: Cubic domain, input GFEM mesh with boundary conditions and the initial elliptical
geometrical crack surface. The crack is oriented in the preferential propagation direction. The
in-situ stress contrast in the vertical direction is also shown.
surrounded by rock layers of higher in-situ stresses. This will drive the fracture growth in the shale
rock layer.
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Figure 2.24: Variation in the energy release rate at three points on the initial crack front as a
function of prescribed fluid pressure.
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Input Mesh Step 0
Step 10 Step 20
Step 30 Step 40
Figure 2.25: Adaptive refinement and unrefinement of the 3-D GFEM mesh around the propagating
crack front. The input mesh is shown at the top left of the figure.
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Figure 2.26: Evolution of crack surface. The differential growth in the vertical direction caused by
the in-situ stress contrast is clearly observed.
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2.7.5 Non-planar Hydraulic Fracture Evolution from Inclined Wellbore
Initial fractures emanating from deviated wellbores are in general oriented unfavorably with respect
to the in-situ stress field. Under these conditions, fractures generally grow in a torturous shape,
which can be further intensified by the stress contrast along the depth of the wellbore. Simulation of
fracture evolution under these conditions poses major challenges to available numerical methods.
In this section, we consider the same elliptical fracture from the previous example but oriented
unfavorably with respect to the in-situ stress field. The initial fracture is inclined with respect
to y-direction, as illustrated in Figure 2.27. Its orientation is defined by unit vectors ea and eb





eb = (0, 0, 1). The same cubic domain and input mesh and boundary conditions used in the
previous example are adopted here, as shown in Figure 2.28. The initial fracture is also shown in




Figure 2.27: Schematic of horizontal stress contrast along the depth of the wellbore and geometry
of initial elliptical crack emanating from a deviated wellbore.
The in-situ stresses for this example are the same as for the problem of Section 2.7.4. The goal is
to estimate the effect of the crack orientation with respect to the in-situ stresses on the breakdown
pressure.
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Figure 2.28: Cubic domain, input GFEM mesh with boundary conditions and the initial elliptical
geometrical crack surface. The crack is oriented in an unfavorable direction with respect to the
in-situ stresses. The in-situ stress contrast in the vertical direction is also shown.
2.7.5.1 Estimate of Breakdown Pressure
The computation of the breakdown pressure for an initial fracture under mixed-mode conditions
is more complex than in the case of pure Mode I, as in the previous example. The breakdown
pressure cannot be computed reliably for the mixed-mode case without considering self-contact of
crack faces and the ability of fractures to propagate under shear modes only, i.e., KI = 0. Other
physical processes, such as frictional contact between fracture faces, must be considered as well since
they will impact the breakdown pressure. It is not difficult, however, to compute the minimum
pressure required to open the fracture at control points A, B and C, i.e., the minimum pressure for
KI ≥ 0 at these points. If this pressure leads to an energy release rate above the critical value Gc
at these points, we can take this pressure value as an upper bound for the breakdown pressure. On
the other hand, if the computed energy release rate for this pressure is less than Gc, we can reliably
compute the breakdown pressure, as in the previous example.
Figure 2.29 shows the variation of Mode I SIF at three crack front vertices as a function of
prescribed fluid pressure. KI is zero at the three control points when the fluid pressure reaches
p = 2.1 MPa. Values below zero should be disregarded. They are caused by the lack of contact
constraint on the crack surface. The energy release rate for a mixed-mode problem, Gmixed, is given
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by (5.12). Even though KI = 0, for p = 2.1 MPa, the magnitude of KII and KIII for this pressure
value gives a Gmixed above Gc at all three points on the crack front. Therefore, p = 2.1 MPa is an
upper bound for the breakdown pressure, as discussed above.














Figure 2.29: Variation in Mode I SIF at three control points on the initial crack front as a function
of prescribed fluid pressure. The fracture is oriented unfavorably with respect to the in-situ stresses.
Values below zero are caused by the lack of contact constraint on the crack surface.
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2.7.5.2 Fracture Propagation
In this section, we consider the propagation of the fracture subjected to a constant fluid pressure
p = 3.5 MPa. The in-situ stress adopted is shown in Figure 2.30. The stress contrast along the






Figure 2.30: Schematic of horizontal stress contrast along the depth of the wellbore adopted for
the fracture propagation simulation. A higher stress contrast than in Figure 2.27 is adopted.
The fracture surface at various crack propagation steps is shown in Figure 2.31. The surface
makes a sharp turn at the first propagation step. This will negatively affect the flow of injected
proppant inside the fracture, leading to a low proppant concentration and fracture opening after
the treatment. The representation of this important feature of the fracture surface is enabled by
the explicit representation adopted in this work. Sharp features of the crack surface are difficult to
represent using implicit methods, as discussed in Section 2.4.1.
It can be observed in Figure 2.31 that the fracture turns such that it align itself with the direction
of the overburden stress, i.e., the preferential propagation direction. The propagation speed varies
significantly along the crack front. As in the previous example, the fracture grows much faster in
the upward direction than in the downward direction, since the confining stress is higher in the
lower rock layer than in the upper one.
The elliptical crack surface evolves to a complex three-dimensional shape. However, since its
representation is independent of the GFEM mesh, a coarse mesh can be used away from the crack
front, significantly reducing the problem size. This is shown in Figure 2.32.
This example clearly shows that the orientation of the initial fracture and the stress contrast in
the reservoir significantly affect the hydraulic fracture propagation path. Properly accounting for
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Step 10 Step 20
Step 35 Step 50
Figure 2.31: Evolution of inclined elliptical crack surface. Effects of misalignment with preferential
propagation direction and in-situ stress contrast are clearly observed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.32: Volume mesh used at Step 50 in crack propagation. It should be noted that there is
no mesh refinement close to the crack surface kink. The mesh is refined only along the crack front.
(a) Front View. (b) Left View.
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2.8 Conclusions
The proposed Generalized FEM is able to simulate the propagation of non-planar hydraulic frac-
tures with complex 3-D shapes. These fractures develop, for example, from deviated wellbores
or vertical wellbores if the initial fracture is not perpendicular to the minimum in-situ stress, in-
teractions between hydraulic and natural fractures, etc. The GFEM simulations show that these
fractures may exhibit sharp turns which can negatively affect the flow of injected proppant inside
the fracture. This chapter focuses on the application of the GFEM to early stages of hydraulic
fracture propagation under a storage-toughness regime. Examples involving the propagation of
non-planar and non-smooth crack surfaces are solved. The example of a crack reorienting near
a vertical wellbore is studied in detail and demonstrates the effect of confining stresses and fluid
pressure on fracture surface shape. The simulation of a fracture propagating from a deviated well
shows a crack surface with a complex and highly non-planar geometry. Comparisons between
GFEM and available analytical or numerical reference solutions demonstrate the accuracy of the
proposed method.
Key ingredients of the proposed GFEM are the so-called geometrical and computational crack
surfaces. The proposed computational crack surface is able to efficiently integrate terms of the weak
form defined on crack surfaces. The algorithm for the construction of these surfaces can handle non-
planar and non-smooth surfaces inside 3-D volume elements. As a result, coarse volume meshes can
be used away from the crack front while providing high-fidelity approximations of crack surfaces
with sharp kinks and turns. The proposed computational crack surface concept can potentially
be used to handle contact constraints and cohesive tractions on crack surfaces as well. These
two topics are extremely relevant for the simulation of hydraulic fractures. Computational crack
surfaces are defined based on faces of volume sub-elements that are available in most GFEM/XFEM
implementations. Except in the special case shown in Figure 2.4(c), the construction of these
surfaces relies only on topological information already available in the GFEM data structure. The
explicit geometrical representation of crack surfaces adopted in this work does not require the
solution of advection-type equations for their update, as in level sets methods. Instead, updates are
performed using displacement vectors along the crack front and standard computational geometry
operations. In this work, the open-source Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL)
[177] is adopted. Furthermore, explicit representations are also convenient for the visualization of
evolving surfaces using standard software.
The proposed adaptive mesh refinement and unrefinement algorithm for propagating hydraulic
fractures leads to a significant reduction of problem size when compared to algorithms based on
locally uniform meshes around crack propagation paths. The use of a priori knowledge in the form
of singular enrichment functions enabled by the GFEM also contributes to the reduction of problem
size when compared to the standard FEM. It is noted that all the examples presented in previous
sections are solved on single-processor desktop computers.
The non-polynomial enrichments used in the GFEM remove several requirements of the FEM
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like the use of meshes fitting the crack surface and the use of structured meshes with quarter-
point elements along the crack front. As a result, computational geometry issues associated with
remeshing after every crack propagation step are avoided in the proposed GFEM.
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CHAPTER 3
COUPLED HYDRO-MECHANICAL FORMULATION AND
ALGORITHMS FOR THE SIMULATION OF NON-PLANAR
THREE-DIMENSIONAL HYDRAULIC FRACTURES USING
GFEM
In this chapter, we develop a fully-coupled system of equations for modeling non-planar three-
dimensional hydraulic fracturing. Chapter 2 presented a methodology to model three-dimensional
hydraulic fracture propagation using the G/XFEM. A constant pressure distribution on the fracture
surface and no fluid lag were assumed in that chapter. These assumptions are acceptable if the
viscosity of the fracturing fluid is negligible and when fracturing deep reservoirs with high confining
stress. Leak-off across the fracture faces can also be neglected for low permeability reservoirs. Under
these conditions, the hydraulic fracture propagates in storage-toughness fracturing regime [34] with
near constant pressure distribution on the fracture surface.
The proposed formulation extends the work of Chapter 2 by modeling fluid flow, for arbitrary
fluid viscosity and injection rate, inside the fracture. A detailed procedure to automatically generate
fluid finite element meshes is proposed. A salient feature of these meshes is that they accurately
approximate the geometry of the crack front irrespective of the refinement of the three-dimensional
solid mesh around the crack front. An analysis of the coupled system of discretized equations is
also presented and demonstrates that the solution of the proposed coupled formulation is unique.
A solution algorithm to solve the fully-coupled nonlinear system of equations is presented. An
efficient time marching scheme for the solution is also proposed. A novel discretization strategy for
the 2-D fluid flow equation on non-planar 3-D fracture surfaces is also presented. We restrict the
discussion in this chapter to modeling of coupled linear elasticity and fluid flow equations for static
hydraulic fractures. Chapter 4 considers the case of propagating fractures.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 present the governing equations
and the discretization of the proposed coupled formulation. Section 3.4 details the methodology
for the automatic generation of the fluid finite element mesh and numerical modeling of the fluid
flow on a three-dimensional non-planar fracture. Then, the quintessence of the solution strategy
for the coupled formulation using a GFEM is described in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 demonstrates
the generality and accuracy of the proposed methodology through several 3-D hydraulic fracturing
problems. Finally, we close with a few concluding remarks in Section 3.7.
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3.1 Generalized FEM for Three-Dimensional Fractures
In this work, we adopt the GFEM for the 3-D non-planar fractures proposed in Chapter 2. Details
on the construction of GFEM shape functions for 3-D elasticity equations, selection of enrichment
functions for hydraulic fractures, and adaptive mesh refinement along the crack front can also be
found in Chapter 2. Here, we summarize the notation adopted for a GFEM approximation of a
vector field. This approximation is used in later sections.
At any given time tn, a GFEM approximation unh (x, t
n) of the solution of a 3-D elasticity problem






















N11 · · · N1n1enr︸ ︷︷ ︸
Enrichment
 · · ·
NnG︸ ︷︷ ︸
PoU















PoU stands for Partition of Unity. Vectors
uˆn,α, uˆn,αi ∈ R3, uˆn ∈ RNu
contain degrees of freedom, with Nu being the number of degrees of freedom of the 3-D elasticity
problem. Nα and Lαi are an FEM shape function and a GFEM enrichment function, respectively.
Index α, α ∈ Ih = {1, . . . , nG}, is the index of a node in a finite element mesh with nG nodes,
while i, i = 1, . . . , nαenr, denotes the index of the enrichment function L
αi at node α. Parameter
nαenr is the number of enrichments at node α.
φαi(x) = Nα(x)Lαi(x) (no summation on α)
is a GFEM shape function at a node α ∈ Ihenr. The set Ihenr ⊂ Ih has the indices of the nodes with
enrichment functions.
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3.2 Governing Equations for Coupled Hydro-Mechanical 3-D Hydraulic
Fractures
In this chapter, we aim to find the solution of the 3-D elasticity equations coupled with the fluid
flow equations in the fracture. We do not consider the fluid flow in the reservoir. The statement of
the principle of virtual work for the 3-D elasticity problem is given by the following:
Find u ∈ H1(Ω), such that ∀ δu ∈ H1(Ω)∫
Ω
∇sδu : C∇sudΩ =
∫
∂Ω
t¯ · δudΓ +
∫
Γ+c
t¯+c · JδuKdΓc (3.3)
where Ω and ∂Ω are the analysis domain and its boundary, respectively, C is the elasticity tensor
for the deformable elastic body, t¯ is the in-situ stress prescribed on ∂Ω, operator ∇s is defined as
∇s = 1
2
(∇+∇T ) , (3.4)
JδuK = δu+ − δu− is the virtual displacement jump across the crack surface Γc, and
t¯+c = −pn+ = pn−
with n− and n+ being the unity normal vectors to Γ−c and Γ+c , respectively, and p the pressure of
the fluid in the fracture. Furthermore, n− = −n+ and t¯−c = −t¯+c . A cross section of the analysis
domain and crack surface Γc is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Hereafter, n− and Γ+c are written as n and Γc, respectively, for simplicity of the notation. A
unique solution to the Neumann problem defined by Equation (3.3) is found by preventing rigid
body motions of the analysis domain through point constraints.
In hydraulic fracturing, the opening of a fracture is in general much smaller than other dimensions
of the fracture. Therefore, the fluid velocity in the normal direction of the fracture is negligible
compared to the velocity in other directions. Consequently, the fluid flow problem can be reduced
to a two-dimensional problem. The fluid flow equation on a non-planar surface is derived below
using local coordinate systems associated with finite elements of the mesh adopted for the solution
of the fluid equation, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
The fluid is assumed to be Newtonian and incompressible. The assumption of incompressibility
is acceptable for liquids (e.g. water, gas-free oil) under typical sub-surface conditions [68]. Gravita-
tional and inertial effects are neglected. The strong form of the fluid flow equation in the fracture
is given by the mass conservation law [4, 44, 52, 88, 107],
∇x¯ · q + ∂w
∂t
= QI −QL ∀ x¯ ∈ Γc (3.5)
where QI is the fluid injection rate per unit area and QL is the leak-off rate per unit area. Vector




















Figure 3.1: Cross section of a fractured domain. In the figure, t¯c represents t¯
−
c when applied to





∇x¯p ∀ x¯ ∈ Γc (3.6)








Figure 3.2 shows the schematic of the fluid flow inside a fracture Γc with fracture opening w and fluid
flux q. Figure 3.3 shows examples of local coordinate systems on Γc and the boundary ∂Γc of the
fracture surface. Each coordinate system with base vectors {e¯1, e¯2} and position vector x¯ = (x¯1, x¯2)
is associated with a finite element of the mesh used for the solution of the fluid equation. Further
details on the definition of this coordinate system and a strategy for the automatic generation of
the fluid mesh are presented in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.1, respectively.
The fluid flow at the boundary ∂Γc of the fracture surface is given by
q · nc = w
3
12µ





= q¯ (s) ∀ s ∈ ∂Γc (3.8)
where nc is the normal to the boundary of fracture surface, as shown in Figure 3.3. Flux q¯ (s) is
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of a fracture surface with fluid flux, q, fracture opening, w, and the boundary
of the fracture surface, ∂Γc.
Figure 3.3: Crack surface, Γc, showing local coordinate systems associated with finite elements of
the mesh adopted for the solution of the fluid equation. The boundary of the crack surface, ∂Γc, is
also shown in the figure.










= QI −QL (3.9)
The weak form of the fluid flow equation can be obtained by first multiplying Equation (3.9) by







































Substituting Equations (3.11) and (3.8) in Equation (3.10), the weak form of the equation governing















q¯ (s) δp ds (3.12)
The governing equations for the solid and fluid problem are coupled through the following rela-
tions:
t¯+c = pn (3.13)
w = JuK · n (3.14)
where JuK = u+ − u− is the displacement jump across the crack surface. Variable w is dependent
on the solution u of the elasticity problem which, in turn, is dependent on the fluid pressure, p,
applied on the fracture surface.
From Equations (3.3), (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14), the coupled hydro-mechanical equations are
given by







+D (p, δp) = Lp (δp) (3.16)
where the integral operators are defined by
From (3.3)
A (u, δu) =
∫
Ω
∇sδu : C∇su dΩ (3.17)
From (3.3) and (3.13)
B (p, JδuK) = −∫
Γc
pJδuK · n dΓc (3.18)















· n dΓc (3.19)
From (3.12)





∇x¯δp · ∇x¯p dΓc (3.20)











[QI −QL] δp dΓ +
∫
∂Γc
q¯ (s) δp ds (3.22)
Hereafter, QL is assumed to be zero. The formulation above is related to the one obtained in [159]
for a 3-D Boundary Element Method. This formulation is also related to the 2-D one presented in
Watanabe et al. [182].
The coupled equations (3.15) and (3.16) are nonlinear because of the nonlinear term in Equation
(3.20). The discretization of these equations is discussed in Section 3.3.
3.3 Discretization in Space and Time
In this section, the discretization of the coupled equations (3.15) and (3.16) is discussed. The
equations are discretized first in time and then in space. With this strategy, the resulting equations
can properly handle time-dependent shape functions [133]. The GFEM shape functions are time
dependent in the case of propagating fractures since the location of enrichment functions evolve
over time. In addition, changes in discretization due to mesh adaptivity can also be handled like a
time-dependent basis. While the numerical examples in this paper consider only static cracks, the
proposed formulation and discretization can be used for the simulation of propagating fractures,
and thus the need to properly account for the time dependency of shape functions.
3.3.1 Time Discretization







un+α = (1− α)un + αun+1 (3.24)
pn+α = (1− α) pn + αpn+1 (3.25)
where tn+1 − tn = ∆t. Assuming that the in-situ stress, t¯, is not time dependent and plugging












































αq¯n+1 (s) + (1− α) q¯n (s)] δp ds (3.27)
Rearranging Equations (3.26) and (3.27) such that the unknown terms un+1 and pn+1 are moved














∇sδu : C [(1− α)∇sun] dΩ +
∫
Γc














































αq¯n+1 (s) + (1− α) q¯n (s)] ds
(3.29)
where q¯ (s) is the normal flux, which is given as boundary condition.
Equations (3.28) and (3.29) are discretized in time. Assuming α = 1 for an unconditionally






JδuK · n [pn+1] dΓc = ∫
∂Ω







































3.3.2 Spatial Discretization of Governing Equations
For spatial discretization of coupled equations (3.15) and (3.16), we use generalized finite element
shape functions for the displacement field and finite element shape functions for the fluid pres-
sure. Following the notation introduced in Section 3.1, at a given time, tn, we define un (x, tn) =
φnu (x) uˆ
n (tn) where uˆn (tn) is the vector of degrees of freedom and φnu (x) are generalized finite
element shape functions at tn for the solid problem. We also define pn (x¯, tn) = φnp (x¯) pˆ
n (tn)
where pˆn (tn) is the vector of degrees of freedom and φnp (x¯) is the vector of finite element shape
functions for the fluid problem.
It is important to choose the test function properly because of the time-dependency nature






























(∇sφn+1u )T C (∇sφn+1u ) dΩ uˆn+1 = (δuˆn+1)T Kn+1u uˆn+1 (3.32)

















and Nu is the number of degrees of freedom of the 3-D elasticity problem. The dimension of each
term is indicated for clarity. The global matrix Kn+1u is computed by assembling element contri-
butions as in standard FEMs. Explicit definitions of the strain-displacement matrix ∇sφn+1u , the
elasticity tensor in matrix form C, can be found in, for example, [195]. Other matrices introduced
in this section are provided in Section 3.3.3.




JδuK · n [αpn+1] dΓc
= − (δuˆn+1)T ∫
Γc
Jφn+1u KTn (φn+1p ) dΓc pˆn+1 = (δuˆn+1)T Kn+1c1 pˆn+1 (3.34)















where Np is the number of degrees of freedom of the 2-D fluid flow problem.
The term on the right-hand side of Equation (3.30) gives
∫
∂Ω









































nT Jφn+1u K dΓc uˆn+1 = (δpˆn+1)T∆t Kn+1c2 uˆn+1
(3.38)

































(∇x¯φn+1p )T (∇x¯φn+1p ) dΓc pˆn+1 = (δpˆn+1)T Kn+1p pˆn+1 (3.40)































nT JφnuK dΓ uˆn = (δpˆn+1)T∆t Kn+1,nc2 uˆn (3.42)
where Kn+1,nc2 uˆ





















































































































uˆn +Qn+1p + q¯
n+1
p (3.49)












uˆn + ∆tQn+1p + ∆tq¯
n+1
p (3.50)











































It is noted that the system of equations (3.52) is non-symmetric. From here on, we use the notation
Kc to represent Kc2.
3.3.3 Definition of Matrices
Some of the matrices introduced in Section 3.3.2 are explicitly defined in this section. In this
section, the time step index n is dropped from all quantities.
The GFEM approximation of the strain tensor ε in an element eu, eu = {1, . . . , numue}, in a
















where Ih(eu) denotes the indices of nodes of solid element eu and I
h
enr(eu) has the indices of nodes
of eu with GFEM enrichments.
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B11 · · · B1n1enr︸ ︷︷ ︸
Enrichment
 · · ·
Bnn(eu)︸ ︷︷ ︸
PoU
Bnn(eu)1 · · · Bnn(eu)nnn(eu)enr︸ ︷︷ ︸
Enrichment
 (3.54)































It is noted that nαenr depends on the node index α, implying that the enrichment terms in
Equation (3.54) exist only if α ∈ Ihenr(eu). Matrix Beu is the element counterpart of the global
strain-displacement matrix ∇sφnu at time step n.












and A denotes the finite element assembly operator.











αi = JφuKeuuˆ (3.56)
Operator JφuKeu has the jump of 3-D shape functions along the crack surface Γc and is given by








This matrix is identically zero if node α is not enriched or if the enrichment i at this node is
continuous across the crack surface Γc.
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Row matrix φp,ep has the finite element shape functions for fluid element ep, ep = {1, . . . , numpe},
in a finite element mesh with numpe 2-D fluid elements. Each element ep is associated with a 3-D
elasticity element with index eu.
The FEM approximation of the pressure gradient in a fluid element ep, ep = {1, . . . , numpe}, in





α = B¯ep(x¯)pˆ (3.58)
where Ih(ep) denotes the indices of nodes of fluid element ep, pˆ
α is the fluid pressure degree of
freedom at node α, and pˆ is the vector of degrees of freedom of the element.
The shape function gradient matrix B¯ep(x¯) for an element ep is given by
B¯ep(x¯) =
[
B¯1p · · · B¯nn(ep)p
]
(3.59)






Matrix B¯ep(x¯) is the element counterpart of the global matrix ∇x¯φnp at time step n.















3.4 Fluid Formulation in 3-D
In this section, we discuss the solution of the fluid flow equation (3.12) on a non-planar fracture
surface. Section 3.4.1 presents a methodology for the automatic generation of the fluid finite element
mesh. Section 3.4.2 discusses some implementation aspects related to the solution of the 2-D fluid
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flow equation on a non-planar surface in 3-D.
3.4.1 Generation of the Fluid Finite Element Mesh
In this work, explicit representations of crack surfaces are adopted. They are composed of flat
triangles (facets) and were first used in the GFEM presented in Duarte et al. [60, 62] and Pereira
et al. [140, 142]. Their use in the context of hydraulic fracture problems is discussed in Section
2.4.1. Recent improvements of explicit crack surface representation and update with application to
3-D crack coalescence are presented in [74].
Explicit crack surface representations, such as those shown in Figures 3.14(a) and 3.21(a), are
referred to as geometrical crack surfaces. The facets of a geometrical crack surface are not suitable
for the definition of a finite element mesh used for the solution of the fluid flow equation. A fluid
finite element mesh must satisfy the following requirements:
1. It can be generated automatically from a given geometrical crack surface;
2. It can approximate well the geometrical crack surface;
3. It should be refined near the crack front to capture strong pressure gradients in that region;
4. It must be a valid finite element mesh and thus cannot have any hanging nodes;







nT Jφn+1u K dΓc (3.61)
The integrand involves shape functions from both the fluid and solid meshes. No fluid finite
element should cross solid element faces or edges; otherwise, Gaussian quadratures defined
over fluid elements may lead to severe integration errors.
Geometrical crack surfaces can be refined to meet the third requirement, but they in general violate
the last requirement and thus cannot be used as a fluid finite element mesh.
The concept of a computational crack surface is introduced in Section 2.4.2 to address the numer-
ical integration issue listed above. This surface is defined from the faces of integration sub-elements
that fit the geometrical crack surface. However, the computational crack surface defined in Section
2.4.2 may have hanging nodes and thus does not form a valid finite element mesh. This is the case
since the algorithm proposed in Section 2.4.3 is local: the sub-elements, and therefore the facets of
the computational crack surface, are created on an element-by-element basis without enforcing any
sort of continuity between neighboring computational elements. Below, we present a new algorithm
for the generation of computational crack surfaces that can be used to define fluid finite element
meshes meeting the above requirements.
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3.4.1.1 Generation of Computational Crack Surfaces
The proposed algorithm for the generation of computational crack surfaces follows the same main
steps as in the approach presented in Section 2.4.3:
Step 1: Compute intersections between 3-D solid elements and the geometrical crack surface;
Step 2: Generate integration sub-elements from a Delaunay tetrahedralization of intersection points
at each 3-D element;
Step 3: Use the faces of integration sub-elements to define facets of the computational crack surface.
In the proposed algorithm, intersections with the crack surface in Step 1 are computed as follows:
1. Compute the signed distance from nodes of the 3-D solid mesh to the geometric crack surface.
The signed distance of a point x is given by
S(x) = min
x¯∈Γc
‖x− x¯‖sign(n+ · (x− x¯))
where sign is the sign function and n+ is a vector normal to the positive side of the geometrical
crack surface.
2. For all elements that are not intersected by the crack front, compute the intersection of their
edges with the crack surface using the signed distances of the end nodes of the edges. An
edge intersects the crack surface if it has nodes with positive and negative signed distances
to the crack surface. The intersection is taken as the point whose distance to the surface is
zero. In this approach, all the set of intersection points for any element are on a plane. This
step is related to the crack surface approximation proposed by Prabel et al. [149] and Fries
and Baydoun [71]. This step of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.4(b) for the case of a
2-D problem.
3. Compute the intersections between element faces and crack front edges and between crack
front vertices and element interior. These intersections are not computed using signed dis-
tances as in [71, 149]. The use of actual intersections preserves the exact geometry of the
crack front. This results in an accurate representation of the crack front geometry regard-
less of volume (solid) element mesh, as shown in Figure 3.21. This step of the algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 3.4(c) for the case of a 2-D problem.
It is noted that in the above algorithm the intersections between elements and edges of the crack
surface not on the crack front are ignored.
Computation of Signed Distance: The signed distance to the geometric crack surface is com-
puted using functions from the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) [177]. These
functions provide robust and efficient computation of signed distances with arbitrary precision. No
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4: The red line represents the geometrical crack surface. Blue circles represent intersections
computed using the signed distance function. The yellow triangle represents the intersection of the
crack front (tip in this case) and the element. The green line represents the approximation of the
explicit geometric crack surface using the proposed approach. It defines the computational crack
surface. The reader is referred to the web version of this chapter for interpretation of colors in this
figure.
equations are solved like in the level-set methodology. Intersections which are very close to a 3-D
solid element node are snapped to the node. This improves the aspect ratio of the fluid finite
elements created from computational crack surface facets, as described below. For the purpose
of this paper, an edge intersection is snapped to a node if its distance to the node is less than
2% of the edge length. This guarantees that the worst possible aspect ratio of a fluid element is
1:50. Further improvement to the aspect ratio can be achieved by snapping to the crack surface
finite element nodes that are close to it. It should also be noted that the fluid pressure variation
away from the crack front and fluid injection points is typically quite smooth. Therefore, it can be
approximated well even in the presence of fluid elements with a high aspect ratio, in particular if
high order polynomial shape functions are adopted.
The most significant difference between the computational crack surface identified by the above
strategy and the one proposed in Section 2.4 is that the geometry of computational crack surface
away from the crack front is dependent on the volume mesh density. The computational crack
surface is planar inside elements that are not intersected by the crack front. Figure 3.4 illustrates
this in a 2-D setting. This approximation is caused by the use of signed distances to compute
intersections away from the crack front. The payoff of this approximation is that it leads to a
computational crack surface without hanging nodes. Its facets can thus be used to define a fluid
finite element mesh, as discussed below. The planar approximation away from the crack front also
results in a simple algorithm to identify the faces of integration elements that are on the crack
surface. Algorithm 1 from Section 2.4.3 is used for this purpose.
Creation of Computational Crack Surface and Fluid Finite Element Mesh After the in-
tersections between 3-D solid elements and the geometrical crack surface are computed as described
above, Steps 2 and 3 of the previous algorithm are used to generate integration sub-elements and
to identify facets defining the computational crack surface, respectively. Details on these steps can
be found in [83, 140]. There are facets on the positive and negative sides of the crack surface.
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They define exactly the same computational crack surface and either one of them can be used to
define a finite element mesh for the solution of the fluid flow equation. This mesh meets all the
requirements listed in Section 3.4.1, in particular it can be used to efficiently integrate Kn+1c given
in Equation (3.61).
The geometry of the computational crack surface, and therefore the geometry of the fluid finite
element mesh, depends on the volume mesh density. They do not exactly match the geometrical
crack surface in the case of non-planar surfaces. The volume mesh is adaptively refined close to the
crack front in order to provide accurate solutions [83, 140]. As a result, the fluid finite element mesh
is very close to the geometrical crack surface near the crack front. Furthermore, like the volume
mesh, the fluid mesh is strongly graded close to the crack front. This is illustrated in Figure 3.14(b).
Thus, the fluid mesh is suitable for capturing strong pressure gradients near the crack front. Away
from the crack front the volume mesh is typically coarse and therefore the geometry of the fluid
mesh can be a poor approximation of the geometrical crack surface. This can be controlled by
locally refining the volume mesh around the crack surface.
Figure 3.21 shows a cylindrical geometrical crack surface and various fluid finite element meshes
automatically generated using the above algorithm. It is noted that the crack front is represented
accurately regardless of the 3-D solid element size. However, the approximation of the crack surface
away from the crack front is dependent on the solid element size. The figure shows the improvement
of the geometry of the fluid mesh as a result of the refinement of the volume mesh around the crack
surface.
3.4.2 Formulation of Fluid Flow Equations on a Surface in 3-D Space
The gradient operator ∇x¯ given in Equation (3.7) is defined on a Cartesian coordinate system
associated with a finite element of the fluid mesh introduced in the previous section. Figure 3.5(b)
illustrates this system for a triangular element. It is noted that the elements in the fluid mesh
must be flat; otherwise, the gradient operator adopted in Equation (3.5) would have to account
for the curvature of the finite element, which leads to a more complex implementation. The global
stiffness matrix, Kn+1p , associated with the fluid flow equation is given in Equation (3.41). This
matrix is assembled from fluid element stiffness matrices as usual. It is noted that since each
fluid element has its own coordinate system, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, the gradient of the shape
functions in Equation (3.41) is computed using these element systems on an element-by-element
basis. However, there is no need to transform the fluid element stiffness matrix or load vector to,
e.g., nodal coordinate systems, as typically done with shell finite elements, since we are dealing with
a scalar quantity–the fluid pressure. This greatly facilitates the implementation and computation
of Kn+1p . A verification example involving fluid flow on a non-planar surface modeled using the
proposed discretization technique is presented in Section 3.6.1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: (a) Master coordinate system, and (b) element coordinate system, for a fluid finite
element on a non-planar surface.
3.5 Solution Algorithm for the Coupled Nonlinear Equations
The system of equations given by (3.52) is non-symmetric and nonlinear. Hence, an iterative
strategy is required for its solution. In this section, we present a strategy to solve this coupled
system.
Staggered schemes for the solution of the coupled multi-physics problem of hydraulic fracturing
are discussed in, e.g., [4, 175]. In this class of solution algorithms, an additional constraint is
required to solve the fluid flow problem as it is a pure Neumann problem–the solution for pressure
is unique only up to an arbitrary constant. To remove this indeterminacy, a constraint based on
the global conservation of mass is added to the problem. This additional condition is also called
the solvability condition [4, 175]. Alternatively, a unique solution for pressure can be obtained by
prescribing its value at a point on the fracture boundary ∂Γc. However, this prescribed value is not
always physically meaningful. Adachi et al. [4] also reports that additional stabilization techniques,
such as Picard iterations, are required for staggered solution schemes. Nonetheless, convergence is
still not guaranteed. They also report that in some situations, Picard iterations or similar schemes
typically converge well initially but degenerate to spurious oscillations later.
In this work, the coupled system of equations (3.52), or its symmetrized form (3.66), is solved
monolithically. Section 3.5.1 presents an analysis of the coupled system (3.52) showing that its
solution is unique. Mesh adaptivity is adopted in this work in order to control discretization
errors. Therefore, the GFEM discretization can potentially change between time steps. Section
3.5.2 discusses some implementation aspects related to time integration with mesh adaptivity–a non-
trivial problem. Section 3.5.3 presents the Newton-Raphson algorithm to solve the nonlinear system
of equations for static hydraulic fractures. Section 3.5.4 presents the overall solution algorithm to
solve the coupled hydraulic fracture equations (3.15) and (3.16) using the GFEM.
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3.5.1 Uniqueness of the Solution of the Coupled System
In this section, we present an analysis of the coupled system of equations given by (3.52) and show
that its solution is unique.





















pˆn+1 represents the load on crack faces corresponding to a fluid pressure.
This load vector is nonzero for any nonzero pressure distribution on the crack faces 
Theorem 3.5.2 The coupled system of equations given by (3.52) has a unique solution if rigid
body motions of the reservoir are prevented.




















































Sub-matrix Kn+1u is symmetric and positive definite if rigid body motions of the reservoir are





definite. Similarly, Equation (3.65) gives a unique solution for pˆn+1, if the Schur complement,
SKn+1u , is positive definite. To prove that, pre and post multiply the Schur complement by an









































pˆn+1 ≥ 0 for any nonzero ∆t and nonzero vector pˆn+1, since Kn+1p




















pˆn+1 > 0, for any nonzero vector
pˆn+1. Thus, the solution of the coupled system of equations (3.52) is unique if rigid body motions
of the reservoir are prevented 
The coupled formulation results in a non-symmetric matrix. However, the matrix can be sym-





















3.5.2 Time Integration with Mesh Adaptivity
Consider the term







from the right-hand side of the system of equations (3.66). This quantity requires shape functions
from time steps tn and tn+1. Mesh adaptivity is adopted in this work in order to control dis-
cretization errors. Thus, the GFEM volume and fluid finite element meshes may change between
time steps. This can be true even for the case of static hydraulic fractures if different volume
mesh refinement is used at different time steps. Therefore, the GFEM shape functions φnu are not
necessarily the same as φn+1u , which are the shape functions used at time step t
n+1. One option to
address this is to keep the GFEM mesh from time step tn available at time step tn+1, but this will
lead to large memory requirements. Another alternative is to volume map the solution un onto
the GFEM space at time tn+1. However, volume mapping at every time step is computationally
expensive.
In this work, we propose a novel strategy to compute the right-hand side of (3.67). We start by
re-writing it as







The proposed strategy is based on the following observations and properties of Equation (3.68):
1. The jump in displacement, JunK, at the previous time step is required only on the crack
surface Γc at time t
n+1;
2. The geometrical crack surface used at time tn+1 is available at the end of time step tn. This
is true for explicit crack surface representations, even for the case of propagating fractures.
As discussed in Section 3.4.1, the geometrical crack surface is composed of flat triangles and its
vertices. After the computation of the solution at time tn, the jump in displacement, JunK, can
be computed and saved at the vertices of the geometrical crack surface. This jump vector can
then be used at time tn+1 to compute Equation (3.68). This mapping on a surface is much less
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computationally demanding than a volume mapping of the solution from the previous time step.
The memory requirements of this strategy are also quite low.
Similarly, the fracture opening w defined in Equation (3.14) can also be saved on the geometrical
crack surface vertices and used as an initial guess for the solution algorithm. Details on this
are presented in Section 3.5.4. This strategy illustrates one more benefit of having an explicit
representation of a crack surface.
3.5.3 Newton-Raphson Algorithm
In this work, we employ the Newton-Raphson method in such a way that the solid and fluid flow
problems are solved simultaneously for a prescribed time step, ∆t. There is no restriction of the
magnitude of time step ∆t, as far as stability of the algorithm is concerned. This iterative strategy is
also employed by Rungamornrat et al. [159] with a symmetric Galerkin BEM method to discretize
the solid problem and a Galerkin FEM to discretize the fluid flow problem.






























c . The Newton-Raphson iteration index is thus dropped
from these matrices.
The Jacobian, Kn+1,i, of the residual vector Rn+1,i for a full Newton-Raphson algorithm is given
by
Kn+1,i =






The coupling terms of the Jacobian matrix for a full Newton-Raphson algorithm are non-





A similar procedure is adopted by Rethore et al. [154] to restore the symmetry of the coupled
system of equations governing the fluid flow in a fractured porous media. This results in a modified
















It is noted that the modified Newton-Raphson scheme may result in the loss of quadratic conver-
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gence. The above system of equations is symmetric and solved using the direct solver PARDISO
[161]. The updated solution is obtained by
uˆn+1,i = uˆn+1,i−1 + ∆uˆn+1,i (3.72)
pˆn+1,i = pˆn+1,i−1 + ∆pˆn+1,i (3.73)
3.5.4 Solution Algorithm
In this section, we present the solution algorithm for the proposed formulation. This algorithm
utilizes the fluid formulation and implementation presented in Section 3.4 along with the strategy
to handle time integration proposed in Section 3.5.2.
One important issue to note is that the fluid stiffness matrix, Kn+1,ip , is dependent on the fracture
opening, w, from the Reynold’s lubrication equation as given by Equation (3.41). However, the
fracture opening w is identically zero at time t = 0. This will result in a zero fluid stiffness
matrix. To overcome this issue, an initial step is solved without the coupled formulation but with
an assumed constant pressure on the crack surface. The constant pressure is chosen such that the
opening w > 0 along the entire crack surface. The formulation from Chapter 2 is used to solve
this single-physics problem. This results in a finite fracture opening which is saved on the crack
surface vertices and is used as the initial guess to start the modified Newton-Raphson iterative
solution algorithm. For all numerical examples in this paper, a constant pressure p = 1.0 MPa is
applied at this initial solution step. An alternative strategy is to assume a constant opening w on
the fracture surface at the start of the Newton-Raphson iteration. Lecampion and Desroches [112]
report that an initial opening of w = 1.0µm can be attributed to the radial defects present around
the wellbore. This initial opening is used as an initial guess for the Newton-Raphson algorithm.














The convergence tolerance, , is taken as 10−6 in all the examples presented in Section 3.6. The
time increment ∆t is chosen by the user. Although the formulation allows us to choose an arbitrary
time increment, a larger time increment results in a higher temporal discretization error. A larger
time increment also requires more Newton-Raphson iterations for the algorithm to converge, as the
change in solution from tn to tn+1 is more pronounced. Thus, CPU time required for the assembly
and solving of the coupled system of equations increases for a larger time increment ∆t.
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Algorithm 3 Solution algorithm to solve the nonlinear system of coupled equations
1: Step Initial guess of fracture opening, wn=0 . n = Time step index
2: Solve problem with a constant pressure applied on the fracture faces.
3: Save fracture opening, wn=0, at each vertex of the geometrical crack surface, as discussed
in Section 3.5.2.
4: end Step
5: t0 = 0
6: for n = 0, n < number of time steps do . Loop over time steps
7: Update time tn+1 = tn + ∆t
8: Step Modified Newton-Raphson algorithm for coupled solution
9: i = 0 . i = Newton iteration counter
10: Un+1,i=0 = Un
11: Compute the residual vector Rn+1,i=0
12: Compute the L2 norm of the residual: ‖Rn+1,i=0‖L2







15: Compute modified tangent stiffness matrix, as shown in Equation (3.70).
16: Solve for ∆Un+1,i using (3.71).
17: Update the solution as Un+1,i = Un+1,i−1 + ∆Un+1,i
18: Save the fracture opening on the geometrical crack surface (Section 3.5.2).
19: Update the residual and its L2 norm: ‖Rn+1,i‖L2
20: i = i+ 1
21: end while
22: Update the fracture opening and the solution vector (used for time integration at next
time step) on each of the geometrical crack surface vertices.
23: end Step
24: n = n+ 1
25: end for
3.6 Numerical Examples
In this section, we present several examples to show the flexibility and accuracy of the proposed
formulation. These examples are compared with analytical solutions when available.
3.6.1 Pressure Distribution in a Journal Bearing
In this section, a manufactured solution based on the analytical solution for the pressure distribution
of the lubricant in a journal bearing is used to verify the proposed fluid finite element formulation
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and implementation for 3-D surfaces.
A journal bearing is a hollow cylinder enclosing a solid shaft that rotates about its axis at an
angular speed Ω. The journal bearing radius, a, is larger than that of the shaft by an amount w¯
that is very small compared to the radius of the bearing. With an external force applied on the
bearing, the shaft can move laterally becoming eccentric with respect to the journal bearing. The
clearance w between the shaft and the bearing varies with angular position θ [69],
w(θ) = w¯ (1− η cos θ) (3.76)
where the eccentricity η is the ratio of the lateral displacement of the shaft to w¯. This setup is
shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Schematic of the journal bearing problem. A shaft rotating in a journal bearing moves
laterally to an eccentric position, thus varying the height for the lubricant in the bearing.
The pressure distribution of the lubricant in a journal bearing is governed by the Reynolds
equation for lubrication in polar coordinates [69]. The pressure distribution in a bearing with a
length much larger than its radius can be assumed, far from the bearing ends, to depend on the
angle θ only. The pressure distribution p (θ) of the lubricant on these long bearings is given by [69],
p (θ) = p (0)− 6µΩ
( a
w¯
)2 η sin θ (2− η cos θ)
(2 + η2) (1− η cos θ)2 (3.77)
where µ is the viscosity of the fluid and Ω is the angular speed. A detailed procedure to obtain the
pressure variation is given in [69].
The pressure variation (3.77) can be used to compute the value of fluid source QI using Equation
(3.9). Assuming that the opening between the bearing and the shaft does not vary with time and










Figure 3.7: (a) Mesh with 18 elements along the circumference of the cylinder and (b) mesh with
36 elements along the circumference of the cylinder.















= QI (θ) (3.79)
Plugging (3.77) into (3.79) and adopting a = 1 m, w¯ = 0.001 m, η = 0.5, Ω = 3333 s−1 and





If this fluid source is prescribed, the exact solution of (3.78) is given by (3.77).
In the problem considered in this section, the fluid source given by Equation (3.80) is applied on
a fluid FEM mesh. A Dirichlet boundary condition with prescribed pressure p(0) = 2×1010 Pa was
applied at a single node at θ = 0◦, where θ is defined in Figure 3.6. The problem is solved using
the finite element meshes shown in Figure 3.7. The mesh shown in Figure 3.7(a) has 18 elements
along the circumference of the cylinder, while the mesh shown in Figure 3.7(b) has 36 elements
along the circumference. Two element types, 3-node linear and 6-node quadratic triangles, are
used to verify the proposed formulation. This results in a total of four discretizations. Tri3 18 and
Tri3 36 denote the linear triangle meshes with 18 and 36 elements along the circumference of the
cylinder, respectively. Similarly, Tri6 18 and Tri6 36 denote quadratic triangle meshes with 18 and
36 elements along the circumference, respectively.
Figure 3.8 shows the analytical and computed values of the lubricant pressure for all four dis-
cretizations considered. Figure 3.8(b) shows the zoomed-in results from θ = 15◦ to θ = 75◦,
where the pressure variation is maximum. As can be seen from the plots, the computed solution
matches very well with the analytical solution, thus verifying the proposed fluid flow formulation
for non-planar surfaces.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Variation of lubricant pressure along the surface of the cylinder for a long journal
bearing. The black line is the analytical solution computed using Equation (3.77). Results for four
discretizations are also shown. Angle θ is measured as shown in Figure 3.6. (b) zoomed-in results
from θ = 15◦ to θ = 75◦. The reader is referred to the web version of this chapter for interpretation
of colors in this figure.
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3.6.2 3-D Fully-Cut Cuboid Domain with Constant Fluid Flow
In this section, we present an example where the fracture opening and fluid pressure can be com-
puted exactly as a function of time. The example is used to verify the proposed discretization and
solution algorithm for the coupled equations (3.15) and (3.16).
The problem setup is as follows: a cuboid domain is fully cut by a planar fracture, as shown in
Figure 3.9; the top and bottom (y = 0 and y = 2L) faces of the domain are fixed in the y direction;
point Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied to prevent rigid body motions; a constant fluid
source QI is applied in the fracture. This setup allows the computation of the exact solution of the
coupled problem governed by (3.15) and (3.16).
As a constant fluid source is applied on the entire fracture, the fracture opening w is constant
over the fracture faces. Assuming a linear elastic material for the domain, the fracture opening is
given by




where p is the pressure on the fracture surface, L is the height of the top/bottom cubic domain,
and E is the Young’s modulus of the solid material. It is noted that the solution is independent of
the viscosity of the injected fluid.
Figure 3.9: Schematic of the 3-D fully-cut cuboid domain with constant fluid flow.
The fracture opening can also be computed using the volume of injected fluid over time. The
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volume of fluid in the fracture is given by
V (t) = QIL
2t = L2w(t)
where QI is the volume of fluid injected per second, per unity area of fracture surface. Thus, the
fracture opening as a function of time is given by
w(t) = QIt (3.82)





The geometrical and material properties adopted are as follows: L = 1 m, E = 5 × 104 MPa,
ν = 0.2, and fluid volume injected per second, per unit area of fracture surface, QI = 0.0001 m/sec.
Plugging these parameters into the equations above gives
p(t) = 2.5t MPa w(t) = 10−4t m
This problem is simulated for 10 seconds using 10 time steps for four values for the fluid viscosity:
µ = 10−2 cP, 1.0 cP, 105 cP, and 1010 cP.
Figure 3.10(a) shows the GFEM discretization of the cuboid domain. It is modeled using 12
tetrahedral linear elements. The fracture surface fully cutting the cuboid is also shown in the figure.
Figure 3.10(b) shows the fluid finite element mesh, which was automatically generated using the
algorithms presented in Section 3.4.1. The resulting coupled system of equations is solved using
the solution strategy detailed in Section 3.5. The solution is obtained with one Newton-Raphson
iteration at each time step for this example.
A comparison of the analytical solution and the computational solution is shown in Figure 3.11.
The computational solution exactly matches the analytical solution irrespective of the viscosity
of the injected fluid, as expected. This problem serves as a verification example of the coupled
formulation and its implementation.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: (a) GFEM mesh for the cuboid and the geometrical fracture surface and (b) fluid
finite element mesh. It is noted that the geometrical crack surface does not need to end at domain
boundaries while the fluid FEM mesh does.

















Numerical Sol, µ = 10-2cP
Numerical Sol, µ = 1.0 cP
Numerical Sol, µ = 105 cP
Numerical Sol, µ = 1010 cP
Figure 3.11: Evolution of pressure with time on fracture faces for 3-D fully-cut cuboid domain.
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3.6.3 Planar Penny-Shaped Fracture
In this section, we present an example of pressure evolution with time for a penny-shaped fracture
in a cubic domain. A cut-away schematic for the example is shown in Figure 3.12. A Newtonian
fluid with viscosity µ is injected at the center of the fracture at a constant volume injection rate
Q0. The wellbore radius is neglected for this simulation. It is also assumed that there is no lag
between the fracture front and fluid front, i.e. fluid reaches the end of the fracture. By neglecting
the lag, the solution does not depend on the far field stress, σ0 [160].
Figure 3.12: 1/4th cut-away schematic of the 3-D cuboid domain with a planar penny-shaped
fracture of radius R. A constant volumetric injection rate, Q0, is applied at the center of the
fracture.
The cubic domain used for GFEM simulation is shown in Figure 3.13. An initial discretization
of 20 × 20 × 20 (×6) tetrahedrals is used. The discretization of the geometrical crack surface is
shown in Figure 3.14(a). The dimension of the cube is taken as 2L = 10m and the radius of the
penny-shaped fracture is R = 0.5m. The GFEM mesh is then locally refined using the strategy
described in Section 2.3.1. The maximum and minimum element size along the crack front is
hmax/R = 0.0044 and hmin/R = 0.0027, respectively. The polynomial order of the GFEM shape
functions is taken as two. The fluid mesh, which was automatically generated using the strategy
presented in Section 3.4.1, is shown in Figure 3.14(b). This mesh is generated after the refinement
of the volume GFEM mesh.
Material properties for this simulation are adopted from Zielonka et al. [194] with Young’s
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Figure 3.13: Input GFEM discretization of the cuboid domain for planar penny-shaped fracture
problem.
modulus E = 17 GPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2. This problem is simulated for three values
of viscosities: µ = 25 cP, 50 cP, and 100 cP. The time step, ∆t, is taken as 1 second for all
simulations. The fluid injection rate, Q = 5× 10−5 m3/sec, is applied at the center of the fracture,
as shown in Figure 3.12.
Savitski and Detournay [160] presented an asymptotic solution for a penny-shaped fracture prop-
agating at constant speed in an infinite domain. The pressure variation in the fracture depends on
the viscosity of the injected fluid and the volumetric rate of injection [34, 50, 79]. If the viscosity
of the fluid is very low, it results in a near constant pressure along the entire fracture. However, if
the viscosity is high, the pressure variation along the fracture can be significant [160, 194]. Here
we solve a static crack and compute the evolution of fluid pressure with time. Nonetheless, some
features of the solution presented in [160] can also be observed in the GFEM solutions computed
here.
Figure 3.16 shows the variation of pressure with time along the diameter of the penny-shaped
fracture for different values of fluid viscosity. It can be observed that the gradient of the pressure
reduces with time in analogy to the transition of the solution of a propagating crack as it moves
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.14: (a) Discretization of geometrical crack surface and (b) the automatically generated
fluid mesh.
from a viscosity-dominated regime to a toughness-dominated regime [160]. It should also be noted
that the pressure at the injection point for µ = 100 cP is higher at t = 2 seconds than at t = 3
seconds. At early time steps, strong pressure gradients near the injection point and the crack front
are observed for all values of fluid viscosity. It is noted that the pressure field for a propagating
crack has a logarithmic singularity at the injection point and along the crack front [160].
Figure 3.17 compares the effect of viscosity on pressure with time. The gradient in pressure is
higher for higher viscosity fluids at all times. However, it can be observed that the effect of viscosity
on pressure variation diminishes with time. Thus, the pressure variation along the fracture surface
at 6 seconds is similar for fluids with different viscosities.
The number of Newton-Raphson iterations required for the convergence of the solution of system
(3.71) varies from seven, for the highly nonlinear pressure variation at t = 2 seconds and µ = 100
cP, to four iterations, for the case of an almost constant pressure variation along the diameter of
the fracture at t = 6 seconds and µ = 25 cP. The convergence profiles for these two cases are shown
in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.18 shows the fracture opening, JuK = u+ − u−, along the diameter of the fracture for
different values of fluid viscosities. It can be observed that the gradient of fracture opening is more
pronounced for higher viscosity fluids at early time steps. However, the fracture opening is similar
at the later time steps as the effect of fluid viscosity on pressure variation reduces with time.
Figure 3.19 shows a comparison between the injected fluid volume and the volume of the fracture
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100 cP, 2 Seconds
25 cP, 6 Seconds
Figure 3.15: Convergence profiles for the cases µ = 100 cP at t = 2 seconds and µ = 25 cP at
t = 6 seconds.
Each term in the summation represents the volume of a frustum of a right circular cone with
height h(i), radius of the lower base RL(i), and radius of the upper base RU (i). The height h(i) =Ju(xi)K− Ju(xi+1)K, where Ju(xi)K is the fracture opening and xi, i = 1, . . . , 51, are points spaced
by ∆R = R/50 = 0.01 m in the radial direction of the penny-shaped crack with x1 representing
the injection point. The radii of the lower and upper bases of frustum i are RL(i) = i ×∆R and
RU (i) = (i − 1) × ∆R, respectively. It can be observed that the volume of the fracture opening
matches very well with the volume of the injected fluid. The error between the injected volume
and fracture opening is less than 0.25% for all cases. The small difference can be attributed to
approximations in Equation (3.84).
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Figure 3.16: (a) Variation of pressure with time along the diameter of the planar penny-shaped
fracture for µ = 25 cP, (b) µ = 50 cP, and (c) µ = 100 cP.
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25 cP, 2 Seconds
50 cP, 2 Seconds
100 cP, 2 Seconds
25 cP, 3 Seconds
50 cP, 3 Seconds
100 cP, 3 Seconds
25 cP, 6 Seconds
50 cP, 6 Seconds
100 cP, 6 Seconds
Figure 3.17: Comparison of pressure variation with time along the diameter of the planar penny-
shaped fracture for different viscosities. The reader is referred to the web version of this chapter
for interpretation of colors in this figure.
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Figure 3.18: Fracture opening along the diameter of the penny-shaped fracture for fluid viscosity
µ = 25 cP, µ = 50 cP, and µ = 100 cP at (a) t = 2 seconds, (b) t = 3 seconds, and (c) t = 6
seconds. The reader is referred to the web version of this chapter for interpretation of colors in this
figure.
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Volume of Opening, 25 cP
Volume of Opening, 50 cP
Volume of Opening, 100 cP
Figure 3.19: Comparison between the injected fluid volume and the volume of the fracture opening
for fluid viscosity µ = 25 cP, µ = 50 cP, and µ = 100 cP.
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3.6.4 3-D Non-Planar Cylindrical Fracture
In this section, the pressure evolution on a cylindrical fracture surface is investigated. This example
showcases the various capabilities of the proposed GFEM and solution algorithm for the coupled
hydro-mechanical equations. In particular, it demonstrates the capability of solving the lubrication
equation on a non-planar fracture surface and its coupling with the solid deformation.
Figure 3.20 shows the cuboid domain and the cylindrical crack surface adopted for this example.
The size of the cuboid domain is taken as 10 m ×10 m ×15 m (H = 10 m and L = 15 m in Figure
3.20). The radius and length of the cylinder are R = 1 m and Lc = 10 m, respectively. All faces
of the cuboid domain are fixed except the +z face. The material properties adopted are as follows:
Young’s modulus E = 5 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, and fluid viscosity µ = 0.001 cP. A constant
fluid flow rate of q¯ = 0.001 m3/sec is applied along the edges of the mouth of the fracture, i.e., at
the fracture boundary intersecting with the +z face of the domain. This example is simulated for
100 seconds discretized into 10 time steps.
Figure 3.20: Schematic of the 3-D cuboid domain with a non-planar cylindrical fracture. Input
GFEM discretization for the domain and geometrical fracture surface are also shown.
The selected parameters allow us to verify, at least qualitatively, several aspects of the proposed
methodology on a non-planar crack surface. Since the fluid viscosity is very low, the pressure along
the entire fracture surface is expected to be nearly constant. The low viscosity of the fluid also
ensures that there is no lag between the fluid front and the fracture front. The fracture opening
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along the length of the cylinder can be computed and used to approximate the total volume of
fracture opening. This volume can then be compared with the amount of fluid injected and serve
as a verification of the methodology.
Figure 3.20 shows the input GFEM mesh with element size hmax/R = 2.0615. As explained in
Section 3.4.1, the automatically generated fluid finite element mesh is dependent on the volume
mesh refinement along the fracture surface. Figure 3.21 shows the input geometrical crack surface
and fluid finite element mesh generated for various levels of volume mesh refinement around the
crack surface. The input geometrical crack surface has 36 elements along the circumference of the
cylinder. It is noted that the geometry of the crack front is represented accurately by the fluid
mesh irrespective of the refinement of the volume mesh around the crack front.
Figure 3.22 shows the evolution of fluid pressure with time. This value of the pressure is computed
at the fracture mouth. Figure 3.23 plots the pressure along the length of the cylindrical fracture
surface at several time steps. It can be observed that the pressure is nearly constant along the
entire length of the fracture.
Figure 3.24 shows the volume of fracture opening with time plotted along with the volume of
injected fluid. The 3-D solid element size around the crack surface is hmax/R = 0.2499 in this case.
The volume of fracture opening increases linearly with time since the crack is not propagating
and the injection rate is constant. It can also be observed that the volume of fracture opening
matches very well with the volume of injected fluid. The small difference in volume is caused by
the approach adopted for the computation of the volume of the fracture opening. This volume is








where Ju(xi)K, i = 1, . . . , 100, is the fracture opening at points spaced by ∆z and located along
the length of the cylinder. However, the fluid finite element mesh is not exactly circular along
the circumference of the cylinder. This, and the quadrature error, result in an approximation of
the actual volume of the fracture opening and the small difference between the curves shown in
Figure 3.24. Figure 3.25 shows the deformed configuration of the cuboid domain at time t = 50
seconds and t = 100 seconds. The “squeezing” of the cylinder by the applied fluid pressure and the






Figure 3.21: (a) Cylindrical geometrical fracture surface provided as input for the solver. Red
and green curves show the shape of the crack mouth and crack front represented by edges of
the geometrical crack surface. (b), (c), and (d) show automatically generated fluid finite element
meshes for size of 3-D solid elements around the crack surface hmax/R = 2.0615, hmax/R = 0.4999,
and hmax/R = 0.2499. The corresponding approximations of the crack mouth and the crack front
defined by fluid element edges are shown in blue. At the left and right, the approximations of the
shape of the crack mouth and front defined by fluid element edges are compared with those defined
by edges from the geometrical crack surface (blue line over red line and blue line over green line).
The crack front is always represented accurately by the fluid mesh, irrespective of the solid element
size. The reader is referred to the web version of this chapter for interpretation of colors in this
figure.
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Figure 3.22: Evolution of pressure with time for a 3-D non-planar cylindrical fracture surface.
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t = 10 sec
t = 20 sec
t = 40 sec
t = 60 sec
t = 80 sec
t = 100 sec
Figure 3.23: Pressure variation along the length of the 3-D non-planar cylindrical fracture surface
at several time steps. The reader is referred to the web version of this chapter for interpretation of
colors in this figure.
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Figure 3.24: Comparison between the injected volume of fluid and the volume of fracture opening.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.25: (a) Contour of magnitude of displacement vector at time t = 50 seconds and (b)
t = 100 seconds.
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3.7 Conclusions
A coupled hydro-mechanical formulation for the simulation of non-planar three-dimensional hy-
draulic fractures is presented in this chapter. The formulation does not make any assumption
about the geometry of the solid domain or the fracture surface except that the fracture geometry
is such that the fluid flow in the fracture can be modeled using the Reynolds lubrication equation.
In this work, the rock is assumed to be linear elastic and the fluid is assumed to be Newtonian.
Extensions of the proposed formulation to nonlinear material models is not difficult and will be
pursued in the future. The G/XFEM described in Chapter 2 is adopted for the discretization of
the discontinuous and singular displacement field in the rock. A finite element method for the
discretization of the fluid pressure is presented. Other discretization methods can be used as well.
A detailed procedure to automatically generate fluid finite element meshes is proposed. A salient
feature of these meshes is that they accurately approximate the geometry of the crack front irrespec-
tive of the refinement of the 3-D solid mesh around the crack front. A finite element formulation
to solve the two-dimensional lubrication equation defined on a non-planar surface in a 3-D space is
also proposed. A verification example based on the analytical solution for the pressure distribution
of the lubricant in a journal bearing is analyzed with linear and quadratic finite elements.
The stress and pressure singularities of the solution of hydraulic fracturing problems require
adaptive mesh refinement for efficient discretization error control. Dealing with adaptive mesh
refinement in time-dependent problems is challenging for any method. This is typically handled
though mappings of solutions at every time step. In this work, we avoid volume mappings by taking
advantage of the explicit representation of the crack surface geometry adopted in the GFEM. This
allows the use of completely different meshes at every time step and is much less computationally
demanding than volume mappings.
A modified Newton-Raphson algorithm to solve the nonlinear system of coupled equations is
developed. The tangent matrix in this algorithm is symmetric while in the case of the full Newton-
Raphson solution algorithm it is not. Details on the algorithm, including a strategy for the initial-
ization of the solution vector, are described in Section 3.5.4.
Examples demonstrating the flexibility, robustness, and accuracy of the proposed formulation
and algorithms are solved. A new patch-test problem for coupled hydro-mechanical formulations
is used to verify the implementation and consistency of the proposed methodology. The pressure
evolution with time for a penny-shaped fracture in a cubic domain is computed using a non-uniform
mesh and a quadratic GFEM approximation for the displacement field. We are not aware of the
analytical solution for this problem. Savitski and Detournay [160] present an asymptotic solution
for a steadily propagating penny-shaped fracture in an infinite domain. Nonetheless, our computed
solutions exhibit features analogous to the propagating crack case like strong pressure gradients
near the injection point and the crack front. A non-planar cylindrical fracture is simulated to show
the ability of the proposed algorithms to handle complex 3-D fracture surfaces.
The coupled hydro-mechanical formulation presented here can be used, when combined with a
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fracture mechanics model, to simulate propagating hydraulic fractures. All discretization strategies
and algorithms presented here can also be extended to the case of propagating fractures without
much difficulty. This is demonstrated in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
ALGORITHMS FOR A FULLY COUPLED
FLUID-FLOW/MECHANICAL/FRACTURE SIMULATIONS
FOR NON-PLANAR THREE-DIMENSIONAL HYDRAULIC
FRACTURE PROPAGATION
In this chapter, we present an adaptive non-linear solution algorithm and formulation for the
coupled hydro-mechanical simulation of the three-dimensional non-planar evolution of hydraulic
fractures. The proposed algorithm and formulation couples the deformation in rock and the fluid
flow in a non-planar fracture with fracture propagation in the rock. Deformation in the rock is
modeled using 3-D elasticity and the fluid flow in the fracture is modeled using mass conservation
and Poiseuilles cubic law as explained in Chapter 3.
A regularization of the Irwin’s criterion is proposed to simulate the fracture propagation in the
rock. This fracture propagation model, GD model, is built-in the proposed algorithm to compute the
coupled hydro-mechanical solution at each fracture propagation step. A Newton-Raphson algorithm
is utilized to solve the nonlinear system of coupled equations. A computationally efficient strategy
is also proposed for the time marching of the solution. The proposed algorithm utilizes the time
history information to compute the time step increments for each fracture propagation step, thus
making the simulation computationally efficient.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 proposes a new fracture propagation
model, based on the regularization of the Irwin’s criterion, for brittle materials. Section 4.2 presents
a fully automated algorithm for hydraulic fracture propagation using the coupled hydro-mechanical
formulation. An efficient numerical technique for time marching of the solution and the non-linear
solution algorithm is also presented in Section 4.2. Several numerical examples demonstrating the
flexibility, accuracy and computational efficiency of the proposed solution algorithm are presented
in Section 4.3. Finally, we close with a few concluding remarks in Section 4.4.
4.1 Fracture Propagation Criterion
Crack growth in linear elastic fracture mechanics is dependent on the stress intensity factors and
the energy release rate [109, 135]. Irwin’s criterion is commonly used for the brittle fracture growth
[109]. It is given by Equation (5.10). A detailed explanation of the Irwin’s criterion and the
computation of the stress intensity factors and the energy release rate is given in Section 5.2.2.
Accurate numerical computation of stress intensity factors for three-dimensional mixed-mode
fracture problems is non-trivial. This makes satisfying the Irwin’s criterion given by Equation (5.10)
even more challenging. Lazarus [109] presented a simplified treatment of the Irwin’s criterion for
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brittle crack growth. She presented the Irwin’s criterion regularized by the Paris’ law by a procedure
analogous to viscoplastic regularization in plasticity. In this chapter, we use the Displacement
Correlation Method (DCM) to compute the SIFs. Details of the DCM with GFEM are provided
in the Appendix A.
In hydraulic fracturing treatments, the rock is generally characterized by the gamma-ray logging
[22]. The measurement from these logs is then converted to the material properties of the rock
using empirical equations. However, because of errors in the measurement of the gamma-ray log
and an approximation using empirical equations, the material properties are predicted as a range
of values. Fracture toughness of the material, KIc, is then estimated from the computed material
properties.
We propose a regularization of the Irwin’s criterion considering this uncertainty of the material
properties. It is also suitable for numerical simulation to account for numerical errors in compu-
tation of stress intensity factors. This fracture propagation model is referred as, GD model, from
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(4.1)
where, KjI,eq is the equivalent Mode I stress intensity factor at crack front vertex j and is computed





























where KI , KII , KIII and θ0 are computed at crack front vertex j with θ0 computed using
Scho¨llmann’s criterion [83, 162]. Parameter ∆amax represents the maximum advancement mag-
nitude among all crack front vertices. In Equation (4.1), α and β are model constants. The
variation in the fracture toughness of the rock is defined by the range, (1 − α)KIc to (1 + α)KIc.
Parameter β is designed specifically for geometrical purpose to smoothen the advancement along
the crack front for vertices with maximum advancement magnitude to zero advancement magni-
tude. Figure 4.1 shows a graphical representation of the variation of ∆aj using the GD model. It
should be noted that the GD model is not defined if the
KjI,eq
KIc
> (1 + α). This is an important
distinction from the propagation model proposed by Lazarus [109] for brittle fracture.
The GD model can also be represented in terms of the energy release rate Gmixed, with parameters
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1− α− β)) , (1− α− β) ≤ GjmixedGc < (1− α)
∆amax, (1− α) ≤ G
j
mixed
Gc < (1 + α)
(4.3)
4.2 Solution Algorithm
In this section, we discuss the solution algorithm for the coupled hydro-mechanical formulation for
a hydraulic fracture propagation. Section 4.2.1 briefly reviews a methodology for the automatic
generation of the fluid finite element mesh. Section 4.2.2 presents a computationally efficient
technique for the time marching of the solution with mesh adaptivity for a propagating fracture.
Section 4.2.3 presents a fully automated adaptive non-linear solution algorithm for the propagation
of a hydraulic fracture using the coupled solid-fluid formulation.
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4.2.1 Fluid Formulation in Three Dimensions
In this section, we briefly discuss the methodology for the automatic creation of fluid finite element
mesh at each fracture propagation step.
The geometrical crack surface is not suitable for the integration of the coupling term given by
Equation (3.39) as the integrand involves shape functions from both the fluid and solid meshes.
The facets of the geometrical crack surface in general cross the solid element faces or edges and may
lead to severe integration errors. Thus, the computational crack surface [83, 84] is used to create
the fluid finite element mesh. Details of the algorithm to identify the computational crack surface
to create a valid finite element mesh are presented in Section 3.4.1. One of the most significant
difference between the algorithm presented in Section 2.4.3 and Section 3.4.1 is the strategy to
compute the intersections between the three-dimensional solid elements and the geometrical crack
surface.
To create a valid finite element mesh, signed distance is used to compute the intersections between
solid elements and the crack surface, away from the crack front [84]. This results in a planar
approximation of the geometrical crack surface away from the crack front. Therefore the geometry
of the computational crack surface and the geometry of the resulting fluid finite element mesh
is dependent on the volume mesh density. Thus, the fluid finite element mesh does not exactly
match the geometrical crack surface [84]. However, the intersections between three-dimensional
solid elements and crack front vertices and edges are not approximated using signed distance, thus
preserving the exact geometry of the crack front irrespective of the density of the volume mesh.
Adaptive refinement of the volume mesh close to the crack front [83], to obtain accurate solutions,
results in a graded fluid finite element mesh suitable to capture the strong pressure gradients.
Section 4.3.1 shows the effect of using the the algorithm presented here compared to the algorithm
presented by Gupta and Duarte [83] for a non-planar hydraulic fracture propagation.
4.2.2 Time Integration with Mesh Adaptivity and Fracture Evolution
Adaptive h-refinement is employed in this work to control discretization errors. The mesh is
unrefined after each fracture propagation step and then refined again at the new position of the
crack front. Thus, the GFEM volume and fluid finite element meshes change between every fracture
propagation step. The meshes may also change between time steps, at a given fracture propagation
step, if different volume mesh refinement is used at different time steps. Therefore, the GFEM
shape functions φnu, at time t
n, are not the same as φn+1u , which are the shape functions used at
time step tn+1, if the fracture has evolved between these time steps or if the mesh refinement or
enrichment functions have changed between time steps at the same fracture propagation step.










from the right-hand side of the system of equations (3.66). This quantity requires the shape
functions from the time steps tn and tn+1. Gupta and Duarte [84] presented a computationally
efficient technique for time-marching of the solution, by saving the jump in the displacement JunK
from the time step tn on the geometrical crack surface, without volume mapping of the solution
at every time step from the previous time step for a static hydraulic fracture. The proposed
technique is also applicable here because explicit crack surface representation allows to generate
the propagated fracture surface, to be used at time tn+1, at time tn. After the propagation of the
fracture surface, the jump in displacement JunK, from the solution at time tn, can be saved on the
new geometrical fracture surface (after propagation). Fracture opening, w, defined in Equation
(3.14) is also saved on the geometrical crack surface vertices and used as an initial guess of the
Newton-Raphson algorithm for the next time step. It is noted here that this time marching scheme
also allows the usage of remeshing techniques presented in [74]. This illustrates one more benefit
of the explicit crack surface representation as it is defined completely independent of the volume
mesh.
4.2.3 Fracture Propagation Algorithm
In this section, we present an adaptive nonlinear solution algorithm for the propagation of a hy-
draulic fracture using the coupled solid-fluid formulation presented in Section 3.3. The proposed
algorithm automatically predicts the magnitude of time step increments such that the GD model
presented in Section 4.1 is valid along a 3-D crack front at every propagation step.
The principal idea of the propagation algorithm is to, for a given fracture propagation step k, keep
advancing in time until the maximum equivalent stress intensity factor, KkI,eq,max, at any crack front
vertex is in the range of critical stress intensity factor, KIc (1− α) to KIc (1 + α), defined by the
GD model (Equation 4.1). Algorithm 4 presents the psuedo-code for the propagation of a hydraulic
fracture. The outer most loop is over the fracture propagation steps. For each fracture propagation
step, there can be multiple time steps to satisfy the GD model for propagation. For each time step,
the nonlinear system of coupled equations is solved using the modified Newton-Raphson algorithm.
The details of the modified Newton-Raphson algorithm are presented in Section 3.5.4. In Algorithm
4, k is the counter for fracture propagation steps, nksol is the counter of time steps for which the
coupled formulation is solved within a fracture propagation step and i is the counter of the modified
Newton-Raphson iterations at each time step. nksol is defined in detail later in this section.















Algorithm 4 Overall algorithm for the propagation of a hydraulic fracture.
loop over fracture propagation steps, k
loop over time steps, nksol




where, n is the counter for the total number of time steps in a hydraulic fracture propagation
simulation and k and i are defined before.
We define the following variables for Algorithm 5.
• nksol is the counter of the number of time steps at a fracture propagation step k for which the
coupled formulation is solved using the modified Newton-Raphson algorithm. This counter
is updated even when the solution violates the GD model i.e., K
k,nksol
I,eq,max > KIc (1 + α).
• nkgd is the counter of the number of time steps at a fracture propagation step k in which
the coupled solution does not violate the GD model. Thus, this counter is only updated if
K
k,nksol
I,eq,max ≤ KIc (1 + α) for any time step nksol.
• tk,nksolsol /∆t
k,nksol
sol represents the time/time step increment magnitude at a fracture propagation
step k and the time step counter nksol within a fracture propagation step. It is necessary to
keep track of time at each nksol time step, even if the solution violated the GD model, because






gd represents the time/time step increment magnitude at a fracture propagation
step k and the time step counter nkgd within a fracture propagation step. It is noted that this
variable is only updated when the solution does not violate the GD model.
In Algorithm 5, the GD model is built-in to determine if the fracture will propagate. It is also
used to determine the advancement magnitude at each crack front vertex. The built-in GD model
in the algorithm ensures that the fracture will only propagate when the maximum equivalent stress
intensity factor is within the range of the critical stress intensity factor. If a time step increment
results in K
k,nksol
I,eq,max > KIc (1 + α), then the algorithm does not save that solution and instead
computes a new time step increment until the GD model given by the condition K
k,nksol
I,eq,max ≤
KIc (1 + α) is satisfied. It is noted that if KIc (1− α− β) ≤ Kk,n
k
sol
I,eq,max < KIc (1− α), the fracture
is not propagated.
In majority of the coupled hydraulic fracture propagation algorithms reported in the literature,
the time step for each fracture propagation step is chosen by the user such that the Irwin’s criterion
is satisfied [35, 159]. However, the time step increment is dependent on the material properties of
the rock and the fracturing fluid, the geometry of the fracture and the geometry and the boundary
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Algorithm 5 Algorithm for the propagation of a hydraulic fracture.
t
k=0,nkgd=0
gd = 0, t
k=0,nksol=0
sol = 0, n
k=0
sol = 0, n
k=0
gd = 0, k = 1, n = 0
for k ≤ Number of fracture propagation steps do
nkgd = 0, n
k










bool fractureHasPropagated = false . fractureHasPropagated is a variable
while fractureHasPropagated == false do
Compute ∆t
k,nksol
sol using Algorithm 6
Step Modified Newton-Raphson algorithm for coupled solution
i = 0
Compute the residual vector Rk,n+1,i=0
Compute the L2 norm of the residual: ‖Rk,n+1,i=0‖L2
Save the norm of the residual: ‖Rinit‖L2 = ‖Rk,n+1,i=0‖L2
while
(‖Rk,n+1,i‖L2/‖Rinit‖L2 > ) do
Compute modified tangent stiffness matrix, as shown in Equation (46) of [84].
Solve for ∆Uk,n+1,i using Equation (47) of [84].
Update the solution Uk,n+1,i = Uk,n+1,i−1 + ∆Uk,n+1,i
Save the fracture opening on the geometrical crack surface (Section 3.5.2).
Update the residual and its L2 norm: ‖Rk,n+1,i‖L2













Invalid time step increment. GD model violated.
else if K
k,nksol
I,eq,max < KIc (1− α) then
Update the fracture opening and the solution vector (used for time integration at next




















gd + 1, n = n+ 1
else if KIc (1− α) ≤ Kk,n
k
sol
I,eq,max ≤ KIc (1− α) then
Propagate the fracture surface based on the GD model
Update the fracture opening and the solution vector (used for time integration at next



























k = k + 1
end for
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conditions of the reservoir. Thus, to satisfy the Irwin’s criterion a guess of time step increment is
required at each fracture propagation step. This can result in an unusually large number of time
step increment guesses, thus rendering the simulation extremely computationally expensive.
Algorithm 6 is used to compute the magnitude of the time step increment at each fracture
propagation step. This algorithm computes the time step increment based on the history of the
fracture propagation.
Algorithm 6 Algorithm to compute a time step increment
if k == 1 then




else if nksol == 1 then
if K
k,nksol−1
















sol using Algorithm 7
end if
else if k > 1 then







else if nksol == 1 then
if K
k,nksol−1


















sol using Algorithm 7
end if
end if
For the first fracture propagation step, k = 1, there is no time step increment history information
available. Thus, the algorithm chooses the minimum time step provided by the user as the first
time step increment, ∆t
k=0,nksol=0
sol = ∆tmin,user. The time step increment for the second time step
of propagation step k = 1, if required, is also chosen as the minimum time step provided by the
user. However, the later time step increments for nksol > 1 are computed using the Algorithm 7.
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For the second and later propagation steps i.e., k ≥ 2, the time step increment for the first time
step, nksol = 0, is chosen as the sum of all the time step increments from the previous fracture
propagation step. This sum,
m=nk−1gd∑
m=0
∆tk−1,mgd , represents the total time taken by the injection fluid
to build up the pressure in the fracture such that the GD model is satisfied for the previous fracture
propagation step. This, in some sense, represents the characteristic time step increment for the
given material and geometrical parameters of the simulation. The time step increment for the
second time step is chosen as the average ∆t
k−1,nk−1gd









This is chosen because the first time step increment, ∆tk,n
k
sol=0, might be too big to satisfy the GD
model. The later time step increments, i.e., nksol > 1, are computed using Algorithm 7, similar to
the first fracture propagation step.






0, . . . , nksol
]
represents all the time step increments computed
using Algorithm 6. Some of these time step increments are not saved in the ∆t
k,nkgd
gd , if K
k,nksol
I,eq,max >
KIc (1 + α). However these time step increments ∆t
k,nksol
sol , are still used in the Algorithm 7 to
predict the next time step increment.
Algorithm 7 Algorithm to predict a time step increment based on time step history
if K
k,nksol−2
I,eq,max < KIc (1− α) and K
k,nksol−1
I,eq,max < KIc (1− α) then
Compute the ∆tk,n
k




I,eq,max > KIc (1 + α) and K
k,nksol−1
I,eq,max > KIc (1 + α) then
Compute the ∆tk,n
k




I,eq,max < KIc (1− α) and K
k,nksol−1
I,eq,max > KIc (1 + α) then
Compute the ∆tk,n
k
sol by interpolation as shown in Figure 4.2(c). Refer to Equation (4.8),
(4.9) and (4.10).
end if
Algorithm 7 presents an algorithm to predict the time step increment utilizing the information
from the time step increment history. This algorithm is utilized only when the solution for at least
two time step increments are available i.e nksol > 1, at any given fracture propagation step. It is
noted here that it is not necessary that the solution, from both the time step increments, does
not violate the GD model. Thus, this algorithm is still used when nksol > n
k
gd, for the time step
increment cases when K
k,nksol
I,eq,max > KIc (1 + α).
The extrapolation and interpolation scheme to predict the time step increment is shown in Figure
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4.2. The time step increment ∆t
k,nksol































The linear interpolation and extrapolation is based on the assumption that the variation of pressure
along the fracture surface between time step increments nksol − 2, nksol − 1 and nksol does not change
significantly. It is noted that if the pressure in the fracture is constant, then a linear increase in
magnitude of pressure will result in a linear increase of maximum equivalent stress intensity factor.
Thus, if the variation in the pressure along the fracture surface remains nearly constant and only
the magnitude of the pressure changes, a linear interpolation or extrapolation will give a very good





Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of Algorithm 7 to predict the time step increment magnitude
using the solution and time step history.
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4.3 Numerical Examples
In this section, we present several examples to show the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
algorithm for the non-planar hydraulic fracture evolution. The examples are compared with ana-
lytical solutions when available.
4.3.1 Planar Cuts for Non-Planar Hydraulic Fracture
In this section, we present an example to compare the effect of the algorithm proposed in Section
4.2.1 and by Gupta and Duarte [84] for generating the computational crack surface with the al-
gorithm proposed in Section 3.4.1 and by Gupta and Duarte [83]. The most significant difference
between the two algorithms is the strategy to compute intersections between the three-dimensional
solid elements and the geometrical crack surface.
In the algorithm presented in [83], the CGAL AABB tree data structure [9] is used to compute the
intersections between the geometrical crack surface facets and the three-dimensional solid element.
However in Section 4.2.1 and [84], the intersections away from the crack front, are computed using
signed distances from nodes of the three-dimensional solid element to the geometrical crack surface.
This difference in the algorithms may result in different geometries of the identified computational
crack surface. The computational crack surface identified by the algorithm presented in [83] can
approximate the non-planar geometrical crack surface inside the solid elements away from the
crack front. However, the algorithm presented in [84] and the one used here, results in a planar
computational crack surface inside solid elements that are not intersected by the crack front. The
benefit of using the algorithm from [84] is that it results in a computational crack surface without
hanging nodes. Thus, the computational crack surface can be used to create a valid finite element
mesh. Section 3.4.1 presents the details of this algorithm. From here on, the algorithm presented
in [83] and [84] are referred to as non-planar cuts and planar cuts, respectively.
We adopt the example presented in Section 2.7.5, to compare the non-planar cuts and planar
cuts algorithms. The material properties, boundary conditions, input mesh and crack propagation
physics are adopted from Section 2.7.5. The material properties are, Young’s modulus E = 5 000
MPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and fracture toughness KIc = 0.894 MPa
√
m. Figure 4.3 shows the
fracture geometry and the variation of horizontal in-situ stress considered. The elliptical fracture
with major semi-axis a = 10m and minor semi-axis b = 5m is centered at the origin of the coordinate
system as shown in the figure. The vertical overburden in-situ stress is assumed to have magnitude
σyy = 2.5 MPa. Horizontal in-situ stresses σxx and σzz are assumed to be equal. However, they
vary with the depth according to
σxx = σzz =

1.0 MPa for − h ≤ y ≤ h,
2.0 MPa for y > h,
5.0 MPa for y < −h,
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of horizontal stress contrast along the depth of the wellbore adopted for the
fracture propagation simulation.
The cubic domain, with dimensions H = 150m, used in the GFEM simulations and the geo-
metrical fracture surface is shown in Figure 4.4(a). The domain is discretized into 10 × 10 × 10
hexahedral elements, which are further divided into six tetrahedral elements. The horizontal in-situ
stress variation is shown in Figure 4.4(b).
Figure 4.5 shows the evolution of the geometrical fracture surface at various propagation steps
with both algorithms. It can be observed that the resulting fracture surfaces after 25 propagation
steps are very similar, irrespective of the algorithm used for the identification of the computational
crack surface.
Figure 4.6 shows the evolution of the geometrical and computational fracture surface at various
propagation steps using planar cuts. The approximation of the sharp geometrical features, depen-
dent on the volume mesh density, away from the crack front can be observed in the computational
fracture surfaces. However, for each propagation step the computational fracture surface can rep-
resent the exact geometry of the crack front, irrespective of the volume mesh density around the
crack front. It is noted that for non-planar cuts, the geometry of the computational fracture surface
matches exactly with geometrical fracture surface. The computational crack surfaces created by
both algorithms, however, are very similar near the crack front. This leads to similar values of SIFs
and as a result, similar geometrical surface. This example clearly demonstrates that approximating
the computational crack surface using the planar cuts will lead to the correct fracture evolution,




Figure 4.4: (a) Input GFEM discretization of the cuboid domain and the geometrical fracture
surface, and (b) the variation of the horizontal in-situ stresses.
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of the inclined elliptical geometrical fracture surface at various propagation
steps using planar cuts and non-planar cuts. Surfaces with blue color edges are computed using
planar cuts and surfaces with red color edges are computed using non-planar cuts. A good agree-
ment between the fracture surface computed from the two algorithms can be observed at various
propagation steps.
it can be used for non-planar three-dimensional hydraulic fracture propagation.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of the inclined elliptical fracture geometrical and computational surfaces at
various propagation steps using planar cuts. The geometrical and computational surface are shown
on left and right, respectively, in each subfigure for a given propagation step.
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4.3.2 Penny Shaped Hydraulic Fracture Propagation
In this section, we present the benchmark problem of a penny-shaped hydraulic fracture propagating
in a cubic domain. An asymptotic analytical solution for a penny-shaped fracture propagating at a
constant speed is presented by Savitski and Detournay [160]. Section 3.6.3 presented this example as
a non-propagating hydraulic fracture to study the effect of the fluid viscosity on pressure variation
and fracture opening along the diameter of the penny shaped fracture.
A cut-away schematic for the example is shown in Figure 4.7. The fracturing fluid is injected
at the center of the fracture at a constant volume injection rate Q0. The fluid is assumed to be
Newtonian, with viscosity µ. The wellbore radius is neglected. It is assumed that the fracture is
always completely filled with the fluid, i.e., there is no lag between the fracture front and the fluid
front. With this assumption, the solution does not depend on the far-field stress σ0 [160].
Figure 4.7: 1/4th cut-away schematic of the 3-D cuboid domain with a planar penny-shaped
fracture of radius R. A constant volumetric injection rate, Q0, is applied at the center of the
fracture.
Considering the axial symmetry of the example, only one quarter of the penny-shaped fracture
is modeled. Symmetry boundary conditions are applied on two faces of the cuboid domain. The
cuboid domain, with dimensions 2L×L×L with L = 5m, used in the GFEM simulations is shown
in Figure 4.8. The domain is discretized into 40 × 20 × 20 hexahedral elements, which are further
divided into six tetrahedral elements. The discretization of the initial geometrical crack surface is
also shown in Figure 4.8. The radius of the initial fracture surface is R = 0.5m. The GFEM mesh is
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locally refined and unrefined at each fracture propagation step in the neighborhood of the fracture
surface using the strategy presented in Section Section 2.4.3. The minimum and maximum element
edge length along the crack front is hmax/R = 0.00135 and hmin/R = 0.00078, respectively, for the
radius R = 0.5m. The polynomial order of the GFEM shape functions is taken as two. A fixed
maximum crack front advancement, ∆amax = 0.05m is used in the simulation. The fluid mesh is
automatically generated at each fracture propagation step using the strategy explained in Section
4.2.1.
Figure 4.8: a) GFEM discretization of the cuboid domain for the quarter model of the planar
penny-shaped fracture problem with initial fracture radius, R = 0.5m, b) zoom-in showing the
initial crack surface and the volume mesh refinement in the neighborhood of the fracture surface,
and c) initial discretization of the geometrical fracture surface.
Material properties of the rock are adopted from Zielonka et al. [194] with Young’s modulus
E = 17 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2, and fracture toughness KIc = 1.46 MPa
√
m. The parameters
for the GD model are taken as α = 0.05 and β = 0.10. This example is simulated for two values
of fluid viscosity: µ = 0.1 cP and 100 cP. The lower viscosity fluid, µ = 0.1 cP, will result in a
toughness-storage dominated regime while the higher viscosity fluid, µ = 100 cP, will result in a
viscosity-storage dominated regime [160]. The fluid is injected at a constant rate of Q0 = 0.001m
3/s
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at the center of the fracture.
Fluid Viscosity, µ = 0.1 cP : Figure 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) show the variation of the injection
pressure with time and the evolution of fracture radius with time, respectively. A very good
agreement can be observed between the analytical and GFEM solutions. Figure 4.9(c) plots the
breakdown pressure at the injection point with the radius of the fracture. The GFEM solution
again matches very well with the analytical solution.
Figure 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) shows the fracture opening and the pressure variation along the radius
of the fracture at the end of simulation for time, t = tf = 14.954 seconds. A very good agreement
between the analytical and GFEM solutions can be observed, thus verifying the proposed coupled
hydro-mechanical formulation for the propagation of three-dimensional hydraulic fractures.
Figure 4.11(a) plots the total number of time steps solved, nksol, and the total number of time steps
which satisfied the GD model, nkgd, for each propagation step k. It should be observed that n
k
sol ≤ 3
for all propagation steps, except for the first one, and nkgd ≤ 2 for all propagation steps. This shows
that the algorithm never, except once, used more than three time steps at any propagation step
irrespective if the solution satisfied the GD model. This indicates a high computational efficiency
of the proposed algorithm. Furthermore, if nksol = n
k
gd at a propagation step k, it implies that the
solution computed for all the time steps satisfied the GD model and thus the solution was saved
on the geometrical crack surface and used for the next time step. It should also be noted that
if nksol = n
k
gd = 1, then the algorithm is able to predict the time increment required for fracture
propagation as the first guess. It can be observed that this is the case for the majority of the
propagation steps thus further attesting to the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
Figure 4.11(b) plots the magnitude of time step increments used at each propagation step. It
can be observed that the total time step increment at any propagation step k ,
m=nkgd∑
m=0
∆tk,mgd , is a
monotonically increasing function except at the first propagation step. This is an expected behavior
since the change in the area of the fracture for any propagation step k, is also a monotonically
increasing function. One important feature to observe from Figure 4.11(b), is the ratio of the
magnitude of the time step increments for a propagation step, when nkgd = 2. The proposed
algorithm is able to predict a very small time increment magnitude (green bars) following a large
time increment magnitude (violet bars) in order to satisfy the GD model. A user defined time
increment to satisfy the GD model or the Irwin’s criterion would not be practical for this example.
Figure 4.12 plots the Mode I SIF KI , variation along the fracture front at various fracture prop-
agation steps. It can be clearly observed that KI always satisfies the GD model at all propagation
steps i.e., KIc (1− α) ≤ KkI,max ≤ KIc (1 + α).
Fluid Viscosity, µ = 100 cP : Figure 4.13(a), 4.13(b) and 4.13(c) shows the time evolution
of the injection pressure, time evolution of the radius of the fracture and the breakdown pressure
at the injection point with fracture radius, respectively. A very good agreement can be observed
between the GFEM solution and the analytical solution. It should be observed that the fracture
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radius for similar time is much smaller for this case, when compared to the fracture radius with
fluid viscosity, µ = 0.1 cP. This is because of the contrasting energy dissipation schemes for the
two fracturing fluids. Energy is dissipated mainly through fracture propagation for lower viscosity
fluids. However, a significant part of energy is dissipated through viscous flow for higher viscosity
fluids, thus resulting in lower energy dissipation through fracture propagation and consequently
smaller fracture radius.
Figure 4.14(a) and 4.14(b) plots the fracture opening and the pressure variation along the radius
of the fracture at the end of simulation for time, t = tf = 15.2923 seconds. A good agreement can
be observed between the analytical and GFEM solutions, thus validating the applicability of the
coupled formulation and the proposed algorithm for high viscosity fracturing fluids.
Figure 4.15(a) plots the total number of time steps solved, nksol, and the total number of time steps
which satisfied the GD model, nkgd, for each propagation step k. A good computational efficiency,
as evident by small number of nksol and n
k
gd, is observed. Figure 4.15(b) plots the magnitude of
the time step increments used at each propagation step. The feature of a small time increment
magnitude (green bars) following a large time increment magnitude (violet bars) is also observed
here, similar to Figure 4.11(b).
Figure 4.16 plots the Mode I SIFKI , variation at various fracture propagation steps. As expected,
the GD model is always satisfied at all propagation steps. This example serves as a verification
example of the coupled formulation and the proposed solution algorithm and its implementation.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Time evolution of the injection pressure, (b) time evolution of the fracture radius,
and (c) injection pressure vs fracture radius for the penny shaped hydraulic fracture propagation
with fracturing fluid viscosity, µ = 0.1 cP.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Fracture opening and (b) pressure variation along the radius of the penny shaped
hydraulic fracture with fracturing fluid viscosity, µ = 0.1 cP at time t=14.954 seconds.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Total number of time steps solved, nksol, and the total number of time steps which
satisfied the GD model, nkgd for a fracture propagation step k, and (b) magnitude of time step
increments computed by the proposed algorithm that satisfied the GD model at every propagation
step, k, for the penny shaped hydraulic fracture with fracturing fluid viscosity, µ = 0.1 cP.
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Figure 4.12: Variation of Mode I SIF KI , along the crack front for various fracture propagation
steps for the penny shaped hydraulic fracture with fracturing fluid viscosity, µ = 0.1 cP. KIc,
KIc (1− α) and KIc (1 + α) used in the GD model are also shown.
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Figure 4.13: (a) Time evolution of the injection pressure, (b) time evolution of the fracture radius,
and (c) injection pressure vs fracture radius for the penny shaped hydraulic fracture propagation
with fracturing fluid viscosity, µ = 100 cP.
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Figure 4.14: (a) Fracture opening and (b) pressure variation along the radius of the penny shaped
hydraulic fracture with fracturing fluid viscosity, µ = 100 cP at time t =15.2923 seconds.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Total number of time steps solved, nksol, and the total number of time steps which
satisfied the GD model, nkgd for a fracture propagation step k, and (b) magnitude of time step
increments computed by the proposed algorithm that satisfied the GD model at every propagation
step, k, for the penny shaped hydraulic fracture with fracturing fluid viscosity, µ = 100 cP.
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Figure 4.16: Variation of Mode I SIF KI , along the crack front for various fracture propagation
steps for the penny shaped hydraulic fracture with fracturing fluid viscosity, µ = 100 cP. KIc,
KIc (1− α) and KIc (1 + α) used in the GD model are also shown.
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4.3.3 Planar Elliptical Hydraulic Fracture Propagation
In this section, we consider an elliptical fracture emanating from a vertical wellbore as shown in
Figure 4.17(a). The initial elliptical fracture is oriented in the direction of the wellbore. It is also
oriented favorably with respect to the in-situ stress field as shown in Figure 4.17(b). The wellbore
is in the direction of the y-axis. This example is also solved by Rungamornrat et al. [159] with a
SGBEM and in Section 2.7.4 adopting a constant pressure on fracture faces.
The geometrical properties for this example are adopted from [159]. Figure 4.17(b) shows the
elliptical fracture with major semi-axis a = 10m and minor semi-axis b = 5m, centered at the
origin of the coordinate system. The variation of the horizontal in-situ stresses is also shown in the
figure. Horizontal in-situ stresses σxx and σzz are assumed to be equal. They vary with the depth
according to
σxx = σzz =

σ1 MPa for y > h,
σ2 MPa for − h ≤ y ≤ h,
σ3 MPa for y < −h,
with h = 15m. The vertical overburden in-situ stress is assumed to have magnitude σyy = σ4 MPa.
σ1, σ2, σ3 and σ4 are defined in Table 4.1 for various simulation cases.
4.3.3.1 Modeling Strategy
In a typical hydraulic fracturing treatment, the initial fractures are created by perforating the
rock [4]. It is a technique usually achieved by blasting the wellbore walls with specially designed
shaped-charges resulting in the creation of holes or weak planes in the formation. A viscous fluid is
then pumped inside the wellbore, leading to a steep rise in the pressure which eventually leads to
the propagation of the perforations. Therefore, we need to account for the pressure increase in the
perforation before the fracture propagation. It is noted here that the shape of the initial fracture
in the simulation represents a cross-section of the perforation.
The padding of the fracturing fluid inside the cavity created by the perforation will result in a
constant pressure distribution. Thus, we simulate the pressure increase in the initial fracture by a
practically zero viscosity (µ ≈ 10−6 cP) fluid. This results in a near constant pressure distribution
inside the fracture. Afterwards, the actual viscosity of the fracturing fluid is used to simulate the
hydraulic fracturing process. It is noted that the fracture is not propagated using the low viscosity
fluid. The wellbore is not modeled in this example.
4.3.3.2 Fracture Propagation
The material properties are adopted from [159], namely, Young’s Modulus, E = 5,000 MPa,
Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.3 and fracture toughness, KIc = 0.894 MPa
√
m. A fracturing fluid with
viscosity, µ = 1.0 cP is injected at a constant rate of Q0 = 9.0 m









Figure 4.17: (a) Schematic of the initial elliptical fracture, with major and minor diameters as
2a and 2b respectively, and its position with respect to the vertical wellbore, and (b) schematic
of horizontal stress contrast along the depth of the wellbore. It is noted that the wellbore is not
modeled in this example.
the GD model are chosen as α = 0.075 and β = 0.10. The maximum crack front advancement,
∆amax = 0.25m, is used at each fracture propagation step. The minimum and maximum element
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edge length along the crack front is hmax/b = 0.020297 and hmin/b = 0.011718, respectively, for
the initial elliptical fracture with b =5m. Considering the axial symmetry along the wellbore, only
one half of the hydraulic fracture is simulated. Figure 4.18 shows the cuboid domain used for
the GFEM simulation, input mesh, boundary conditions from in-situ stresses, symmetry boundary
conditions, zoom-in to show the volume mesh refinement in the neighborhood of the crack surface
and the initial geometrical crack surface.
Figure 4.18: a) GFEM discretization of the cuboid domain, symmetry boundary conditions and the
in-situ stresses for the half model of the planar elliptical fracture, b) zoom-in showing the initial
fracture surface and the volume mesh refinement in the neighborhood of the fracture surface, and
c) initial discretization of the geometrical fracture surface.
The fracture propagation is simulated for various cases of horizontal in-situ stress variation along
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the depth of the wellbore. The three cases considered are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Three cases of horizontal in-situ stress variation along the depth of the wellbore.
Case ID σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
1 2.00 1.00 2.00 7.5
2 5.00 1.00 5.00 7.5
3 1.50 1.00 2.00 7.5
Cases 1 and 2 are used for the verification of the formulation and implementation of the proposed
algorithm. Although, no analytical solution is available for comparison of the fracture size or
pressure variation in the fracture, we can predict the fracture shape from the boundary conditions
applied. For both cases, the stress variation along the depth of the fracture is symmetric across
the x-axis. Thus, the fracture is predicted to be symmetric across the x-axis. Additionally, the
compressive in-situ stresses are higher in the region y > h and y < −h. This will result in a fracture
shape elongated in the x-axis direction.
Figure 4.19 compares the fracture shape for Case 1 and 2 such that the half fracture length is
same for both cases. It can be observed that the fracture is symmetric and is elongated because
of higher compressive in-situ stresses (σ1 and σ3), as expected. It can also be observed from the
figure that when the ratio (σ1/σ2) of the in-situ stresses is higher, i.e, for Case 2 the fracture did
not breach the higher in-situ stress zone (σ1 and σ3) and stayed in the lower in-situ stress zone
(σ2). The half fracture height is also dependent on the ratio (σ1/σ2) of compressive in-situ stresses.
For Case 1, the half fracture height is 23.5m compared to 15.1m for Case 2. These results are
in line with expectation and the results reported in the literature [137], thus providing additional
verification of the proposed formulation and algorithm.
The variation of the horizontal in-situ stresses for Case 3 is not symmetric across the x-axis.
We simulate this case with two viscosities of fracturing fluid µ = 0.01 cP and µ = 1.00 cP.
Figure 4.20 shows the fracture surface for the two fracturing fluid cases. Once again, the fracture
surfaces are compared such that they have similar half fracture length in x-axis direction. It can be
observed from the figure that the shape of the fracture is highly dependent on the viscosity of the
fracturing fluid. For lower viscosity fluid, the fracture tends to grow more in the upwards direction
compared to the higher viscosity fluid. The effect of varying horizontal stress is also very clearly
visible in the figure. The fracture growth in the upwards direction is significantly more than in the
downwards direction for both fracturing fluids.
Figure 4.21(a) shows the pressure at the injection point with respect to time. The breakdown
pressure, as expected, is higher in the case of higher viscosity fluid. Figure 4.21(b) shows the
variation of the pressure along the symmetric y-axis plane along the height of the fracture at t =
9.2 seconds. It can be observed from the figure that the pressure distribution inside the fracture is




Figure 4.19: Fracture surface for (a) Case 1 and (b) Case 2, for the same half fracture length in
the direction of x-axis. It is noted here they do not represent the fracture surfaces after the same
volume of injected fluid.
with viscosity µ = 1.00 cP which is closer to the viscosity of the fracturing fluid commonly used
in the field. This example demonstrates the importance of modeling fluid-flow inside the fracture
to correctly predict the fracture shape and breakdown pressure.
This example represents a common occurrence in the field when the rock layers adjacent to oil
or gas producing rock bed are in tighter formations. Thus, it is highly desirable that the pay-zone
layer is surrounded by tighter formations which will allow the fracture to remain in the pay-zone.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.20: Geometrical fracture surfaces for Case 3 with fracturing fluid viscosity of (a)
µ = 0.01 cP at t =9.2 seconds and (b) µ = 1.0 cP at t =10.3 seconds. The super-imposed
geometrical fracture surfaces with red edges shows the size and position of the initial fracture
surface.
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Figure 4.21: (a) Evolution of the pressure at the injection point with time, and (b) pressure
distribution inside the fracture along the symmetric y-axis of the fracture at time, t = 9.2 seconds
for Case 3 with fracturing fluid viscosity µ = 1.00 cP and µ = 0.01 cP. It should be noted that
the fracture height at t = 9.2 seconds is different for both fractures.
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4.3.4 Non-Planar Elliptical Hydraulic Fracture Propagation
In this section, we consider an initial perforation emanating from a deviated wellbore oriented
unfavorably with respect to the compressive in-situ stress field. The shape of the initial perforation
is assumed to be elliptical as in the previous example. A schematic showing the orientation of the
stress field with respect to the initial fracture is shown in Figure 4.22. The wellbore is in the y-axis
direction. Section 2.7.5 presented a similar example with a constant pressure applied on fracture
faces, albeit with different geometry, boundary conditions and material properties. Rungamornrat






Figure 4.22: Schematic of compressive in-situ stresses and the geometry of the initial elliptical
fracture emanating from a deviated wellbore.
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Figure 4.22 shows the initial fracture with major semi-axis a = 1.0m and minor semi-axis b =
0.5m, centered at the origin of the coordinate system. Its orientation is defined by unit vectors ea





and eb = (0, 0, 1). Horizontal in-situ stresses σxx and σzz are assumed to be equal and are given
as,
σxx = σzz = 1.0 MPa
The vertical overburden in-situ stress is taken as σyy = 2.5 MPa. In Section 2.7.5, we showed that
constant pressure on fracture faces for a similar elliptical initial fracture emanating from a deviated
wellbore will result in a tortuous fracture propagation. We simulated the fracture propagation with
sharp kinks around the initial crack front such that the fracture reoriented itself in the direction
of the overburden stress. The objective of this example is to study the effect of fracturing fluid
viscosity on the initial reorientation of the fracture.
The material properties adopted in this example are as follows: Young’s modulus E = 17 GPa,
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2 and the fracture toughness KIc = 1.46 MPa
√
m. This example is simulated
with three fracturing fluid viscosities, µ = 10−4 cP, µ = 10−1 cP and µ = 1.0 cP. The
fluid is injected at a constant rate of Q0 = 0.09 m
3/min. The parameters fort the GD model
are chosen as α = 0.10 and β = 0.10. The minimum and maximum element edge length along
the crack front is hmax/b = 0.020297 and hmin/b = 0.011718, respectively, for the initial elliptical
fracture with b =0.5m. The maximum crack front advancement, ∆amax = 0.10m, is used for
the first fracture propagation step. For later fracture propagation steps, ∆amax = 0.05m. The
symmetry across the wellbore is utilized again to model only half of the elliptical fracture. Figure
4.23 shows the cuboid domain used for the GFEM simulation, input mesh, zoom-in to show the
volume mesh refinement in the neighborhood of the fracture surface and the initial geometrical
fracture surface. The symmetry boundary conditions are applied on the +z-axis. The orientation
of the initial fracture with respect to the in-situ stresses is shown in Figure 4.24. The modeling
strategy detailed in Section 4.3.3.1 is also used here.
Figure 4.25 shows the geometrical fracture surfaces after seven propagation steps from a iso-
geometric view for fracturing fluids with viscosity, µ = 10−4 cP, µ = 10−1 cP and µ = 1.0 cP.
The difference in the reorientation of the fracture can be clearly seen. Figure 4.26 shows the
geometrical fracture surfaces at various propagation steps from a +z/ − z-axis view. The initial
fracture surface from these views is a straight line slanted at 45◦. It can be observed that all the
fractures turn such that they are aligned with the vertical overburden stress, i.e., the preferential
propagation direction. The reorientation is however dependent on the fracturing fluid viscosity thus
leading to different shapes for three fractures. The surface evolves into a complex 3-D shape which
is independent of the GFEM volume mesh. The methodology developed in this work allows the
adaptive mesh refinement around the predicted crack front at each propagation step significantly
reducing the problem size. The solution of this problem using a fixed refined mesh would require
a significantly larger number of degrees of freedom than in the proposed adaptive algorithm.
Figure 4.27 compares the geometrical fracture surfaces after the first propagation step. It can
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Figure 4.23: a) GFEM discretization of the cuboid domain for the half model of the elliptical
fracture oriented unfavorably with respect to the compressive in-situ stress field, b) zoom-in showing
the initial fracture surface and the volume mesh refinement in the neighborhood of the fracture
surface, and c) initial discretization of the geometrical fracture surface.
be observed that the fracture makes a sharp turn at the first fracture propagation step for all
three fracturing fluids. However, the angle of reorientation φ is dependent on the viscosity of the
fracturing fluid. It is smaller for the higher viscosity fluid and larger for the lower viscosity fluid.
The sharp turn may negatively affect the proppant flow in the fracture, leading to the clogging of
the proppant near the sharp turn. This will adversely affect the treatment efficiency.
Figure 4.28 shows the pressure distribution along the major axis of the initial elliptical fracture
at breakdown. It can be observed that the pressure at injection point is highest for the fluid with
viscosity µ = 1.0 cP. It can also be observed that the pressure variation is nearly constant inside
the fracture for fluid with viscosity µ = 10−4 cP.
This example clearly shows that the orientation of the initial fracture and the material properties
of the rock and the fracturing fluid can significantly affect the hydraulic fracture propagation path.
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Figure 4.24: GFEM mesh with horizontal and vertical in-situ stresses. The initial half elliptical
fracture (solid blue line in the center) is oriented in an unfavorable direction with respect to the
horizontal in-situ stresses. Volume mesh refinement in the neighborhood of the fracture surface is
also visible.
Properly accounting for these effects requires three-dimensional models and robust and efficient
computational methods.
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of the geometrical fracture surface after seven propagation steps for the
inclined elliptical fracture for three fracturing fluid viscosities, µ = 10−4 cP, µ = 10−1 cP and
µ = 1.0 cP. The green surface corresponds to µ = 10−4 cP, the blue surface corresponds to
µ = 10−1 cP and the red surface corresponds to µ = 1.0 cP.
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Figure 4.26: Comparison of the geometrical fracture surfaces at various propagation steps for the
inclined elliptical fracture for three fracturing fluid viscosities, µ = 10−4 cP, µ = 10−1 cP and
µ = 1.0 cP. The green surface corresponds to µ = 10−4 cP, the blue surface corresponds to
µ = 10−1 cP and the red surface corresponds to µ = 1.0 cP. The difference in reorientation
because of fracturing fluid viscosity is visible at all propagation steps.
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Figure 4.27: Comparison of the geometrical fracture surfaces for the inclined elliptical fracture
after the first propagation step for three fracturing fluid viscosities, µ = 10−4 cP, µ = 10−1 cP
and µ = 1.0 cP. The green surface corresponds to µ = 10−4 cP, the blue surface corresponds
to µ = 10−1 cP and the red surface corresponds to µ = 1.0 cP. The zoom-ins of the initial
reorientation for all three cases at the ends of major-axis of the elliptical fracture are shown in the
insets. The reorientation angle φ is also shown for all three cases.
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Figure 4.28: Pressure variation along the length of the major axis of the initial half elliptical fracture
at breakdown for fracturing fluids with viscosity, µ = 10−4 cP, µ = 10−1 cP and µ = 1.0 cP.
The highest pressure for each curve is at the injection point.
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4.4 Conclusions
A fully automated fracture propagation algorithm with adaptive volume mesh refinement using a
coupled hydro-mechanical formulation for the evolution of non-planar three-dimensional hydraulic
fractures is presented. The proposed algorithm extends the work of Chapter 3 by coupling a new
fracture propagation model based on Irwin’s criterion with the fluid flow in the fracture and the
mechanical deformation in the rock. The propagation algorithm automatically predicts the magni-
tude of time step increments such that the predicted 3-D fracture geometry satisfies a regularized
model of Irwin’s criterion at every fracture propagation step.
A new fracture propagation model, based on the regularization of the Irwin’s criterion is pre-
sented. The proposed model accounts for uncertainties in the material properties of the rock. It is
also suitable for the numerical simulation of fracture evolution to account for numerical errors in
computation of stress intensity factors. It can also be used for brittle fracture propagation under
monotonic loading.
An efficient computational scheme to handle time-dependent solution with adaptive mesh re-
finement is also presented. Adaptive volume mesh refinement is required to control discretization
errors. If a fixed volume mesh is used, the problem size can be very large rendering any method
impractical to use. The proposed scheme uses the explicit crack surface representation to avoid the
volume mapping of the solution.
Examples demonstrating the flexibility and accuracy of the proposed formulation and algorithm
are presented. An analysis of the efficiency of the proposed fracture propagation algorithm is
also presented through several numerical examples. An example to compare the planar-cuts and
the non-planar cuts algorithms is solved for a non-planar 3-D hydraulic fracture propagation. A
penny-shaped fracture propagating at a constant speed is simulated using the proposed algorithm.
An asymptotic analytical solution for this example is presented by Savitski and Detournay [160].
A very good agreement between the GFEM and analytical solution is observed for low and high
viscosity fracturing fluids. Effects of varying compressive in-situ stresses, orientation of the initial
fracture with respect to the in-situ stresses and fracturing fluid viscosity are shown for planar
and non-planar evolution of the hydraulic fractures. These examples demonstrate that the coupled
formulation and the propagation algorithm presented here, can be used to simulate the propagation
of non-planar hydraulic fractures with complex 3-D shapes.
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CHAPTER 5
FULLY AUTOMATED THREE-DIMENSIONAL FRACTURE
GROWTH
Success of a hydraulic fracturing treatment depends on the conductivity of the resulting fracture.
In case of a fracture from a deviated well, the fracture initiates along the direction of wellbore
because of the stress concentration induced by internal pressure, but departs from the original
orientation to minimize the strain energy around the fracture tip. A similar behavior is observed in
the examples presented in Section 2.7.5 and Section 4.3.4. This is particularly important to account
for the proppant transport inside the fracture. Sharp fracture features such as kinking and twisting
may result in clogging of the proppant, thus reducing the efficiency of hydrocarbon production.
Most of the equations utilized to describe crack growth behavior are based on observations of the
physical phenomenon and extensive material testing. Crack growth laws in LEFM are often based
on quantities such as energy release rate and stress intensity factors which can be computed from
numerical solutions.
The objective of this chapter is to present an energy-based predictor-corrector algorithm for
the automatic simulation of three-dimensional crack growth. The underlying idea of the proposed
algorithm is to control the change in strain energy such that the energy release rate along the crack
front and its variation is minimal between consecutive crack growth steps. A novel contribution of
this work is the development of an explicit expression to predict the change in the strain energy
for crack growth. The expression is derived by a first order approximation of the energy release
rate at each crack front vertex. This expression is then implemented within a predictor-corrector
algorithm to predict the maximum crack growth increment magnitude. The algorithm is applicable
for both mixed-mode and planar crack growth. This chapter however focuses only on the planar
crack growth under fatigue and monotonic loading. The proposed algorithm is also not restricted
to any particular numerical method. It can be used by any method (FEM, G/XFEM, BEM etc.)
able to simulate 3-D fracture propagation.
In this chapter, we use a G/XFEM for linear elastic fracture analysis. The proposed algorithm
requires the extraction of stress intensity factors at each crack front vertex. The SIFs are extracted
from the GFEM solution using the Cutoff Function Method (CFM) [174]. CFM is a superconvergent
technique as the computed quantities converge to the true value at least as fast as the strain energy
of the system. Pereira et al.[139] have demonstrated the use of CFM with the GFEM.
The remaining chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 presents a brief review of the explicit
crack surface representation used in this chapter. Section 5.2 presents the crack growth physics for
both fatigue and brittle crack growth. Section 5.3 presents the energy based predictor-corrector
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algorithm for crack growth. Numerical examples to illustrate the robustness and versatility of the
algorithm are presented in Section 5.4. Finally, Section 5.5 provides overall conclusions of this
work.
5.1 Crack Surface Representation
In this work, we use a fully explicit surface mesh composed of flat triangles to represent 3-D crack
surface, proposed by Pereira et al. [140, 142]. The crack front is represented using straight line
segments connecting the vertices of facet edges. Curved crack fronts are also approximated using
straight line segments. The fidelity of curved crack front representation can be controlled using
a finer crack surface mesh. Crack growth is achieved by the addition of triangles or stretching
of the crack front vertices [74]. Several updates and improvements for the explicit crack surface
representation are presented by Garzon et al. [74]. It is noted that the crack surface mesh is
completely independent of the volume mesh. Thus the size of volume elements does not affect the
accuracy of the crack surface representation. Explicit representation of the crack surface also allows
the local refinement of the volume mesh while preserving the aspect ratio of the refined volume
elements as explained in the Section 2.3.1. Figure 5.1 shows an explicit crack surface for a circular
crack.
5.2 Crack Growth Physics
This section summarizes the main components of the crack growth physics adopted in this work.
Crack growth is simulated using
1. The crack front deflection angle, which provides the crack growth direction along the crack
front;
2. A crack growth criterion to determine whether a point on the crack front propagates or not;
3. The magnitude of crack front advancement along the crack front.
These three components are discussed in the sections below.
5.2.1 Crack Front Deflection: Scho¨llmann’s Criterion
Crack front deflection can be represented by the kinking angle θ0 and the twisting angle ψ0, as
shown in Figure 5.2. In this work, these quantities are computed using Scho¨llmann’s criterion
[162]. This criterion is an extension to three dimensions of the Maximum Tangential Stress (MTS)
criterion proposed by Erdogan and Sih [67] for the calculation of kinking angle θ0 in plane mixed-
mode problems. It assumes, like in the 2-D case, that the crack growth direction is perpendicular










Figure 5.1: (a) An explicit crack surface representation for a circular crack. The surface is composed
of flat triangles. Red line represent the crack front segments. Green spheres show the crack front
vertices and, (b) zoom-in to show the crack front vertex and the crack front segment notation.











where σ1 is the maximum principal stress. Once the kinking angle θ0 is calculated, the twisting
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where σθ, τθz and σz are components of the stress tensor in a cylindrical coordinate system defined
at the crack front. For further details, the reader is referred to [156, 162].
The kinking and twisting angles are used to prescribe the direction of crack growth at each crack
front vertex of the geometrical crack surface [142]. An effective crack front propagation direction
θ∗ is defined based on θ0 and an increment accounting for the twisting angle ψ0, and thus the
effect of KIII . Details on the procedure to compute this increment are provided in Section 5.2.1.1.
It is noted that if Mode III SIF KIII , and consequently the twisting angle ψ0, is not taken into
account while computing the crack propagation direction, the crack may not evolve to a pure Mode
I configuration. This inconsistency is demonstrated numerically in [142].
Figure 5.2: Crack growth under each mode and their superposition. The kinking angle θ0 and the
twisting angle ψ0 define the direction of crack front propagation.
5.2.1.1 Mode III SIF effect on Deflection Angle
The crack deflection at any crack front vertex consists of a kinking angle, θ0, from mode II SIF
and a twisting angle, ψ0, from mode III SIF given by Equation (5.1). Lazarus et al. [110] showed
that the twisting of the crack front can be sudden or progressive depending on the ratio of KIII to
KI . If the ratio is large, the crack twisting is sudden but if ratio is small, twisting is progressive.
In Pook [147, 148] and Citarella [39], experimental observations show that the crack front twisting
starts with long narrow facets which eventually coalesce in the mode I twisted direction. Equation
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5.1 provides the twisting angle in three-dimensional mixed-mode case. This section presents a brief
overview of the mathematical model utilized to represent the effects of the crack front twist in
a crack growth simulation. This model considers the effect of crack front twisting angle at each
vertex. Following are the requirements for geometric representation of the crack front twisting:
1. Transform the twisting angle into vertical displacements for each vertex along the crack front.
This is valid only if the initial orientation effects of long narrow facets are neglected.
2. Non-planar growth under pure Mode III loading. The mathematical model should always
provide non-planar crack growth from Mode III SIF irrespective if other modes are involved
or not.
3. Continuous and smooth crack front after applying the twisting.
Consider the crack front twist as a C1 continuous function along the crack front represented by
Hermite polynomials. The crack model is defined as follows. Let the crack front ΓC be represented
by a mesh of one-dimensional (1-D) finite elements along the crack front as shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Crack front twisting model.
Each crack front edge is a finite element where twisting angles, ψei and ψ
e
j , and vertical displace-
ments, wei and w
e
i , are the degrees of freedom with respect to the crack front coordinates for crack
front vertices i and j respectively. The model can then be expressed as: Let
w ∈ S (ΓC) :
{
w|B (w,w) < inf, dw
ds








w|B (δw, δw) < inf, dδw
ds
(si) = ψi, i = 1, . . . , N
}
(5.3)
where, s is a parametric coordinate along the crack front (c.f. Figure 5.3), si is the parametric
coordinate of the vertex i and N are the number of crack front vertices. Find w ∈ S (ΓC) such
that,






dΩ = 0 ∀ δw ∈
◦
S (ΓC) (5.4)
This statement is equivalent to the variational formulation of a beam with flexural stiffness D




j are known for each crack
front vertex from Equation 5.1. The only unknowns are the vertical displacements, wi, which are
caused by the twisting angles. It can be interpreted as displacement along the length of a beam
on elastic foundation from loads applied along the length of the beam. The shape functions of the
crack front edge element are written as
φe =
{
1− 3ξ2 + 2ξ3 Ldξ
(
1− ξ2)2 3ξ2 − 2ξ3 Ldξ (ξ2 − ξ)} (5.5)




, ds = Lddξ (5.6)
From classical mechanics solution [10] for a loaded beam, the stiffness matrix of the crack front





















Assemble the global stiffness matrix and force vector for all the crack front elements and solve
the system
K¯w = f¯ (5.8)
to get the vertical displacements at the crack front vertices. Considering that this model should
solely provide a geometric relation between ψi and wi, it should not be biased by constants D and
ks. Hence D = L
3
d and ks =
1
Ld
are adopted. The components of the vertical displacement, w,
along the crack front need to be rescaled according to the crack front advance. Thus the resulting





where, wmax is the maximum displacement from the twisting angle, ∆amin is the minimum crack
front advance along the crack front and β is a scaling factor. This is again just a numerical model
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to be able to take into account the effect of mode III SIF in crack growth deflection. Pereira [143]
explains this model in more detail. He also demonstrated that if effect of KIII is not considered on
crack growth deflection angle, mode III SIF does not go to zero even after substantial crack growth.
This is in contradiction with the experimental results which show that crack turns to a dominant
mode I direction and mode II and III SIF goes to zero. Thus, it is important to consider the effect
of mode III in crack growth simulations.
5.2.2 Crack Growth Criterion
Crack growth in linear elastic fracture mechanics is dependent on the stress intensity factors and
the energy release rate [109, 135]. Irwin’s criterion is commonly used for the brittle fracture growth
[109]. It is given by ∆aj = 0, if G
j
mixed < Gc
∆aj > 0, if Gjmixed = Gc
(5.10)
where, Gc is the critical energy release rate of the material, for plain strain condition, given by,




where KIc is the fracture toughness of the material under Mode I loading and Gjmixed is the energy
release rate in the direction of crack propagation at a crack front vertex j.
The energy release rate at each crack front vertex is used to determine whether the crack front
propagates or not. The fracture propagates when the energy release rate in the direction of crack
propagation reaches the critical energy release rate of the material. The energy release rate in the
direction of crack propagation is computed using [131, 185]
Gmixed = GI/II + GIII (5.12)












[KI (1 + cos θ













where direction θ∗ is the effective kinking angle (cf. Section 5.2.1). It is noted here that for fatigue
crack growth, all crack front vertices propagate.
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5.2.3 Crack Front Advancement: Scaling Law for Crack Front Advancement
Stress intensity factors for the planar cracks loaded in Mode I loading conditions, in general, are not
constant along the crack front. As a result, the crack growth rate varies along the crack front and
needs to be determined at every crack growth step. Varying crack growth rate along the front also
determines the shape of the crack. Phenomenological models are usually employed, in particular, for
3-D problems. For instance, the crack growth rate is supposed to be given by Paris’ law for fatigue
crack growth. Irwin’s criterion is more commonly used for brittle crack growth. Lazarus [109]
presented a simplified treatment for the brittle crack growth. She presented the Irwin’s criterion
regularized by the Paris’ law by a procedure analogous to viscoplastic regularization in plasticity. In
this chapter, Paris’ law is used for the fatigue crack growth. Propagation law proposed by Lazarus
[109] is used for the brittle crack growth.
5.2.3.1 Propagation Law for Fatigue Crack Growth
In fatigue crack growth, crack is subjected to a cyclic loading. Laboratory experiments show that
the rate of crack growth with respect to the number of loading cycles, da/dN , is a function of crack
length a, stress state σ, material properties C, temperature T , and environmental effects δ. Several




= C (∆K)m (5.15)
is used to predict fatigue crack growth. In Equation (5.15), C and m are material parameters and
∆K = (1−R)Kmax is the amplitude of the SIF, R is the ratio of minimum to maximum loads
applied in a cycle and Kmax is the stress intensity factor for the maximum load. Equation (5.15)





In discrete form, Equation (5.16) yields,
∆aj = ∆N C (∆Kj)
m (5.17)
where, ∆N is the number of loading cycles. An equivalent crack front increment for a vertex j + 1
can be written as
∆aj+1 = ∆N C (∆Kj+1)
m (5.18)

















where, ∆amax is the maximum crack growth increment magnitude at a crack propagation step for
the crack front vertex with the largest ∆K.
Fatigue life estimate of a specimen can also be computed in an incremental fashion using Equation
(5.17) as,




where Nstep+1 and Nstep are the total number of loading cycles applied till the current and previous
crack growth step, respectively. Equation (5.21) can also be represented using the ∆amax as,




5.2.3.2 Propagation Law for Brittle Crack Growth
In this chapter, the propagation law proposed by Lazarus [109] is adopted for brittle crack growth.







However, it is not practical to use m→∞. Lazarus suggested that using m ≤ 20 does not satisfy
the criterion given by Equation (5.10). Thus, for examples in this chapter, numerically m = 30 is
used.
5.3 Computation of ∆amax using a Predictor-Corrector Algorithm
This section presents a predictor-corrector algorithm for the simulation of 3-D crack growth. Section
5.3.1 presents the basic idea and motivation of the algorithm. A formulation to compute the
estimated change in the strain energy from the crack front advancement is detailed in Section 5.3.2.
The algorithm is explained in detail in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.1 Principal Idea
Any update of the crack surface, using a propagation law from Section 5.2.3, inherently assumes
that the variation of the energy release rate remains constant along the length of the crack front
during a crack growth step. However, any infinitesimal crack growth may result in the change of
the variation of energy release rate along the length of crack front. Thus, crack growth simulations
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can be performed with confidence, if the assumption of near constant energy release rate during
crack growth is satisfied for each crack growth step.
This notion of insignificant change in energy release rate along the crack front during a crack
growth step is the main motivation of the algorithm. So, the principal idea of this algorithm is
to control the change in the strain energy at each crack growth step such that the change in the
energy release rate along the length of the crack front is negligible.
The change in the strain energy from crack growth can be estimated using the Griffith’s criterion.
Griffith [82] stated that for an elastically stressed body, decrease in the potential energy (due to
the release of stored elastic energy and the work done by external loads) and increase in the surface
energy to introduce new crack surfaces should be balanced. Likewise, he reasoned that an existing
crack would grow by some increment, if the necessary surface energy is supplied to the system. In
1956, Irwin [99] proposed an energy approach equivalent to the Griffith’s model by introducing a





where Π is the total potential energy of the system and A is the area of the crack surface. G is
the rate of change in the total potential energy with respect to the change in the area of the crack
surface. The above equation can be written as
GdA = −dΠ (5.25)
Using Equation (5.25), the change in the strain energy can be estimated for crack growth assuming
that G is constant over the incremented length. This is explained in detail in Section 5.3.2.
This idea of controlling the change in the strain energy at each crack growth step to satisfy
the assumption of insignificant change in the energy release rate is formulated as a predictor-
corrector algorithm. The predictor is defined such that the change in the strain energy between
consecutive crack growth steps is bounded by a user-prescribed tolerance. The comparison between
the estimated change in the strain energy and the actual change in the strain energy, after crack
growth provides an error measure that can be utilized to control the maximum crack growth
increment magnitude, ∆amax. This is the idea behind the corrector step.
This predictor-corrector algorithm is presented schematically in Algorithm 8. It is noted that
the difference in the estimated change in the strain energy and the actual change in the strain
energy after crack growth is because of the assumption that G is constant over the incremented
crack length.
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5.3.2 Estimated Change in the Strain Energy for Crack Growth Increment
This section presents a formulation for the computation of the estimated change in the strain energy
using the energy release rate, G, and the crack growth increment magnitude, ∆a, at each crack
front vertex. Notations for the crack front vertices and the crack front segments are shown in
Figure 5.4(a). Figure 5.4(b) shows the crack growth increment magnitude and the energy release










  (s) = Energy release rate
     (s)  = Crack growth increment magnitude
(a)
j j+1(i)
 = Energy release rate for vertex "j"
 = Crack growth increment magnitude 
     for vertex "j"
(b)
Figure 5.4: (a) Crack front notation and, (b) energy release rate G and crack growth increment
magnitude ∆a at crack front vertices.
The variation of the crack growth increment magnitude and the energy release rate over a crack
front segment (i), sj ≤ s ≤ sj+1, is approximated as
∆a(s) = ∆ajNj(s) + ∆aj+1Nj+1(s) (5.26)
and















and ∆aj/∆aj+1 and Gj/Gj+1 are the crack growth increment magnitude and the energy release
rate of the crack front vertices j/j+1 (cf. Figure 5.4(b)), s is a parametric coordinate along the
crack front (cf. Figure 5.4(a)), sj is the parametric coordinate of the vertex j and li is the length




For a constant loading condition, the decrease in the potential energy is equal to the the increase
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in the strain energy or vice-versa. Thus, from the above equation, the change in the strain energy
is calculated as,
GdA = −dΠ = dU. (5.31)
The above equation in the discretized form over a crack front segment can be written as,
∆U estimn (i) =
s=sj+1∫
s=sj
G(s) ∆a(s) ds (5.32)
where ∆U estimn (i) is the contribution to the estimated change in the strain energy from the crack
front segment (i) and n is the crack growth step number. Equation (5.32) can be expressed in the
master coordinates, ξ, as,
∆U estimn (i) =
ξ=1∫
ξ=−1
G(ξ) ∆a(ξ) J dξ. (5.33)
where −1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 is the master element coordinate given by
ξ =






. Equation (5.26) and (5.27) can also be expressed in the master coordinate system as,
∆a(ξ) = ∆ajNj(ξ) + ∆aj+1Nj+1(ξ) (5.35)
and
G(ξ) = GjNj(ξ) + Gj+1Nj+1(ξ) (5.36)









(1 + ξ) (5.38)
Substituting Equations (5.35), (5.36), (5.37) and (5.38) in the Equation (5.33) results in,



































































































Equation (5.42) can be explicitly evaluated after the extraction of the SIFs and the computation
of the energy release rate at each crack front vertex. Equation (5.42) can also be expressed as


























using the propagation law shown in Equation (5.20) for the fatigue crack growth. A similar ex-
pression can be derived for the propagation law given by Equation (5.23) for the brittle crack
growth.
∆U estimn (i) estimates the change in the strain energy for the creation of the new surface from the
crack front segment (i) for a given ∆amax. The total estimated change in the strain energy from
the crack growth is computed by summing up the contributions from each crack front segment.
This summation can be expressed as,
∆U estimn = Σ
i
∆U estimn (i) (5.44)
where ∆U estimn (i) is given by Equation (5.43). The only unknowns in Equation (5.44) are ∆U
estim
n
and ∆amax. It is noted that the Equation (5.44) assumes that the energy release rate remains
constant during the crack growth step.
5.3.3 Predictor-Corrector Algorithm Details
In this section, the details of the predictor-corrector algorithm to compute ∆amax for a crack growth
step are presented. Algorithm 8 lists the details of the same.
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Algorithm 8 Predictor-Corrector algorithm to compute ∆amax
Data: Stress intensity factors for the current crack propagation step and α, βpred and γcorr and
the strain energy values for all the previous crack propagation steps.
Result: ∆amax for the current crack propagation step, n.
1: Compute the energy release rate, Gj , at all the crack front vertices for the current crack prop-
agation step.
2: Step Corrector Step
3: if n = 1 then
4: Set correction parameter, γcorr1 = 1.0
5: else if n > 1 then
6: Compute the correction parameter, γcorrn , as shown in Equation (5.46)
7: end if
8: end Step
9: Step Predictor Step
10: if n = 1 then
11: Compute ∆amax such that A1 = A0 × (1 + α)
12: Compute ∆U estim1 using Equation (5.44)
13: else if n > 1 then
14: Compute ∆U scaledn as shown in Algorithm 9
15: Compute ∆U targetn = ∆U scaledn × βpredn × γcorrn
16: Set ∆U estimn = ∆U
target
n




n = current crack propagation step,
∆amax = maximum crack growth increment magnitude among all crack front vertices,
α = target percentage increase in the crack surface area for the first crack propagation step. The
default value is set as two percent,
βpredn = target percentage change in the strain energy for the nth crack propagation step. The
default value is set as two percent,
γcorrn = correction parameter for the n
th crack propagation step,
A0 = area of the initial crack surface,
A1 = area of the crack surface after the first crack propagation step,
∆U scaledn = scaled strain energy for the n
th crack propagation step computed using Algorithm 9,
∆U targetn = target change in the strain energy for the nth crack propagation step,
∆U estimn = estimated change in the strain energy for the n
th crack propagation step.
The computation of ∆amax and the prediction of change in the strain energy because of crack
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growth are dependent on the energy release rate at the crack front. The energy release rate at
any crack front vertex can be computed from the extracted value of Mode I stress intensity factor.
Therefore, the first step in the algorithm is to compute the energy release rate at each crack front
vertex given by Equation (5.12).
The next step in the algorithm is to compute a correction parameter, γcorrn . This parameter is
dependent on the quality of the prediction of the previous crack propagation step. The computation
of the correction parameter is designated as the corrector step in the algorithm.
The next step in the algorithm is called the predictor step. It computes the maximum crack
growth increment magnitude, ∆amax for the current crack propagation step. ∆amax is computed
by controlling the change in the strain energy bound by a user prescribed tolerance βpredn . This
user prescribed tolerance βpredn , is multiplied by the correction parameter γcorrn , to compute the
effective user prescribed tolerance. Correction parameter γcorrn either rewards or penalizes the
predictor step depending on the quality of the prediction of the previous crack propagation step.
It should be noted that the corrector step is evaluated before the predictor step. This is unlike the
more commonly used predictor-corrector algorithms where the corrector step is performed after the
predictor step.
5.3.3.1 Corrector Step
The objective of the corrector step is two-fold. Firstly, it is used to determine the quality of the
previous crack propagation step, n−1. The quality can be determined by validating the assumption
of insignificant change in the energy release rate along the length of the crack front because of crack
growth. This assumption is checked by computing, ∆U errorn−1 , which is given by,
∆U errorn−1 =
|∆Un−1| − |∆U estimn−1 |
|∆Un−1| × 100 (5.45)
where, ∆Un−1 = Un − Un−1, Un is the strain energy of the domain at the nth propagation step
and Un−1 is the strain energy of the domain at the (n− 1)th propagation step and ∆U estimn−1 is the
estimated change in the strain energy computed at the (n− 1)th propagation step using Equation
(5.44). ∆U errorn−1 computes the relative difference between the actual change in strain energy and
the estimated change in the strain energy for (n− 1)th propagation step. If |∆U errorn−1 | ≥ 50%, it is
advisable to repeat the (n− 1)th crack propagation step again with a smaller ∆amax value because
it implies that the assumption of near constant energy release rate did not hold for the (n− 1)th
crack propagation step. It is important to note that ∆U errorn−1 can only be computed after Un is
available, which is at nth crack propagation step.
The second objective of the corrector step is to compute the correction parameter γcorrn . For the
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10− |∆U errorn−1 |
10
)
+ 1, if |∆U errorn−1 | ≤ 10%
−
( |∆U errorn−1 | − 10
40
)
+ 1, if |∆U errorn−1 | > 10% and |∆U errorn−1 | < 50%
(5.46)
The limits for computing the correction parameter, 10% and 50%, are chosen from author’s expe-
rience. The correction parameter, γcorrn , essentially quantifies the quality of the assumption of near
constant energy release rate during crack growth. The value of γcorrn will vary from 0.0 to 2.0. If
the value of γcorrn is higher than 1.0, then the user tolerance in the predictor step will be rewarded
and if it is lower than 1.0, the user tolerance in the predictor step will be penalized. The higher the
value of γcorrn , the better the validity of the assumption of near constant energy release rate during
crack growth.
5.3.3.2 Predictor Step
The objective of the predictor step is to compute the maximum crack growth increment magnitude,
∆amax, for the current crack propagation step. It is computed by controlling the change in the
strain energy. However, the total strain energy of the system is not a robust quantity to control
this change. This is because if the stress state away from the crack changes significantly at a
propagation step, the total strain energy will also change. But this change in the strain energy is
not because of the crack growth. Therefore, there is a need to scale the total strain energy relative
to the strain energy dissipated only by crack growth. Computation of this scaled measure of strain
energy, ∆U scaledn , is shown in Algorithm 9. ∆U
scaled
n is a purely theoretical quantity designed only
for the purpose of this predictor-corrector algorithm.
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Algorithm 9 Pseudo-code to compute ∆U scaledn
1: if n = 2 then . n is the current crack step number




4: Set LocalChangeInSE = 0. . LocalChangeInSE is a variable
5: Set i = n. . i is a counter
6: while LocalChangeInSE < 100 and i > 0 do
7: if i = 1 then
8: LocalChangeInSE ← LocalChangeInSE + (α)× 100
9: else if i > 1 then






12: i← i− 1
13: end while






16: ∆U scaledn =
w
w + n
×∆U scaled1 + Un − U1
17: else
18: ∆U scaledn = Un − Ui
19: end if
After computing ∆U scaledn , the target change in the strain energy, ∆U
target
n , for the current






The value of ∆U estimn is set equal to ∆U
target
n . Equation (5.44) is then evaluated to compute ∆amax,
the only remaining unknown in the equation. This value of ∆amax is used as the maximum crack
growth increment magnitude for this crack propagation step.
5.3.3.3 Implementation Details
In this section, we discuss some of the details to implement the proposed algorithm.
1st crack propagation step: Correction parameter, γcorr1 , is set to one for the 1
st crack propaga-
tion step because there is no previous predictor step. There is also no history information available
about the strain energy at this step. This led to the idea of estimating the change in the total strain
energy for the creation of the initial crack surface, starting from a completely uncracked domain.
This quantity is hereby referred to as ∆U scaled1 . It is a theoretical estimate that serves the purpose
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of this algorithm. It is noted that ∆U scaled1 is a scaled measure of the strain energy because it is
approximating the change in the strain energy associated only with the creation of the initial crack
surface. However, at this point there is no way to even approximate ∆U scaled1 . Therefore, for this
step, it is assumed that the change in the strain energy is proportional to the change in the area
of the crack surface. A corresponding ∆amax can be calculated after computing the change in the
area of the crack surface.
∆U estimn for the first crack propagation step is calculated using the computed value of ∆amax
and Equation (5.44). It should be noted that ∆U estimn is not used for the prediction of ∆amax for
this propagation step unlike later propagation steps. It is calculated retrospectively after ∆amax is
computed. It is required to compute the correction parameter for the second propagation step.
2nd and later crack propagation steps: For the later crack propagation steps, the actual
change in the strain energy after crack growth and the estimated change in the strain energy are
available. This allows for a better prediction of ∆amax using the predictor-corrector algorithm.
The idea for these steps is also to control the change in the scaled measure of the strain energy
associated with a crack surface rather than the global strain energy of the problem.
Firstly, the correction parameter γcorr2 is computed for the 2
nd crack propagation step. Then
the theoretical estimate of ∆U scaled1 is computed as shown in Algorithm 9. The computation of
∆U scaled1 is only required once. ∆U
target
2 and ∆amax are then computed as shown in Section 5.3.3.2.
The algorithm is used similarly for later propagation steps.
Evolution of βpredn : β
pred
n represents the target percentage change in the strain energy for a
crack propagation step. However, keeping a constant value of βpredn = 2% might result in erroneous
simulations. This is because the energy release rate along the crack front changes with crack
propagation. For example, if the energy release rate along the crack front is decreasing with
crack advancement, keeping a constant βpredn will result in larger maximum crack growth increment
magnitude, ∆amax. A larger ∆amax may invalidate the assumption of insignificant change in the
energy release rate during crack growth. On the other hand, if the energy release rate along the
crack front is increasing, a constant βpredn will result in a conservative estimate of the ∆amax.
This will result in an excessive number of crack growth simulation steps rendering the algorithm
impractical to use.
As the algorithm gathers more information, the value of βpredn is changed depending on the type
of simulation and previous crack propagation steps, as shown in Algorithm 10. The upper and the







The values of the maximum and minimum limits of βpredn are different for the cases when the
strain energy is decreasing or increasing with the crack growth. This is because the energy release
rate along the crack front will also increase or decrease with the strain energy. The superscript




is computed by comparing the strain energy at the current crack propagation
step with the last propagation step.
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4: else if ∆anmax ≤ ∆an−1max ≤ ∆an−2max then




7: if βpredn+1 ≥ βstablemax then
8: βpredn+1 = β
stable
max
9: else if βpredn+1 ≤ βstablemin then





13: if ∆anmax ≤ ∆an−1max ≤ ∆an−2max then
14: βpredn+1 = β
pred
n × 2





18: if βpredn+1 ≥ βunstablemax then
19: βpredn+1 = β
unstable
max
20: else if βpredn+1 ≤ βunstablemin then





Special Case - Partial crack front propagation: The target percentage change in the strain
energy for the nth crack propagation step βpredn , is designed for the case when the entire crack front
is propagating. However, if only a part of the crack front is propagating, it is important to take
it into account. It is because imparting a βpredn % strain energy change to only a few crack front
vertices will result in a much larger ∆amax. This may invalidate the assumption of near constant
energy release rate during crack growth. A methodology to take a partial crack front propagation
into account is described in this section.
Figure 5.5 shows the displacement profile for the case of a partially propagating crack. For this
case, assume that only vertices j+ 2 and j+ 3 are propagating. Without loss of generality, assume
that j + 4 is the crack front end. A propagation parameter λ is proposed for this case to include
the effect of partially propagating crack.
The parameter λ is calculated as follows. Compute the length of the crack front Sstatic, which is
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Figure 5.5: Example of crack growth increment magnitude, ∆a, at crack front vertices for the case
of partially propagating crack. Crack growth increment magnitude of vertex j, j + 1 and j + 4 is
assumed to be zero.
not propagating. Sstatic is computed as shown below,
Sstatic = . . .+ S(i)︸︷︷︸








Contribution from segment (i+3)
(5.48)
where, S(i)/S(i + 1)/S(i + 3) = length of the crack front segment (i)/(i + 1)/(i + 3). The total








Thus, contribution to the Sstatic is taken into account from crack front vertex j, if the crack growth
increment magnitude at the vertex, ∆aj , is less than 1% of the maximum crack growth increment
magnitude, ∆amax.
Propagation parameter, λ, is then computed as,








to compute the target change in the strain
energy in the predictor step in Equation (5.47). If the entire crack front is propagating, λ will
be one thus not penalizing the target change in the strain energy. The value of λ varies from 0.0




This section present four examples to demonstrate the accuracy and versatility of the proposed
energy based predictor-corrector crack growth algorithm. These examples are compared with pub-
lished results from the literature. The proposed predictor-corrector algorithm was implemented
in our in-house GFEM software. In all the examples in this chapter, stress intensity factors are
extracted using the Cutoff Function Method (CFM) [73, 138]. The polynomial order of the GFEM
shape functions is taken as three, unless noted otherwise.
5.4.1 Double Cantilever Beam
The first example is a Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) with a through-the-thickness planar crack
of length a0 = 5.0 cm as shown in Figure 5.6. The geometrical and material properties for this
example are adopted from Davis et. al. [46] with L/a = 2, W/a = 1, H/a = 0.2, Young’s Modulus,
E = 1 N/cm2, and critical energy release rate, Gc = 9.4× 10-6N/cm. This example is simulated for
two cases of Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.0 and ν = 0.3.
5.4.1.1 Poisson’s Ratio, ν = 0.0
The DCB specimen is first simulated with Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.0. Displacement, uz = 0.263
cm, is applied at top and bottom cantilevered edges of the specimen. A similar example for the
case of stable crack growth is shown by Davis et. al. [46], however they applied the displacement
uz = 0.263 cm in 30 increments. The crack front is expected to remain straight because ν = 0.0.
Figure 5.6: Geometry and boundary conditions for the double cantilever beam (DCB) example.
Figure 5.7 shows the initial GFEM discretization used for this problem. An automatic localized
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mesh refinement is performed at each crack propagation step. The maximum and minimum element
edge size along the crack front is hmax/a0 = 0.00625 and and hmin/a0 = 0.0015625, respectively.
Figure 5.7: Initial GFEM discretization of the domain for the DCB example. Crack surface dis-
cretization can also be seen.
Figure 5.8 shows the crack configuration at simulated crack propagation steps. The analytical
solution from beam theory [104] computes the crack length to be 7.985169 cm for the applied
displacement, uz. Crack length predicted by the proposed algorithm is 7.980944 cm. This results
in an error of less than 0.05%. Error computed in the crack length by the proposed algorithm is
also less than the error given in Table 1 in Davis et. al. [46].
A total of 25 propagation steps were performed by the algorithm. Figure 5.9(a) shows the values
of ∆amax chosen by the algorithm at each crack growth step. Figure 5.9(b) plots the parameter
βpredn of the algorithm. It is automatically chosen as shown in Algorithm 10 to control the target
change in the strain energy at each propagation step. Figure 5.9(c) plots the correction parameter
γcorrn of the predictor-corrector algorithm. The value of the correction parameter for every step is
consistently higher than 1.0 which represents very good performance by the algorithm. A value
of higher than 1.0 for γcorrn represents less than 10% relative error in the actual change in strain
energy and the estimated change in strain energy as computed by Equation (5.46). It can also be
verified by the Figure 5.9(f) which shows that the strain energy predicted by the algorithm matches
very closely with the computed strain energy.
The propagation parameter λ = 1.0, as all the crack front vertices are propagating at each prop-
agation step. The length of the crack front also remains constant during crack growth. Variation
of the energy release rate along the length of the crack front for a few propagation steps is shown
in Figure 5.9(e). It can be seen that the magnitude of the energy release rate along the crack front
is reducing with crack front advancement. Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.0 also results in a constant energy
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Figure 5.8: Crack front position at every crack propagation step. Initial crack position is at 5.0cm
and is shown as a red line.
release rate along the length of the crack front as can be observed from Figure 5.9(e). It can also
be observed from Equation (5.44) that if the variation of the energy release rate along the length of
the crack front is constant, a given ∆U estimn would result in a larger ∆amax for smaller magnitude
of energy release rate.
Variation of ∆amax is closely related to the effective percentage strain energy change,(
βpredn × γcorrn
)
, at each crack propagation step as seen in Figure 5.9(d). ∆amax is smaller when
βpredn is reduced. For a constant β
pred
n , ∆amax increases because the energy release rate reduces
with crack advancement.
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of (a) ∆amax, (b) β
pred




, (e) energy release rate
and (f) computed and predicted strain energy at different crack propagation steps for DCB with
ν = 0.0.
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5.4.1.2 Poisson’s Ratio, ν = 0.3
In this section, DCB from Section 5.4.1 is simulated with a non-zero Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.3.
All other geometrical and material properties are same. The GFEM discretization and adaptive
refinement is also performed as explained in Section 5.4.1. A fixed displacement uz = 0.250 cm
is applied on the cantilevered edges of the DCB specimen. A non-zero Poisson’s ratio results in a
non-uniform energy release rate along the length of the crack front [45, 105]. This will result in
a non-uniform crack growth. Crack growth for this configuration is stable and hence propagation
law for brittle crack growth, as explained in Section 5.2.3.2, is used.
A total of 109 crack propagation steps were performed for the simulation. Figure 5.10 shows the
crack configuration at various crack propagation steps. As expected, a curvilinear crack growth is
observed due to partial crack growth in initial propagation steps. The crack intersection angle [146]
between the boundary of the domain and the crack front is similar to the observations reported in
the literature [91, 146].
Figure 5.10: Crack front position at propagation step number 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,
80, 90, 100 and 109 . Initial crack position is at 5.0cm and is shown as a red line.
Figure 5.11(a), 5.11(b) and 5.11(c) shows the evolution of the ∆amax, β
pred
n and γcorrn with crack
propagation. Figure 5.11(d) compares the predicted and computed strain energy, which matches
well with each other, at various propagation steps. This provides a verification of the proposed
algorithm. The final crack position and shape predicted by the algorithm is comparable to the
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Figure 5.11: Evolution of (a) ∆amax, (b) β
pred
n , (c) γcorrn and (d) computed and predicted strain
energy with different crack propagation steps for DCB with ν = 0.3.
results obtained by Davis et. al. [46]. Crack front coordinates at the center of the domain
computed by the proposed algorithm and Davis et. al. are (x = 7.900194 cm and y = 2.50 cm)
and (x = 7.9171 cm and y = 2.50 cm), respectively. The crack shape is also similar to the results
reported in the literature [45, 105, 129].
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5.4.2 Elliptical Crack: Fatigue Crack Growth
This section presents an initially elliptical crack propagating quasi-statically under remote fatigue
loading, σ. A similar example is also presented by Lazarus [109]. The crack propagation is governed
by Paris law [135] as detailed in Section 5.2.3.1. C = 1.0 and m = 2.0 are adopted as Paris law
parameters (Equation (5.15)).
Figure 5.12 shows the geometry and the initial GFEM discretization ((10× 10× 10) × 6 tetra-
hedrals) of the cubic domain with size, H = 150m, approximating an infinite domain. Figure 5.13
shows the initial crack configuration with major axis, b = 10m and minor axis, a = 4m. A cyclic
loading of σ = 1.0 MPa is applied on the +z\ − z faces in the outward normal direction. An
isotropic material with Young’s Modulus, E = 5, 000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.30 is used.
Figure 5.12: Geometry and initial GFEM discretization for the elliptical crack example. Boundary
condition of σ = 1.0 MPa is applied on the +z/− z faces in the outward normal direction.
Figure 5.14 shows the crack surface at various propagation steps. These results are analogous to
the results reported by Lazarus [109]. Figure 5.15 plots the normalized number of loading cycles,
Nn, versus the normalized crack size, l, at points A and B (cf. Figure 5.13) from the proposed
algorithm and the reference solution from Lazarus [109]. Nn is defined as Nn = NC (∆σ)
m a(m/2−1),
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Figure 5.13: Initial crack surface with major and minor axis as b = 10m and a = 4m, respectively.
where N is the number of loading cycles between the initial and current crack configuration, C and
m are Paris law parameters, σ is the loading applied and a = 4m is the length of the minor axis of
the initial crack. Normalized crack size at any point is defined as, l = r/a where, r is the distance
of the point on crack front from the center of crack and and a = 4m is the length of the minor axis
of the initial crack. Both the curves in Figure 5.15 are concave meaning crack grows faster at later
propagation steps compared to the earlier propagation steps. This is because of increase in the SIF
along the crack front as the crack grows. This observation matches well with results by Lazarus
[109].
Figure 5.16(a), 5.16(b) and 5.16(c) shows the values of ∆amax and the algorithm parameters
βpredn and γcorrn with crack propagation. Figure 5.16(d) compares the predicted strain energy by
the algorithm and computed strain energy. As seen in previous examples, a very good match can
be seen thus verifying the applicability and accuracy of the algorithm for this problem.
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Figure 5.14: Crack front position at various crack propagation steps for an elliptical crack under
fatigue loading. Initial crack front position is shown as a red line.
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Figure 5.15: Number of loading cycles, Nn vs normalized crack size, l. Points A and B are defined
in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.16: Evolution of (a) ∆amax, (b) β
pred
n , (c) γcorrn and (d) computed and predicted strain
energy at different crack propagation steps for an elliptical crack under fatigue loading.
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5.4.3 Elliptical Crack: Brittle Crack Growth
Elliptical crack presented in Section 5.4.2 is simulated in this section under monotonic loading.
Monotonic loading conditions will result in a brittle crack growth. Thus the propagation law de-
scribed in Section 5.2.3.2 is used. All the material properties, geometrical properties and boundary
conditions are same as used in Section 5.4.2. A critical fracture toughness, Kc = 1MN/m
2, is
chosen, arbitrarily, for this problem.
Figure 5.17 shows the crack surface at various propagation steps. Figure 5.18 shows the applied
loading, σ∞
√
a/Kc verses the normalized crack size, as defined in Section 5.4.2, at point A and
B, from the proposed algorithm and the reference solution from Lazarus [109]. Remote loading
is defined as σ∞ = KcKI , where Kc is the critical fracture toughness of the material and KI is the
Mode I SIF at the point. It can be observed from the figures that the crack grows only where
SIF is maximum. Once the crack becomes circular, SIF along the crack front becomes constant.
This results in a uniform advancement of the crack front. It can also be seen from the figure 5.18
that the crack advance under increasing normalized loading for the initial stages, thus signifying a
stable crack growth. This is because of the increasing curvature at point B. A similar behavior was
observed by Lazarus [109]. After a brief stable crack growth, the normalized loading is decreased
thus resulting in an unstable crack propagation.
Figure 5.17: Crack front position at various crack propagation steps under monotonic loading.
Initial crack front position is shown as a red line.
Figure 5.19(a), 5.19(b) and 5.19(c) shows the values of ∆amax and the algorithm parameters
βpredn and γcorrn with crack propagation. Figure 5.19(d) compares the predicted and computed
strain energy. These plots show the evolving nature of the algorithm taking into account the crack
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Figure 5.18: Applied loading, σ∞
√
a/Kc vs normalized crack size, l. Point A and B are defined in
Figure 5.13.
propagation history. These figures also provide a verification of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 5.19: Evolution of (a) ∆amax, (b) β
pred
n , (c) γcorrn and (d) computed and predicted strain
energy at different crack propagation steps for elliptical crack under monotonic loading.
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5.5 Conclusions
The proposed crack growth algorithm is able to accurately predict the crack propagation paths
under various types of loading. It is fully automatic thus requiring no user intervention.
Several benefits of using this energy based adaptive predictor-corrector crack growth algorithm
are listed below:
1. Prediction of maximum crack growth increment magnitude, ∆amax is completely automatic
and improves over time by using history information from previous crack propagation steps.
2. Computation of ∆amax is extremely cheap. It does not add much computational burden to
the analysis.
3. Analysis of correction parameter γcorrn , can be used to verify the results of crack growth
simulations.
4. Algorithm is independent of the type of crack growth. It is fully applicable for both fatigue
and brittle crack growth.
It is also important to note that the algorithm is independent of load-increment size unlike the
algorithm proposed by Davis et. al. [46]. This provides the user with much more flexibility for
any simulation. The proposed algorithm is also independent of the type of numerical method used.
The only requirement for the algorithm are the SIF values at the crack front. Thus, it is extremely
important to extract accurate SIF values from the solution.
This chapter provides planar crack propagation examples, however the proposed algorithm is
fully applicable for non-planar crack propagation as well.
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CHAPTER 6
HYDRAULIC FRACTURE INTERACTION WITH WELLBORE
AND OTHER NATURAL AND HYDRAULIC FRACTURES
Typical completion in the shale-rock reservoirs consists of long horizontal wells that are hydrauli-
cally fractured. Multistage fracturing is the technique of choice for stimulation treatments. How-
ever, multistage fracturing of horizontal wells in shale reservoirs results in significant production
variation from perforation cluster to perforation cluster [112, 114]. Typically, between 30 and 40%
of the clusters do not significantly contribute to production while the majority of the production
comes from only 20 to 30% of the clusters. Stress interaction between fractures in multistage
fracturing has been studied quite extensively [114, 175]. However, early-time behavior of a stage
consisting of initiating and propagating multiple fractures simultaneously from perforation clusters
has not been studied [114]. Lecampion et al. [114] discussed the importance of near-wellbore frac-
ture geometry and the assessment of its effect on multi-stage fracturing. They reported that current
numerical techniques cannot predict the complex near-wellbore fracture path and its effect [114].
In this chapter, we present methodology and examples simulating the near-wellbore tortuosity and
interaction of the hydraulic fractures with other hydraulic fractures and wellbore.
Hydraulic fracturing is also used extensively as a stimulation technique to enhance recovery from
tight naturally fractured reservoirs. The Barnett Shale is an example of a naturally fractured
gas formation that has generated a lot of interest recently with regard to complex hydraulic frac-
turing response. Coring has shown that hydraulic fractures have been diverted along and have
propped open pre-existing natural fractures [93, 108]. Therefore, understanding the geometry and
the growth of hydraulic fractures and their interaction with natural fractures is important for
designing, monitoring and assessing the induced fractures and their effects on the production.
One common observation in naturally fractured reservoirs is the high leakoff rate during the
hydraulic fracturing treatment. In some cases, fluid leakoff in these reservoirs are reported to be as
high as fifty times larger than the fluid leakoff in the non-fractured reservoirs [108]. Delaney and
Pollard [48] considered the effect of pre-existing joints (or simply flaws) in the fracture process zone
for en echelon dike propagation. Germanovich et al. [77] followed the same analogy to model multi-
segmented (or finger-like) hydraulic fractures. Olson and Pollard [134] studied the interaction of
propagating natural fractures and their cumulative effects on reservoir characterization. However, in
most of these studies all fractures are open, already pressurized and actively propagating. However,
it is also necessary to consider the natural fractures which are not propagating but are propped
open because of hydraulic fracturing. This is particularly important if the natural fracture/fault is
connected to the water stream. This situation may result in grave environmental consequences.
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This chapter presents examples simulating the operational conditions in multistage hydraulic
fracturing. Section 6.1 presents the effect of modeling the wellbore geometry on an induced hy-
draulic fracture. Interaction of multiple fractures emanating from a multistage hydraulic fracturing
treatment is also presented in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 presents an implementation of self-contact on
crack faces for the case of natural fractures because of the presence of compressive in-situ stresses.
A few numerical examples illustrating the implementation are also presented. Section 6.3 presents a
numerical algorithm for crack coalescence, similar to the one presented in [74], for multiple hydraulic
fractures emanating from the wellbore.
6.1 Modeling Near-Wellbore Tortuosity for Multiple Hydraulic Fractures
In this section, we study the effect of modeling the wellbore and the resulting complex stress field a
hydraulic fracture encounters near it. We also study the effects of interactions of multiple hydraulic
fractures near a wellbore in a multistage fracturing setting. Lecampion et al. [114] reported the
difficulty in modeling fracture growth in the vicinity of the wellbore. They assumed the initial
fracture as a radial notch perpendicular to the wellbore. They also commented on the current state
of fully 3-D simulators and their inability to model this phenomenon because of the lack of any
robust mixed-mode fracture propagation criterion [110]. Laboratory experiments by Weijers [188]
revealed that the fracture geometry is typically non-symmetric close to the wellbore.
6.1.1 Modeling Wellbore Geometry for an Induced Hydraulic Fracture
In this example, we present the effect of modeling the wellbore on a single hydraulic fracture
propagation. Figure 6.1 shows the input GFEM discretization of the domain and the shape of
the initial perforation. The horizontal wellbore is modeled in the direction of x-axis as shown
in the figure. The geometrical and material properties adopted are as follows: diameter of the
wellbore Dw = 25.4 cm/10 inches, Young’s Modulus E = 5,000 MPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2,
fracture toughness KIc = 0.1 MPa
√
m. The initial fracture is assumed to have a semi-circular
shape and is defined by two parameters: central angle φ = 90◦ and the diameter of the semi-circle
2R = 17.96 cm given by the chord length as shown in the Figure 6.1(c). The fracture is subjected
to a constant fluid pressure, p = 2.0 MPa. The crack propagation is governed by propagation law
detailed in Section 5.2.3.1.
This example is simulated for two cases of compressive in-situ stress variation as shown in Figure




σyy = σv = 1.0 MPa
σxx = σh = 1.0 MPa
σzz = σH = 1.0 MPa
(6.1)
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Figure 6.1: a) Input GFEM discretization of the domain with wellbore geometry, b) zoom-in
near the wellbore showing the initial perforation from a diagonal view, and c) top-view of the
discretization of the initial geometrical fracture surface.
For the second case, Case II, the vertical overburden stress is higher than the horizontal in-situ
stresses. The in-situ stresses are given by,
Case II =

σyy = σv = 2.5 MPa
σxx = σh = 1.0 MPa
σzz = σH = 1.0 MPa
(6.2)
The fracture surface at various fracture propagation steps is shown in Figure 6.3 for boundary
conditions given by Equations (6.1) and (6.2). Sub-figures on the left and right are fracture surface
with boundary conditions given by Equations (6.1) and (6.2), respectively. The effect of modeling
wellbore and boundary conditions is clearly visible. For Case I, the fracture evolves symmetrically
but for Case II, the fracture propagates in a non-symmetric fashion. The fracture propagates faster
at one of the crack front ends in the early growth stage. Once that crack front reaches the opposite
side of the initial position of the other fracture front, the other fracture front starts propagating
faster.
This behavior is due to the presence of a hole in the domain and can be explained by the Kirsch




Figure 6.2: Two loading cases with different boundary conditions applied on the domain. (a)
Isotropic stresses given by Case I, σyy = σv = 1.0 MPa, σxx = σh = 1.0 MPa, σzz = σH = 1.0 MPa,
and (b) higher vertical overburden stress given by Case II, σyy = σv = 2.5 MPa, σxx = σh =
1.0 MPa, σzz = σH = 1.0 MPa,.
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domain shown in Figure 6.4 is given by
σθθ (r = a) = (σxx + σyy)− 2 (σxx − σyy) cos2θ (6.3)
where a is the radius of the hole and σxx, σyy, r and θ are shown in the figure. If the finite width
and 3-D effects are neglected, this results in constant σθθ = −2.0 MPa along the edge of the hole
for Case I. However, for Case II, σθθ varies from −7.5 MPa to −0.5 MPa from θ = 0◦ to θ = 90◦,
respectively.
Figure 6.5 shows the variation of the von Mises stress near the wellbore for Case I and Case II.
It can be clearly seen that the stress is constant along the edge of the wellbore for Case I while for
Case II, the von Mises stresses are much higher at θ = 0◦ compared to θ = 90◦. This explains the
fracture propagation behavior observed in Figure 6.3: symmetric for Case I and non-symmetric for
Case II. This example distinctly demonstrates the need to model the wellbore for early stages of
hydraulic fracture growth.
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Figure 6.3: Evolution of the hydraulic fracture near a wellbore with two different cases of bound-
ary conditions given by Equations (6.1) and (6.2). Sub-figures on the left and right are fracture
surfaces at various propagation steps with boundary conditions given by Equations (6.1) and (6.2),
respectively.
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Figure 6.4: An infinite 2-D domain with a hole of radius, r = a. The domain is loaded with a
bi-axial loading given by σxx and σyy.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.5: Contour plot of the von Mises stress near the wellbore for two different cases of boundary
conditions, (a) Case I and (b) Case II given by Equations (6.1) and (6.2), respectively.
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6.1.2 Interaction between Multiple Hydraulic Fractures
In this section, we study the propagation behavior of multiple induced hydraulic fractures near a
wellbore. Figure 6.6(a) shows the input GFEM discretization of the domain with a wellbore. The
geometry of the initial semi-circular perforations is also shown. The distance between the initial
perforations d, is shown in Figure 6.6(b). A phase angle θ is defined as the angle between the
initial perforations as shown in Figure 6.6(c). The geometrical and the material properties for the
simulation are adopted from Section 6.1.1. The compressive in-situ stresses are given by,
σyy = σv = 2.5 MPa
σxx = σh = 1.0 MPa
σzz = σH = 1.0 MPa
(6.4)
These boundary conditions are also adopted from Section 6.1.1. Both fractures are subjected to a
constant fluid pressure, p = 3.0 MPa. The aim of this example is to study the effect of distance d
and phase angle θ between the initial perforations, on fracture propagation. The crack propagation
is governed by propagation law detailed in Section 5.2.3.1.
Figure 6.6: a) Input GFEM discretization of the domain for the hydraulic fracture propagation and
interaction near a wellbore, b) zoom-in near the wellbore showing the initial perforations and the
distance d between them, and c) top-view of the discretization of the initial geometrical fracture
surfaces and the phase angle θ between them.
Effect of distance, d : Figure 6.7 shows the fracture surfaces at various propagation steps for
two cases with different distance between initial perforations. Sub-figures on the left in Figure 6.7
are for d = 16.0 cm and on the right are for d = 30.0 cm. The phase angle, θ = 0◦, is same
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for both cases. It can be observed that the initial planar perforations results in a highly non-
planar mixed-mode fracture growth. The mixed mode growth is a result of the complex stress field
around the wellbore from the interaction between the two fractures. When the distance between
the initial perforations is smaller, d = 16.0 cm, the fracture surfaces grow away from each other
faster compared to the case when the distance between the initial perforations is larger, d = 30.0
cm. As the fracture fronts start moving away from each other, they propagate in a dominant
Mode I condition. It is noted that although the individual fracture surfaces after propagation are
non-planar, the fracture surfaces are anti-symmetric compared to each other. It is also noted that
the anti-symmetry is not enforced but is a part of the computed solution.
Effect of phase angle, θ : Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 shows the fracture surfaces at various
propagation steps for phase angle between initial perforations θ = 0◦, 180◦ and θ = 45◦, 90◦,
respectively. Sub-figures on the left in Figure 6.8 are for θ = 0◦ and on the right are for θ =
180◦. Similarly, the sub-figures on the left in Figure 6.9 are for θ = 45◦ and on the right are for
θ = 90◦. The distance between the initial perforations, d = 20.0 cm, is constant for all four cases.
The fracture growth from initial planar fractures to mixed-mode fractures can be observed in all
four cases. The mixed-mode growth can be attributed to two different and competing interaction
mechanisms: interaction of the individual fractures with the wellbore, and interaction between the
fractures.
For the case of phase angle θ = 0◦, both fractures grow away from each other mainly because
of the interaction of the compressive stresses around their crack fronts. The observed behavior is
similar to the one seen in Figure 6.7. However, when the phase angle is θ = 180◦, both fractures
propagate mainly in a planar direction before turning towards each other. The early behavior of
almost planar fracture propagation is mainly because of the dominant interaction of the individual
fractures with the wellbore and not with each other. After initial fracture propagation, the fractures
grow in size such that they start interacting with each other. This lead to the fracture fronts which
are curved towards each other. If the simulation is continued, these fractures will intersect each
other and merge into one fracture. This is a significantly different propagation behavior compared
to the case of θ = 0◦, where the fractures keep moving away from each other.
For phase angle θ = 45◦ and θ = 90◦, the interactions with the wellbore and each other results in a
highly complex and tortuous fracture propagation as can be observed in Figure 6.9. In both cases, a
region of the top fracture is moving away from the other fracture while the fracture fronts are curving
towards it. The bottom fracture is however curving away from the top fracture. This behavior is,
of course, not possible to capture with 2-D simulators or by placing any kind of restrictions on
the fracture geometry. This example shows that approximating such a complex behavior by planar
radial notches [114] due to the limitation of the available computational methods, is not realistic
and may result in erroneous design of the hydraulic fracturing treatments.
To the best of our knowledge, these are a first-of-their-kind simulations for multi-stage fracturing.
The videos of the fracture propagation can be requested from the author 〈gupta61@illinois.edu〉
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or from C. Armando Duarte 〈caduarte@illinois.edu〉. They are also available at https://www.
youtube.com/channel/UC6wlfOnwRTYD0Tb_rfDTbTA.
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Figure 6.7: Effect of distance, d, on the evolution of multiple hydraulic fractures near a wellbore.
Sub-figures on the left and right are fracture surfaces at various propagation steps with distance
between initial perforations d = 16.0 cm and d = 30.0 cm, respectively. The phase angle θ = 0◦ for
both cases.
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Figure 6.8: Effect of phase angle, θ, on the evolution of multiple hydraulic fractures near a wellbore.
Sub-figures on the left and right are fracture surfaces at various propagation steps with phase angle
between initial perforations θ = 0◦ and θ = 180◦, respectively. The distance between the initial
perforation, d = 20.0 cm for both cases.
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Figure 6.9: Effect of phase angle, θ, on the evolution of multiple hydraulic fractures near a wellbore.
Sub-figures on the left and right are fracture surfaces at various propagation steps with phase angle
between initial perforations θ = 45◦ and θ = 90◦, respectively. The distance between the initial
perforation, d = 20.0 cm for both cases.
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6.2 Implementation of Contact Boundary Bonditions
For the application in reservoir fracture prediction, self contact of crack faces is an important
consideration. The Generalized Finite Element Method, like FEM, does not prevent unphysical
inter-penetration of crack faces. Therefore, the treatment of mechanical contact is necessary for ac-
curate and reliable simulation of 3-D elasticity problems. A comprehensive review of the application
of the finite element method (FEM) for the class of contact problems can be found in [189, 196, 197].
Literature regarding crack face contact using GFEM/XFEM is very recent [55, 116, 125]. In this
work, a penalty formulation for the treatment of contact mechanics is adopted. The approach
presented here does not introduce any additional degrees of freedom.
6.2.1 Initial Solution without Application of Contact Constraint
The problem is initially solved without application of contact constraints. It can be stated as: Find
u0 ∈X0(Ω) ⊂ E0(Ω) such that, ∀ v0 ∈X0(Ω)∫
Ω
σ(u0) : ε(v0)dx =
∫
∂Ωσ
t¯ · v0ds (6.5)
where, X0(Ω) is a discretization of E0(Ω).
6.2.2 Identifying Contact Region
To apply the penalty formulation for crack face contact, it is necessary to identify the part of
crack faces inter-penetrating with each other. We compute the normal gap, gN , between the crack
surfaces to identify contact. Normal gap, gN , at a point x is given by,
gN =
{
u+ − u−} · n (6.6)
gN = JuK · n (6.7)
where, u+ and u− is the displacement of point x above and below crack surface respectively and
n is the outward normal vector to the crack surface.
For the faces to be in contact gN = 0. If gN < 0, then crack face inter-penetration occurs. To
resolve this unphysical inter-penetration we need to apply the contact formulation on crack faces.
Computationally, if the crack faces are inter-penetrating, a normal pressure pN is applied on the
region to prevent this.
So the complete formulation is given by,
gN ≥ 0, pN ≥ 0, gNpN = 0 on ΩC (6.8)
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6.2.3 Weak Formulation with Contact Constraints





(tnts(JuntsK)) · JvntsKds = ∫
∂Ωσ
t¯ · v0ds (6.9)
where, tnts(JuntsK) is the traction applied on the contact area in the local coordinate system of the
crack surface and JvntsK are the virtual displacements in the local coordinate system. A relation
for the tractions applied on the contact area in a local coordinate system of the crack surface is
given by,
tnts(JuntsK) = KntsJuntsK (6.10)





(KntsJuntsK) · JvntsKds = ∫
∂Ωσ
t¯ · v0ds (6.11)
Equation (6.11) can be rewritten as,∫
ΩC
(KntsJuntsK) · JvntsKds = ∫
ΩC
JvntsKTKntsJuntsKds (6.12)
This term is in the local coordinate system of the crack surface. This term needs to be transformed
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For the current implementation only Knn 6= 0 to prevent unphysical inter-penetration in the
normal direction across crack faces.
6.2.4 Solution Procedure
1. Solve the linear elastic fracture mechanics problem without crack face contact constraints.
2. Compute the strain energy of the system.
3. Save the initial solution and strain energy as previous solution and previous strain energy
respectively. Previous solution is used to check normal gap, gN , for crack face integration
points for next iteration step.
4. Assemble the stiffness matrix again but with contact constraints on crack faces.
(a) The contact constraints are applied on crack faces using penalty formulation as explained
in Chapter 6.2.3.
(b) The value of Knn depends on the normal gap, gN , computed from the previous solution.
If the computed gap, gN , is greater than zero, no penalty is applied, i.e., Knn = 0.
Otherwise, Knn is computed for the corresponding integration point. An important
point is to note that a constant value of penalty is not applied on crack faces. Value of
penalty depends on material properties and jacobian of the computational element.
5. Solve the problem again using updated stiffness matrix to get the current solution.
6. Compute the current strain energy from the current solution.
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7. Compute the percentage change in strain energy using current strain energy and previous
strain energy. Check for convergence for percentage change in strain energy against the
convergence tolerance. The current default value used for the convergence tolerance in this
work is 0.001%.
8. If convergence criterion is satisfied, save the current solution as the solution of the problem.
If the criterion fails, replace previous solution and previous strain energy by current solution
and current strain energy respectively.
9. Repeat the procedure from step 4 until convergence.
6.2.5 Numerical Examples for Contact Implementation
This section present some examples to show the capabilities implemented to handle crack face
contact as explained above. Various examples with varying complexity are shown. Some examples
are also shown to demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to handle non-planar crack surface.
Later, a few representative examples in the context of hydraulic fracturing are also shown.
6.2.5.1 Planar Crack
As a first example, we consider a rectangular domain. The domain is under compressive traction on
top and bottom faces. The magnitude of compressive traction is, σv = 1.0. The crack is considered
at the center of domain and is also considered at the edge of the domain. Results for both cases
are discussed below. The following geometrical and material parameters are adopted: In-plane
dimensions b = 2.0 m, h = 2.0 m; domain thickness t = 0.25 m; Young’s modulus E = 200, 000
MPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.30.
Center Crack : The geometry of the domain and boundary conditions for the example are
illustrated in Figure 6.10. This example is solved with and without crack face contact formulation.
The crack size is 2a = 0.5m.
Figure 6.11 shows the contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with the applica-
tion of crack face contact constraints. Figure 6.12 shows the same example with volume mesh
refinement along both crack fronts. Without the application of contact constraints, unphysical
inter-penetration across the crack faces and discontinuity in the solution can be observed. This
unphysical behavior is addressed by the application of the contact constraints along the crack faces.
Edge Crack : The geometry of the domain and boundary conditions for this case are same as
the center crack example. The only change is in the size, 2a = 0.75m and the position of crack
surface (c.f. Figure 6.13). If the crack surface is on the edge of domain, the displacements are much
higher as compared to case of center crack as can be seen from Figure 6.14. Figure 6.15 shows the
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(a) Domain with through-the-thickness planar center crack cut-
ting through the volume elements.
(b) Center crack position and configuration
in the domain.
Figure 6.10: Geometry and discretization of the domain for the through-the-thickness planar center
crack example.
contour of the magnitude of the solution with volume mesh refinement along the crack front. This
example shows that our assumption of using normals from the undeformed configuration is valid
for the cases when the displacement are “larger” but still are in the small deformation regime.
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(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.11: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on
crack faces for the through-the-thickness planar center crack example. No volume mesh refinement
is performed along the crack fronts.
(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints .
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.12: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on
crack faces for the through-the-thickness planar center crack example. Volume mesh is refined at
the crack fronts.
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(a) Domain with through-the-thickness planar edge crack cut-
ting through the volume elements.
(b) Edge crack position and configuration in
the domain.
Figure 6.13: Geometry and discretization of the domain for the through-the-thickness planar edge
crack example.
(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.14: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on
crack faces for the through-the-thickness planar edge crack example. No volume mesh refinement
is performed along the crack front.
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(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.15: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on




In this example, crack surface is not aligned with the global coordinate system and thus we need to
implement the contact boundary conditions using the local coordinate system of the crack surface.
The other feature in this example is of the tangential displacement along the crack surface. Current
implementation is only for contact constraints in normal direction and thus does not prevent any
tangential displacements along the crack surface. However, this behavior is explained in more
detail in the next section. For this case the same rectangular domain and boundary conditions as
in the previous section were used. The crack is considered at the center of the domain and is also
considered at the edge of the domain. Results for both cases are discussed.
Center Crack : The non-planar crack is in the center of the domain. Crack has non-planarity
within a single element i.e. normal direction of crack faces changes within the element. The
geometry of the domain and boundary conditions for the problem are illustrated in Figure 6.16.
This problem is simulated with and without contact constraints.
(a) Domain with through-the-thickness non-planar center crack
cutting through the volume elements.
(b) Center crack position and configuration
in the domain.
Figure 6.16: Geometry and discretization of the domain for the through-the-thickness non-planar
center crack example.
Figure 6.17 shows the solution without and with the application of crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.18 shows the same example but with volume mesh refinement along both crack fronts.
Without the application of contact constraints unphysical inter-penetration across the crack faces
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and discontinuity in the solution can be observed. The unphysical inter-penetration can be ad-
dressed by the application of contact constraints along the crack faces.
(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.17: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on crack
faces for the through-the-thickness non-planar center crack example. No volume mesh refinement
is performed along the crack fronts.
(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.18: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on
crack faces for the through-the-thickness non-planar center crack example. Volume mesh is refined
at the crack fronts.
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Edge Crack : The geometry of the domain and boundary conditions for this case are same as
described for the center crack. However, the geometry and position of crack surface is changed. In
this case crack surface is non-planar in a global respect and not within a single element. Figure
6.19 shows the domain and crack configuration and the geometry adopted for the problem. If the
crack surface is on the edge of domain, the displacements are much higher as compared to the case
of center crack as can be seen from Figure 6.20. Figure 6.21 shows the contour of the magnitude
of the solution with volume mesh refinement along the crack front.
(a) Domain with through-the-thickness non-planar edge crack
cutting through the volume elements.
(b) Edge crack position and configuration in
the domain.
Figure 6.19: Geometry and discretization of the domain for the through-the-thickness non-planar
edge crack example.
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(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.20: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on crack
faces for the through-the-thickness non-planar edge crack example. No volume mesh refinement is
performed along the crack front.
(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.21: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on
crack faces for the through-the-thickness non-planar edge crack example. Volume mesh is refined
along the crack front.
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6.2.5.3 Inclined Crack
This example is designed to highlight the strict compliance of the contact constraint applied only
in the normal direction. This is achieved by implementing contact constraints using the local
coordinate system of the crack surface as explained in Chapter 6.2.3. This will result in non
penetration in the normal direction but will not prevent any displacement in the tangential direction
of the crack surface. The current implementation is designed for linear elastic fracture mechanics
but can be easily extended to use other frictional contact laws (c.f. Chapter 6.2.3). The rectangular
domain used in the previous examples is also used here with the same geometrical and material
properties. The crack is considered at the center of domain and is also considered at the edge of
the domain. We discuss the results for both the cases below.
Center Crack : The inclined crack is in the center of the domain. The geometry of the domain
and boundary conditions for the example are illustrated in Figure 6.22. This example is simulated
with and without contact constraints.
(a) Domain with through-the-thickness inclined center
crack.
(b) Inclined center crack position and configura-
tion in the domain.
Figure 6.22: Geometry and discretization of the domain for the through-the-thickness inclined
center crack example.
Figure 6.23 shows the solution of the example without and with the application of crack face
contact constraints. Figure 6.24 shows the same example but with volume mesh refinement along
both crack fronts. Without the application of contact constraints unphysical inter-penetration
across the crack faces and discontinuity in the solution can be observed. These can be addressed by
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application of contact constraints along crack faces. The previously discussed feature of tangential
displacement along the crack surface can also be observed. Implementation of contact boundary
conditions does not prevent these tangential displacements.
(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.23: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on
crack faces for the through-the-thickness inclined center crack example. No volume mesh refinement
is performed along the crack fronts.
(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.24: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on
crack faces for the through-the-thickness inclined center crack example. Volume mesh is refined at
the crack fronts.
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Edge Crack : The geometry of the domain and boundary conditions for this case are same as
the center inclined crack. However the position of the crack surface is changed. Figure 6.25 shows
the domain, crack configuration and the geometry used in the example. If the crack surface is on
the edge of domain, the displacements are much higher as compared to case of center crack as can
be seen from Figure 6.26. Figure 6.27 shows the contour of the magnitude of the solution with
volume mesh refinement along the crack front. Tangential displacement along the crack surface can
also be observed.
(a) Domain with through-the-thickness inclined edge
crack.
(b) Inclined edge crack position and configura-
tion in the domain.
Figure 6.25: Geometry and discretization of the domain for the through-the-thickness inclined edge
crack example.
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(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.26: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on
crack faces for the through-the-thickness inclined edge crack example. No volume mesh refinement
is performed along the crack front.
(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.27: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on




To investigate the proposed contact formulation in a more realistic setting, a cube with a curved
crack under compression is considered. A 20×20×20 (×6) tetrahedral discretization is used for the
global domain. This example has varying normal along the entire crack surface and will also result
in tangential displacement because of the compression of the domain. The material properties are
adopted from the previous section. This example is simulated with and without contact constraints.
Figure 6.28 shows the domain discretization and crack geometry and its position in the domain.
(a) Domain with through-the-thickness cylindrical
crack.
(b) Cylindrical crack position and configuration in the
domain.
Figure 6.28: Geometry and discretization of the domain for the through-the-thickness cylindrical
crack example.
Figure 6.29 shows the contour of the magnitude of the solution with and without contact con-
straints. Figure 6.30 shows the crack surface and computational crack surface.
6.2.5.5 Small Planar Crack in a Rock Block
In this example, we investigate the contact formulation in a more representative setting for the case
of hydraulic fracturing. This example is also different from other examples as it is a true 3-D contact
problem. All the examples in previous sections have through-the-thickness cracks but this crack
surface is contained within the domain. Further more, the size of the crack is very small compared
to the size of the domain. This problem is simulated with and without contact constraints. Figure
6.28 shows the domain discretization and crack geometry and position in the domain.
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(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.29: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on
crack faces for the through-the-thickness cylindrical crack example.
(a) Geometrical crack surface. (b) Computational crack surface.
Figure 6.30: Geometrical and computational crack surface identified by the algorithm.
Figure 6.33 shows the contour of the magnitude of the solution with and without contact bound-
ary constraints. Discontinuity in the solution and inter-penetration across the crack faces for the
case when contact constraints are not enforced can be observed in the figure. Figure 6.32 shows
the geometrical and computational crack surface for this case. Figure 6.33 shows the contour of
the magnitude of the solution around the crack front. Figure 6.34 shows the contour of von Mises
stress around the crack. In this case it can be observed that the von Mises stresses around the
crack front are much smaller for the case of when contact constraints are applied.
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(a) Domain with small planar crack. (b) Small planar crack position and configuration in
the domain.
Figure 6.31: Geometry and discretization of the domain for a small planar crack example.
(a) Geometrical crack surface. (b) Computational crack surface.
Figure 6.32: Geometrical and computational crack surface identified by the algorithm.
6.2.5.6 Hydraulic Fracture Interaction with Natural Fracture
In this section, the effect of an induced hydraulic fracture on a nearby natural fracture is considered.
The natural fracture, depending on the stress state because of opening of hydraulic fracture, might
open or close on itself. There is also a possibility of partial opening of the fracture with some part
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(a) Contour of the magnitude of the solution without
crack face contact constraints.
(b) Contour of the magnitude of the solution with
crack face contact constraints.
Figure 6.33: Contour of the magnitude of the solution without and with contact constraints on
crack faces for a small planar crack example.
(a) von Mises Stress Contour without crack face con-
tact constraint.
(b) von Mises Stress Contour with crack face contact
constraint.
Figure 6.34: von Mises Stress Contour without and with contact constraints on crack faces for a
small planar crack example.
of fracture self-intersecting across the faces.
The geometry of the domain with hydraulic fracture and natural fracture is shown in Figure
6.35. The size of the hydraulic fracture is 2a = 0.75m and size of the natural fracture is 2b = 2.12m
inclined at an angle of 45◦ degrees. The size of the domain is 2m × 2m × 0.25m. The following
material properties are adopted: E = 5 GPa and ν = 0.30. A constant pressure, p = 2.5 MPa is
applied on the hydraulic fracture faces. The domain is under compressive in-situ stress in vertical
direction, σv = −1.0 MPa.
Figure 6.36 shows the magnitude of the solution contour for the case when no contact constraints
are considered for the natural fracture. It can be clearly seen that part of the natural fracture is
opening while other part is self-intersecting. Figure 6.37 shows the solution magnitude contour
for both cases, with and without contact constraints for natural fracture. After applying contact
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Figure 6.35: Geometry and boundary conditions for the example of natural fracture interaction
with a hydraulic fracture. Both hydraulic fracture and natural fracture are shown in the figure.
constraints the faces of natural fracture are not intersecting with each other. It should also be noted
that the area in contact is not same as the area which was self-intersecting when contact constraints
were not considered. In fact, the area in contact for the converged solution is more than the area
of initial self-intersection. In this example, the solution converges in 3 steps in comparison to all
the previous examples which converge in 2 steps. This example clearly shows that the proposed
methodology for the application of contact on fracture faces is robust to handle natural fracture
interaction for hydraulic fracturing simulation.
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Solution contour without application of
contact constraints
Zoom in at the part of natural fracture
with self-intersecting faces
Figure 6.36: Solution contour when contact constraints are not applied to natural fracture. Zoom-in
of the magnitude of the solution contour to show displacement discontinuity and inter-penetration
across the crack faces.
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Figure 6.37: Solution contour with and without contact constraints for natural fracture is shown.
Note that the crack surface area under contact after solution convergence is not same as the initial
inter-penetration area.
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6.3 Hydraulic Fracture Coalescence
The efficiency of a hydraulic fracturing treatment is dependent on the additional fracture surface
created through hydraulic loading. Wellbore drilled in the direction of σH,max as shown in Figure
6.38 does not favor the creation of transverse or orthogonal fractures. All the induced hydraulic frac-
tures are in the direction of the wellbore and may coalescence with each other before reorientation
of the coalesced fracture. Coalescence of the hydraulic fractures limit the number of independent
fractures that can be realistically placed in the field without one fracture overlapping the adjacent
one. In this section, we present an example exhibiting the fracture coalescence between the initial
perforations. This example further demonstrates the versatility and applicability of the proposed
methodology for the simulation of multiple hydraulic fractures.
Figure 6.38: Schematic representation of the orientation of the wellbore and hydraulic fractures.
This figure is adopted from [151].
We consider five separate initial circular perforations emanating from a horizontal wellbore as
shown in Figure 6.39. The yellow line in the figure shows the wellbore trajectory. All five initial
fractures are oriented in the direction of the wellbore. It is a similar situation to the longitudinal
fractures shown in Figure 6.38. The variation of the horizontal stresses is also shown in the figure.
Horizontal in-situ stresses σxx and σzz are assumed to be equal. They vary with the depth according
to
σxx = σzz =

2.0 MPa for y > h,
1.0 MPa for − h ≤ y ≤ h,
1.5 MPa for y < −h,
with h = 2m. The vertical overburden in-situ stress is assumed to have magnitude σyy = 2.5 MPa.
The geometrical and material properties in this example are as follows: Young’s Modulus
E = 20,000 MPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, fracture toughness KIc = 0.894 MPa
√
m. A
constant pressure, p = 2.0 MPa is applied on all five fractures. The crack propagation is governed
by propagation law detailed in Section 5.2.3.1. The cuboid domain, with dimensions 40m × 20m ×
10m used in the GFEM simulations is shown in Figure 6.40(a). A diagonal view of the domain is
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1.5 MPa 1.5 MPa
Figure 6.39: Schematic of the horizontal stress contrast and five initial fractures along the length
of the wellbore. It is noted that the wellbore is not modeled in this example.
also shown in the Figure 6.40(b). The domain is discretized into 40 × 20 × 10 hexahedral elements,
which are further divided into six tetrahedral elements. The discretization of the initial geometrical
crack surface is also shown in Figure 6.40(a). The radius of the initial fracture surface is R = 0.5m.
The distance between different initial fractures is also shown in the figure. Figure 6.41 shows the
horizontal in-situ stress contrast in the vertical direction.
Figure 6.42 show the fracture surfaces at various fracture propagation steps. The coalescence of
the fractures can be clearly observed. The differential growth in the horizontal direction caused
by coalescence of five fractures is also observed in the figure. It should be noted that the fracture
shape is concave close to the region of coalescence. This poses many numerical and geometrical
difficulties for the propagation of fractures. However, the proposed algorithm and implementation




Figure 6.40: Cuboid domain, input GFEM mesh with five initial circular fractures. The fractures
are oriented in the preferential propagation direction.
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Figure 6.41: Horizontal in-situ stress contrast in the vertical direction.
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Figure 6.42: Evolution of multiple longitudinal hydraulic fractures along the length of the wellbore.
Various steps after propagation and coalescence of multiple fractures are shown. The differential
growth in the horizontal direction caused by coalescence of five fractures is clearly observed.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This research focuses on the development of a coupled formulation and algorithms for the simula-
tion of non-planar three-dimensional hydraulic fracture propagation using a Generalized/Extended
Finite Element Method. The major contributions and directions of future research are summarized
below.
7.1 Contributions
Chapter 2 proposes a GFEM to simulate the propagation of non-planar hydraulic fractures with
complex 3-D shapes. It focuses on the application of the GFEM to the early stages of hydraulic
fracture propagation under a storage-toughness regime for the fracturing of deep reservoirs with low
permeability. Thus, the pressure is assumed to be constant inside the fracture. The assumption of
constant pressure inside the fracture is acceptable if the viscosity of the fracturing fluid is negligible
and when fracturing deep reservoirs with high confining stress. The idea of computational crack
surface is proposed to efficiently integrate terms of the weak form defined on crack surfaces. The
proposed algorithm for the construction of these surfaces can handle non-planar and non-smooth
surfaces inside 3-D volume elements. Examples to demonstrate the fracture reorientation because
of the compressive in-situ stresses and non-planar fracture developing from the deviated wellbore
are presented. The research results from this study are published in Gupta and Duarte [83].
Chapter 3 presents a fully-coupled system of equations for modeling non-planar three-dimensional
hydraulic fracturing. The proposed formulation extends the work of Chapter 2 by modeling fluid
flow, for arbitrary fluid viscosity and injection rate, inside the fracture. The pressure distribution
on fracture faces is part of the solution. A detailed procedure to automatically generate fluid finite
element meshes is proposed. A salient feature of these meshes is that they accurately approximate
the geometry of the crack front irrespective of the refinement of the three-dimensional solid mesh
around the crack front. An analysis of the coupled system of discretized equations is also presented
and demonstrates that the solution of the proposed coupled formulation is unique. A solution
algorithm to solve the fully-coupled nonlinear system of equations is presented. An efficient time
marching scheme for the solution is also proposed. A novel discretization strategy for the 2-D fluid
flow equation on non-planar 3-D fracture surfaces is also presented. We restrict the discussion in
this chapter to modeling of coupled linear elasticity and fluid flow equations for static hydraulic
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fractures. The research results from this study are published in Gupta and Duarte [84].
Chapter 4 presents a fully automated non-linear solution algorithm using a coupled hydro-
mechanical formulation for the evolution of non-planar three-dimensional hydraulic fractures. The
proposed algorithm extends the work of Chapter 3 by coupling a fracture propagation criterion with
the fluid flow in the fracture and the mechanical deformation of the rock. We also propose a new
fracture propagation model, based on the regularization of Irwin’s criterion for fracture propaga-
tion in brittle materials. The proposed algorithm automatically computes the time step increment
at each fracture propagation step using the solution history, leading to a high computational effi-
ciency. An analysis of the computational performance of the proposed algorithm is also presented
through several numerical examples. Other examples demonstrating the flexibility and accuracy of
the proposed solution algorithm are presented in Section 4.3. The research results from this study
will appear in Gupta and Duarte [85].
Chapter 5 present an energy-based predictor-corrector algorithm for the automatic simulation
of three-dimensional crack growth. The underlying idea of the proposed algorithm is to control
the change in strain energy such that the energy release rate along the crack front and its varia-
tion is minimal between consecutive crack growth steps. A novel contribution of this work is the
development of an explicit expression to predict the change in the strain energy for crack growth.
The expression is derived by the first order derivation of the energy release rate at each crack front
vertex. This expression is then implemented within a predictor-corrector algorithm to predict the
maximum crack growth increment magnitude. The algorithm is applicable for both mixed-mode
and planar crack growth. It is also equally applicable for fatigue crack growth and brittle fracture
growth. The proposed algorithm is not restricted to any particular numerical method. It can be
used by any method (FEM, G/XFEM, BEM etc.) able to simulate 3-D fracture propagation. The
research results from this study will be submitted for publication in near future.
Chapter 6 utilizes the formulation developed in the previous chapters to study the effect of
wellbore modeling, near-wellbore tortuosity and interaction of multiple hydraulic fractures. An
implementation of self-contact to prevent unphysical inter-penetration of the crack faces because of
the presence of compressive in-situ stresses is also presented. The importance of modeling contact
is also emphasized by modeling the effect of an induced hydraulic fracture on natural fractures.
An example illustrating the capabilities of the proposed methodology for fracture coalescence along
the length of a horizontal wellbore is also presented. The research results from this study will be
submitted for publication in near future.
7.2 Future Work
This dissertation focuses on four major research themes, namely,
• A GFEM for hydraulic fractures
• Coupled formulation and algorithms for hydraulic fractures
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• Fully automated 3-D fracture growth
• Hydraulic fracture interaction with a wellbore and other induced or natural fractures
Thus, directions for future research are also presented along these lines. Section 7.2.1 and Sec-
tion 7.2.2 details potential research ideas for GFEM and coupled formulation and algorithms for
hydraulic fractures, respectively. Section 7.2.3 presents ideas for improved algorithms for fully au-
tomated 3-D fracture growth. Finally, Section 7.2.4 discuss some interesting ideas that utilize the
research presented and future work proposed in the other sections to capture the interaction of
multiple hydraulic fractures and natural fractures.
7.2.1 GFEM for Hydraulic Fractures
• In this work, we adopt the high-order enrichment functions for 3-D non-planar fractures
proposed in Section 3 of [140] with
√
r singularity. However, Savitski and Detournay [160]
presented the analytical solution with different orders of singularity based on the propaga-
tion regime. Analytical enrichments developed using the correct order of singularity will
potentially reduce the level of adaptive h-refinement required close to the fracture front.
• The Generalized Finite Element Method with global-local enrichments [59] can be employed
to generate the numerical enrichment functions close to the crack front. This will also allow
simulating several propagating hydraulic fractures at once by creating a local problem for
each fracture.
• The proposed GFEMgl can also be implemented non-intrusively in a commercial finite element
software like ABAQUS as shown in Gupta et al. [86]. This will allow for a swift adoption of
the method in the industry.
7.2.2 Coupled Formulation and Algorithms for Hydraulic Fractures
• The coupled formulation presented in this work can be extended to include the poro-elastic
effects in the rock, temperature effects on the rock and the fracturing fluid, non-Newtonian
fluid inside the fracture and other non-linear material models for the rock.
• Savitski and Detournay [160] presented the analytical solution for pressure distribution in a
penny-shaped fracture for different fracture propagation regimes. In this work, we used linear
finite elements to approximate the pressure distribution from fluid-flow inside the fracture.
A GFEM with enrichment functions developed from the analytical solution in [160] can be
utilized to reduce the refinement requirements of the fluid mesh close to the crack front and
injection point.
• Analysis of the coupled formulation in Section 3.5.1 proved that the solution is unique, without
imposing a Dirichlet boundary condition on the fluid pressure if rigid body motions of the
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reservoir are prevented. A detailed analysis of this system of equations can be performed to
better understand the effects of coupling.
• Section 3.5.2 presents a novel strategy to avoid volume mappings by taking advantage of the
explicit representation of the crack surface geometry adopted in the GFEM. This requires a
sufficiently fine triangulation of the geometrical crack surface able to represent the solution
with enough fidelity since the solution will be used in the next time step. However, this
solution can instead be saved on the surface represented by the fluid mesh. This idea is
presented in Figure 7.1. In the current implementation, for a time step n, the solution is
saved on the geometrical crack surface shown as GCSn in the figure. The fidelity of the
GCSn is independent of the fidelity of the fluid mesh, FMn, at step n. However, the idea is
to create a new triangulation, GSFMn, based on the fluid mesh, which is already available,
and save the solution on this triangulation. This new triangulation is an exact geometrical
copy of the fluid mesh. This idea is also fully applicable to the case of propagating hydraulic
fractures, also shown in Figure 7.1. For time step n+1, the triangulation GSFMn with saved
solution vector is still available. Once the fluid mesh, FMn+1 and the triangulation based on
the fluid mesh, GSFMn+1 is created, the information saved on GSFMn can be transferred
to GSFMn+1.
7.2.3 Fully Automated 3-D Fracture Growth
• Extension of the fully automated 3-D fracture growth algorithm presented in Section 5 to the
case of fractures loaded with fluid pressure.
• The algorithm can also be extended for the proposed GD model, instead of the Irwin’s criterion
for brittle fracture growth.
• Formulation and implementation of an accurate SIF rate change algorithm to compute the
rate of change of SIF with fracture propagation. This will improve the prediction of ∆amax.
It will also improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
7.2.4 Hydraulic Fracture Interaction with Wellbore and other Induced and Natural
Fractures
• In this work, we considered the interaction between multiple induced hydraulic fractures.
This can be extended to consider the intersections between these fracture. This will improve
the understanding of the process of multi-stage fracturing even further.
• Interaction between multiple induced hydraulic fractures can also be considered with the
presented coupled formulation.
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of the proposed improvement for time marching of the solution in the
coupled formulation.
• The hydraulic fracture / natural fracture interaction considered in this work assumes that the
natural fracture is dry and without any cohesion. This can be extended to consider interaction
of hydraulic fracture with natural fracture and faults with cohesive properties.
• Implementation of a 1-D pipe element to compute the pressure and fluid flow in the wellbore.
This proposed pipe element can then be coupled with the presented coupled formulation.
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APPENDIX A
DISPLACEMENT CORRELATION METHOD FOR SIF
EXTRACTION
In three-dimensional LEFM, the stress state in a neighborhood of a crack front can be completely
defined by the Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs). However, extraction of SIFs from the finite element or
the generalized finite element solution is non-trivial in 3-D. This becomes even more difficult when
crack faces are loaded with non-smooth traction boundary conditions. The pressure variation close
to the crack front for a coupled hydro-mechanical formulation, in general, exhibit a logarithmic
singularity. Thus, explicitly accounting for the pressure applied on crack faces, even in super-
convergent techniques like the Contour Integral Method (CIM) and the Cut-off Function Method
(CFM) [73], can result in large errors. In this work, we utilize a displacement correlation method
(DCM) [127] to extract SIFs at the crack front.













































































where u, v, w are the displacement at the crack front in the local Cartesian coordinate system as
shown in Figure A.1 and µ = E/2 (1 + ν) is the shear modulus, E is the Young’s modulus, ν is the
Poisson’s ratio, and κ = 3− 4ν is the Kolosov constant for plane strain conditions.
Once the numerical solution is available, the displacement close to the crack front is utilized
to compute the SIFs. For a crack front vertex j, the displacement jump across the crack faces,
∆u (ra) = u (ra, θ = pi)−u (ra, θ = −pi) is computed at a distance ra, behind the crack front in the
local crack front coordinate system as shown in Figure A.1. The SIFs at crack front vertex j are
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Figure A.1: Local Cartesian coordinate system at the crack front vertex j along a curved crack
front and the displacement jump across the crack faces, ∆u (ra) = u (ra, θ = pi) − u (ra, θ = −pi)
at a distance, ra, behind the crack front in the local crack front coordinate system.




























where ∆u (ra) ,∆v (ra) and ∆w (ra) are the displacement jump in x, y and z directions across the
crack faces at a distance ra behind the crack front in the local coordinate system xyz, as shown in
Figure A.1. Similarly, the SIFs are also approximated at another distance rb, larger than ra, behind
the crack front in the local coordinate system for crack front vertex j. The SIF approximations are




























In this work ra = 2.1hmin and rb = 2.3hmin, where hmin is the minimum volume element edge
231
length at the crack front. A detailed description of the selection of the parameters to use with the
DCM for SIF extraction from GFEM solutions is given by Dhankar et al. [53].
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